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UNLOCKING APAC’S DIGITAL POTENTIAL

HOME TO OVER HALF OF THE
WORLD’S INTERNET USERS, IT HAS
BEEN PREDICTED THAT BY AS EARLY AS
2021, 60 PERCENT OF THE ASIA PACIFIC
REGION’S GDP WILL BE DERIVED FROM
DIGITAL PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, WITH
TECHNOLOGIES ADDING 0.8 PERCENT
ANNUALLY TO GDP.

Digital technologies are transforming economies in the
Asia Pacific (“APAC”) region. Home to over half of the
world’s Internet users, it has been predicted that by
as early as 2021, 60 percent of the APAC region’s GDP
will be derived from digital products or services, with
technologies adding 0.8 percent annually to GDP.1 This
contribution is likely to increase in the current context
of the COVID-19 pandemic, in which social distancing
measures by governments to contain the outbreak have
accelerated the digitization journeys for industries and
individuals, with recent global surveys indicating that
within the first two months of the crisis, consumer and
business digital adoption progressed at a rate typically
seen over five years.2 However, capturing the potential
of digital technologies and ensuring that everyone
benefits from this will require a massive step-change
in digital skill training. This research aims to support
policymakers, educational institutions, and business
leaders in making this digital reskilling revolution
happen by:
•

understanding the digital skills used in the
workforce today;

•

projecting the likely required increase in digital skills
needed over the next five years;

•

identifying where interventions are needed most
(in terms of types of workers and specific digital
skills) to make this shift happen.

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

1. IDC (2018), Unlocking the economic impact of digital transformation in Asia Pacific. Available
at: https://3er1viui9wo30pkxh1v2nh4w-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/prod/
sites/43/2018/11/Unlocking-the-economic-impact-of-digital-transformation.pdf
2. McKinsey Digital (2020), The COVID-19 recovery will be digital: A plan for the first 90 days.
Available at: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/thecovid-19-recovery-will-be-digital-a-plan-for-the-first-90-days
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Asia Pacific faces a digital skills challenge. Confronted

This study takes a “worker-centric” approach in

South Korea: 62 percent of South Korean workers

content (e.g., posting marketing content on social

with rapid technological change such as the transition

understanding future digital skill needs in six APAC

•

apply digital skills in their jobs today (close to

media) to more advanced capabilities such as web and

to cloud computing, the advent of Internet of Things

economies, by developing insights on the number

that of Australia and Singapore who lead on this

software development, such skills are likely largely

(IoT), and the introduction of automation technologies,

and types of digital skills that different groups of

share across the six APAC economies studied),

utilized by marketing, editorial, digital media, and

workers in the APAC region face increasing pressure to

workers will need to gain by 2025, in order to keep

while about 21 percent of them apply advanced

technology professionals.

upskill digitally to take advantage of new opportunities,

pace with technological change. Based on input from

digital skills.

embrace higher-skilled jobs, bring new innovations to a

policymakers, HR professionals, digital technology experts,

local or global market, or solve challenges that will help

and business leaders, 28 digital skills (spanning eight

improve the way people live and work. However, there
is evidence of a growing digital skills gap in the region.
A 2019 survey by the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation

differing skill ability levels) were identified. Measuring

(APEC) of employers, government officials, and academics

digital skill utilization rates across these granular skills,

found that three-quarters of respondents believed there
was a significant digital skills gap in their country.3 This

• By 2025, the average worker in the region will need
•

Japan: 58 percent of Japanese workers apply digital

to gain seven new digital skills to keep pace with

digital competence areas, referring to areas of digital

skills in their jobs today; of these workers, half

technological change, and the number of workers

expertise, and various proficiency levels, referring to

apply only basic digital skills.

requiring such skills will grow over five-fold. For
this to happen, an estimated 5.7 billion digital skill

•

Indonesia: 19 percent of Indonesian workers apply

trainings will be needed in the six APAC countries

the APAC Digital Skills Index was used to understand

digital skills in their jobs today; although this is a

over the next five years. To keep pace with emerging

digital skills use in APAC workforces today, and how skill

relatively low share, these workers demonstrate

technologies, the average worker in the six APAC

gap appears to have been amplified by the COVID-19

needs may evolve to 2025. The study covers six APAC

a significant level of advanced digital expertise

economies will likely need to gain seven new digital

pandemic due to the rapid push for digitization by

economies: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore,

even as compared to workers in high-income

skills by 2025. In addition, the number of workers

enterprises aiming to ensure business continuity. For

and South Korea.

APAC economies, with 58 percent of these workers

applying digital skills in these countries will increase by

applying advanced digital skills.

over five-fold from 149 million workers today to 819

example, a survey conducted within the first six months of
the outbreak in Singapore found that although 94 percent

The key findings of this study are as follows:

more often than a year ago, 93 percent of them felt that
their staff lacked adequate data skills.4
Further compounding this challenge is a limited

• The six APAC economies analyzed differ on the

India: 12 percent of Indian workers apply digital

the six countries, APAC will need 5.7 billion digital skill

skills in their jobs today; although this is the lowest

trainings between 2020 and 2025.

extent to which their workers apply digital skills

share seen across all six APAC economies analyzed,

at work, as well as the degree to which they apply

India’s digital workers exhibit the highest levels of

advanced digital skills:

advanced digital expertise among these countries,

who will require to gain new digital skills by

with 70 percent of them applying advanced

2025. As represented in Exhibit E1, these workers

digital skills.

are: (1) current digital workers; (2) current non-

understanding of the specific digital skills needed by
workers. The 2019 APEC survey revealed that more than

million workers in 2025. To achieve this level of skills in
•

of employers were using data to make business decisions

•

Australia: 64 percent of Australian workers apply

• In each country, there are four types of workers

50 percent of respondents in APAC countries believed

digital skills in their jobs today – the highest across

their governments and educational institutions had a

the six APAC economies studied, while about

“weak understanding” of the digital skills landscape in

20 percent of the workforce apply advanced

operations skills are most utilized, while digital

unemployed or involuntarily excluded from the labor

their countries, in particular, the specific digital skills that

digital skills – referring to the ability to customize

content creation skills are applied least. Across

force). While current digital workers are projected to

digital workers; (3) future workers (today’s students);
• Across all six countries, devices and software

and (4) disenfranchised individuals (those who are

were deemed inadequate in their workforce. Despite

digital solutions to organizations’ needs, and/

the six countries, devices and software operations

represent about 50-60 percent of the total digital skill

many surveyed company leaders across different sectors

or to create new digital tools, software and

skills are most utilized by workers as compared to all

training needs to 2025 in high-income economies,

stating that they faced challenges in filling positions

applications to address often complex business or

other digital competences today, while digital content

non-digital workers will represent the bulk of the

requiring specific digital skills such as data analytics (with

organizational goals.

creation skills are least applied. That devices and

required trainings in middle-income economies such as

software operations skills are unanimously the most

Indonesia and India (at 36-45 percent).7 In all countries,

Singapore: 63 percent of Singaporean workers

applied digital competence across countries is not

disenfranchised individuals will require basic digital skill

institutions did not reflect updated digital skill needs.

apply digital skills in their jobs today (the second

surprising – the ability to use a computer and operate

training to keep pace with employers’ needs. While the

At the same time, much of the past literature assessing

highest seen across the six APAC economies

software is a prerequisite for most workers today.

skill training needs of future workers are relatively low

digital skill needs has focused on these skills as if they

studied), while about 22 percent of the workforce

On the other hand, countries’ low utilization rates for

based on a 2025 timeframe, their importance will grow

were one homogenous block. However, as digital

apply advanced digital skills (the highest share seen

digital content creation skills reflect that such skills are

significantly over the longer term as they gradually

technologies become ubiquitous in the workplace, a more

across all six APAC economies studied).

largely applied by a limited segment of the workforce

replace current workers in the workforce.

5

these vacancies costing billions of dollars annually), more
than half of survey respondents felt that educational

•
6

granular understanding of digital skill needs is crucial.

3. Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (2019), “Close the Digital Skills Gap by 2025 through Collaboration: APEC”.
Available at: https://www.apec.org/Press/News-Releases/2019/0719_Digital
4. NTUC Learning Hub (2020), Closing the data skills gap in the COVID-19 era and beyond. Available at: https://www.ntuclearninghub.com/data-skills-2020/
5. Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (2019), “Close the Digital Skills Gap by 2025 through Collaboration: APEC”.
Available at: https://www.apec.org/Press/News-Releases/2019/0719_Digital
6. Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (2019), “Close the Digital Skills Gap by 2025 through Collaboration: APEC”.
Available at: https://www.apec.org/Press/News-Releases/2019/0719_Digital

today. Ranging from the basic ability to generate digital

7. Based on the World Bank’s income classification, all six countries studied except Indonesia and India are classified as “high-income” countries (i.e., has a GNI per capita
of above USD12,375). Both Indonesia and India are classified as “upper-middle income” countries (GNI per capita of between USD3,996 and USD12,375). See: World Bank
(2020). Available at: https://datatopics.worldbank.org/world-development-indicators/stories/the-classification-of-countries-by-income.html#:~:text=When%20it%20
comes%20to%20income,calculated%20using%20the%20Atlas%20method
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EXHIBIT E1:
FOUR TYPES OF WORKERS WILL REQUIRE NEW DIGITAL SKILLS BY 2025

TYPE OF
WORKER

DESCRIPTION

FUTURE DIGITAL
SKILL NEEDS

• Advanced cloud computing and data skills will

make use of basic software such as word processing

become more important for current digitally skilled

tools, to the ability to apply basic cyber-hygiene

workers and future workers (today’s students),

principles when using computers at work. This is an

with these skill needs projected to triple by 2025

important finding as it suggests that efforts focused

– the greatest increases forecasted across all

on equipping these workers with digital skills in just

competences. Current digital workers will likely need

one of the eight competence areas are unlikely to

to focus on training in advanced cloud computing skills

be sufficient.

(referring to the ability to transition enterprises from

Current digitally
skilled workers

Current
non-digitally
skilled workers

Future
workers

Disenfranchised
individuals

SOURCE: AlphaBeta analysis

Workers who are already applying
digital skills in their jobs today

Workers who do not apply any
digital skills in their jobs today

Students today who will enter
the workforce in future

Individuals who are unemployed
or involuntarily excluded from
the workforce

Enhance proficiency in current
skills, and expand current
competences

Learn digital skills to be more
productive in their current jobs
or access better jobs

Gain “in-demand” digital skills to
boost employability

Learn new digital skills in order
to access job opportunities

on premises-based to cloud-based infrastructure, and

• To meet the projected digital skill needs by

the ability to design and refine new cloud architectures)

2025, each country will require different policy

as well as advanced data skills (referring to knowledge

approaches that address their unique challenges

of data mining, engineering and science techniques,

and skills priorities. In Australia, projected critical

and the ability to create large-scale data models

skill needs for advanced cloud computing and data

and database technology). Both these advanced

modelling skills could be addressed through increasing

competences are projected to see the largest required

the availability of short-term flexible courses, and

increase across all digital skills in the six countries by

catalyzing stronger industry-academia partnerships

2025, with the number of workers needing these skills

to build expertise in these areas. For Indonesia,

expected to triple over the next five years. These are

it is pertinent to develop sector-specific digital

followed closely by advanced devices and software

skilling frameworks to guide industry on the digital

operations skills (referring to the ability to deploy

competencies needed by workers, as well as basic

software in organizations, and to create operations

digital skills development programs for the country’s

support protocols for new software), and advanced

large numbers of unemployed youth - complemented

digital content creation skills (referring to the ability to

with job matching opportunities. In India, both non-

integrate digital tools to develop customized or original

digitally skilled and disenfranchised workers could

digital content or products such as websites, games

benefit from more targeted digital skill training

and software, as well as the tools to create them), for

programs delivered at scale (especially for women and

which skill needs are expected to increase by 2.8 to 2.9

youth). In Japan, the development of sector-specific

times by 2025. Future workers (today’s students) will

digital skilling roadmaps could help employers inform

also benefit from training in these in-demand digital

and lead training efforts for non-digital workers,

skills before they enter the workforce. In particular,

while current skilled workers could benefit from

workers who are able to design new cloud architectures

greater availability of short-term, flexible courses

are projected to see the largest increase in demand by

as well as longer-term structured skilling programs

employers between today and 2025, with the number

that are recognized by industry for in-demand digital

of these required talents projected to grow by a

skills. In Singapore, it is recommended that training

substantial 36 percent per year.

opportunities in skills with the largest forecasted skill
needs, in particular cloud computing and digital content

• Almost 60 percent of non-digitally skilled and

creation skills (e.g., web development and software

disenfranchised workers today will likely require

programming), be expanded for both workers and

basic digital skill training in all competence areas

students. Finally, in South Korea, it is critical for the

by 2025. This would be important for non-digitally

government to stimulate greater demand for the wide

skilled workers to either improve productivity in their

range of digital skills courses that are already available

current jobs or transition to better jobs, as well as for

in the country; in addition, higher education institutions

disenfranchised individuals to access job opportunities.

could incorporate skills in cloud computing and digital

The basic digital skills needed range from the ability to

content creation into mainstream curriculums.

9
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and database technology). Both these advanced
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competences are projected to see the largest required
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content creation into mainstream curriculums.
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DIGITAL SKILLS UTILIZATION
IN APAC TODAY
Across six APAC economies studied, Australia has the highest share
of its workforce applying digital skills today

PROJECTED DIGITAL SKILL
NEEDS BY 2025
By 2025, the average worker in the six APAC countries1 will need to
learn 7 new digital skills, with the number of workers requiring such
skills growing over five-fold

% of workforce applying digital skills overall, 2020

149

2020

5.5x
2025
64

63

62

58

19
Australia

Singapore

South Korea

819

Japan

Indonesia

12
India

To achieve this, 5.7 billion digital skill trainings will need to take place
in the six APAC countries1 over the next five years
Digital skill trainings2 required between 2020-2025, millions

5,712

3,934

Singapore and South Korea lead in terms of the share of workers who
apply advanced digital skills (e.g., cloud architecture design)

946
India

Indonesia

479

227

103

24

Japan

South Korea

Australia

Singapore

Total

% of workforce applying advanced digital skills, 2020

Advanced cloud computing and data skill needs are projected to
triple by 2025
22

21

20

Number of workers requiring advanced digital skills in 6 APAC countries, millions

14

Singapore

South Korea

Australia

Japan

6

5

Indonesia

India

3x

3x
109

37
Cloud skills

2020
2025

110
37
Data skills

1. The six APAC countries include: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore, and South Korea.
2. A ‘digital skill training’ refers to the training of one worker, in one skill from the proficiency level required in 2020 to the relevant level required in 2025.
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DEVELOPED TO ASSESS THE DIGITAL
SKILLS LANDSCAPE IN APAC TODAY,
THE APAC DIGITAL SKILLS INDEX
BENCHMARKS THE UTILIZATION
OF DIGITAL SKILLS IN SIX APAC
ECONOMIES: AUSTRALIA, INDIA,
INDONESIA, JAPAN, SINGAPORE,
AND SOUTH KOREA.

01

chapter

DIGITAL SKILL
UTILIZATION IN
APAC TODAY

Developed to assess the digital skills
landscape in APAC today, the APAC Digital
Skills Index benchmarks the utilization of
digital skills in six APAC economies: Australia,
India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore, and
South Korea. Although Australia has the
largest overall share of workers applying
digital skills today at 64 percent, Singapore
and South Korea lead in terms of the share
of workers applying advanced digital skills
– with more than 1 in 5 workers in both
countries applying them today. On the other
hand, Japan lags behind its high-income
peers on the share of workers applying
digital skills, and Indonesia and India rank
last. The two most commonly applied digital
skills in the workforces of the six countries
today are the ability to communicate and
collaborate digitally, and to exercise basic
data privacy principles.
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UNLOCKING APAC’S DIGITAL POTENTIAL

1.1

UNLOCKING APAC’S DIGITAL POTENTIAL

DEFINING DIGITAL SKILLS
The APAC Digital Skills Index goes beyond the narrow understanding of digital skills as a homogenous
body of technological knowhow, and analyzes these skills as a list of specific skills based on a set of
diverse competence areas and proficiency levels. Competence areas refer to types of digital knowhow;

EXHIBIT 1:
TO HOLISTICALLY ASSESS DIGITAL SKILLS UTILIZATION IN APAC, THE “APAC DIGITAL SKILLS
INDEX” CAPTURES EIGHT DIGITAL COMPETENCE AREAS
COMPETENCE AREA
VERTICAL COMPETENCES

and proficiency levels relate to ability levels for the same competence. The specific digital skills are
matched to each competence and proficiency level.8 These skills constitute the APAC Digital Skills

DESCRIPTION

1. Devices and software operations

Ability to operate digital devices and software, and to deploy these for use
in organizations

2. Information and data literacy

Ability to browse, filter, evaluate, manage and analyze digital data, information
and content

3. Digital content or product creation

Ability to create, edit, improve and integrate information and digital content

4. Cloud computing competencies

Ability to use, deploy and develop cloud computing technologies and
cloud- based solutions

Framework (see Annex for detailed information on the framework).

EIGHT COMPETENCE AREAS

particular technologies or software yet – they are in the
process of learning them. “Users” relate to individuals

Digital skills were evaluated in the Index based on

who make use of digital software and hardware; these

eight competence areas categorized into two groups:

include software and hardware for the mass consumer

vertical and horizontal competences (Exhibit 1). Vertical

market which require basic technological expertise, as

competences relate to specific, well-bounded areas

well as those of a more specialized nature which require

of digital expertise that rely on technical knowhow.

intermediate or advanced expertise. These individuals

These competences include devices and software

are considered to have attained skills at the basic level.

operations, information and data literacy, digital content

On the other hand, “integrators” and “innovators” relate

or product creation, cloud computing competencies,

to individuals who have attained skills at the advanced

digital communication and collaboration, and digital

level. “Integrators” relate to individuals with the ability

problem solving. Horizontal competences relate to

to customize digital solutions based on organizational

cross-cutting digital skills that require to be applied

needs, while “innovators” refer to those with the ability

across most digital tasks, and involve both technical as

to develop and create new digital applications, often

well as “soft” skills (e.g., critical thinking, problem solving

leveraging advanced digital expertise and pioneering

and communication). These competences include:

research. Exhibit 2 outlines three dimensions on which the

digital communication and collaboration, digital problem

digital tasks of individuals at these four proficiency levels

solving, digital security and ethics, and digital

differ: the complexity of tasks, their cognitive challenge,

project management.

and the level of autonomy.

FOUR PROFICIENCY LEVELS

28 DIGITAL SKILLS

To capture workers’ differing ability levels within the same

To assess digital skill utilization in the six workforces

competence areas, the Index assesses skills based on

comprehensively across specific digital skills, a list of 28

four proficiency levels. These levels are termed: “digital

specific digital skills was developed – each matching to a

learner”, “user”, “integrator” and “innovator” (Exhibit 2).

specific competence area and proficiency level (Exhibit 3).9

“Digital learners” relate to individuals who are aware of

The Annex shows the APAC Digital Skills Framework with

the digital tools and activities involved, but do not apply

this list of digital skills with explanations.

them at work. These individuals are not skilled in the

8. Based on these competence areas and proficiency levels, a list of 28 specific digital skills – each uniquely mapped to a competence area and proficiency level – was
developed for the Index. The Annex contains the full “APAC Digital Skills Framework” developed for this study; this comprises the full set of competence areas, proficiency
levels and associated specific digital skills.
9. The 28 digital skills comprise 16 skills under vertical competences and 12 skills under horizontal competences. The 16 skills under vertical competences are based on 4
competence areas matched to 4 proficiency levels (“foundational user”, “specialized user”, “integrator” and “innovator), while the 12 skills under horizontal competences
are based on the 4 competence areas matched to 3 proficiency levels (“user”, “integrator” and “innovator”). See Annex for the full descriptions and examples of these
28 skills.

HORIZONTAL COMPETENCES
5. Digital communication 			
and collaboration

Ability to interact, communicate and collaborate through digital technologies, and
to facilitate this through the deployment and development of digital tools

6. Digital problem solving

Ability to identify and resolve problems through the use of digital technologies

7. Digital security and ethics

Ability to protect and safeguard against threats to devices, digital content,
and personal data, privacy and well-being

8. Digital project management

Ability to manage and deliver digital projects, which involves developing strategic
project goals, designing end outcomes, managing resources and stakeholders
(e.g., customers)

SOURCE: UNESCO (2018), “Digital Literacy Framework”; EU Digital Competence 2.1 Framework; AlphaBeta analysis
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EXHIBIT 2:
DIGITAL SKILLS ALSO SPAN ACROSS A RANGE OF PROFICIENCY OR ABILITY LEVELS
DIMENSIONS OF DIGITAL TASKS AT
EACH PROFICIENCY LEVEL
PROFICIENCY LEVEL

DEFINITION
Complexity of
tasks

Cognitive
challenge of
tasks

Autonomy in
completing
tasks

NOT SKILLED

PROFICIENCY LEVELS
COMPETENCE AREA

BASIC SKILLS
Foundational user

Simple and
routine tasks

Being aware

Handle simple,
well defined tasks
and processes

Remembering

Foundational
user

Able to use digital software and
hardware that are targeted at the
wider consumer market and require
basic technological knowhow

Manage
complex tasks
and processes

Understanding

Specialized
user

Able to use digital software and
hardware that is specialized
for certain job functions and/
or industry sectors, and require
intermediate or advanced-level
technological knowhow

Able to maintain digital environments
by customizing digital solutions to
organizations’ needs with a strong
understanding of their business
implications, and able to guide users
on these solutions

Manage a wide
range of complex
tasks and
processes, with
an understanding
of business
implications

Applying

Able to develop and create new digital
tools, software and applications
required by integrators and users
to address complex business or
organizational goals; this often
involves pioneering research,
knowledge and/or application of new
advanced technologies

Resolve complex
business and/
or organizational
problems
with many
interacting factors

Creating

Requires
guidance

1. Devices and software operations

Autonomy and
with guidance
where needed

2. Information and data literacy

3. Digital content or 		
product creation

ADVANCED

(3) Integrator

(4) Innovator

Integrator

Innovator

Use basic digital
software/hardware

Use specialized
software for
industry/
job function

Deploy software/
hardware for use
in organizations

Create operations
support protocols
for new software/
hardware

Use basic data
analysis tools

Use specialized
software tools for
data visualization
and analytics

Knowledge of
data mining,
engineering and
science techniques

Create large-scale
data models
and database
technology

Use basic software
to generate
digital content

Use intermediate
or advanced
software to
generate
digital content

Integrate digital
tools to develop
customized digital
content/products

Create original
digital content
and the tools to
develop them

Use basic
cloud- based
software-as-a-service
(SaaS) applications
and tools

Use specialized
cloud-based
software-as-aservice (SaaS)
applications
and tools

Help organizations
transition from on
premises-based
IT environments
to cloud-based
environments

Design and
refine new cloud
and hybrid
architectures

Communicate and collaborate with
others via digital mediums

Integrate different
systems of digital
communication to
develop optimal
collaboration tools

Develop
new digital
communication
and collaboration
tools

Identify suitable software/hardware to
solve problems

Use digital tools to
streamline work
processes and
resolve systemic
problems

Use advanced
problem-solving
computational
techniques

Apply basic data privacy and
cyber-hygiene principles

Develop protocols
to maintain digital
ethics and security

Develop digital
security and cyber
forensics tools,
software and
techniques

Oversee projects with low
digital complexity

Plan and drive
medium-to-large
scale digital
projects

Lead the end-toend management
of large complex
digital projects

BASIC

(2) User

Specialized user

ADVANCED SKILLS

VERTICAL COMPETENCES
Aware of digital tools and activities,
but do not apply or conduct them
at work

(1) Digital learner

EXHIBIT 3:
A LIST OF 28 SPECIFIC DIGITAL SKILLS WAS DEVELOPED, WITH EACH MATCHING TO A
COMPETENCE AREA AND PROFICIENCY LEVEL

Independently
managing
processes and
guiding others

Pioneer new
processes and/
or products in
the field

4. Cloud computing competencies

HORIZONTAL COMPETENCES

5. Digital communication 			
and collaboration

6. Digital problem solving

SOURCE: EU Digital Competence 2.1 Framework; AlphaBeta analysis; expert interviews

7. Digital security and ethics

8. Digital project management

SOURCE: AlphaBeta analysis. See Annex for full list of skills desciptions and examples.
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SPOTLIGHT BOX 1.
CONSTRUCTING A DISTINCTIVE DIGITAL SKILLS FRAMEWORK
FOR WORKFORCES IN ASIA PACIFIC
The APAC Digital Skills Framework was developed to
provide a consistent definition for digital skills in the
region, as well as a coherent basis for which current
digital skill utilization and future skill needs could be
assessed for each country. This framework meets
three attributes:
• It is comprehensive in the specific digital skills that
could be applied by workers in the region.
• It does not duplicate existing digital skills
frameworks utilized by countries in the region, and
instead adds to them and formulates a consistent
basis for comparison of skill trends across countries.
• It allows for actionable insights to be derived for
digital skills policy.
To ensure the comprehensiveness of digital skills
that could be applied by workers in the region, the
APAC Digital Skills Framework was developed based
on a review of existing digital skills frameworks
and taxonomies, and rigorously tested through
interviews with technology experts, human resource
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10. The digital skills frameworks assessed were sourced from: UNESCO (2018), A Global Framework of Reference on Digital Literacy Skills for Indicator 4.4.2.
Available at: http://uis.unesco.org/sites/default/files/documents/ip51-global-framework-reference-digital-literacy-skills-2018-en.pdf; European Commission (2017),
The Digital Competence Framework for Citizens. Available at: http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC106281/web-digcomp2.1pdf_(online).pdf;
DQ Institute (2019), DQ Global Standards Report 2019. Available at: https://www.dqinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/DQGlobalStandardsReport2019.pdf;
SkillsFuture (Current), “Skills framework for inforcomm technology.” Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/skills-framework/ict; Victor Gekara et al (2019), Skilling
the Australian workforce for the digital economy. Available at: https://www.ncver.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0026/5744123/Skilling-the-Australian-workforce-forthe-digital-economy.pdf
11. Intended as an international framework to assess digital literacy levels in countries, the “UNESCO Global Digital Literacy Framework” was developed based on
the European Commission’s Digital Competence Framework for Citizens (DigComp 2.0), and developed further through extensive consultations with close to 40
experts from more than ten countries with an adequate representation of the various income classification levels of the six focus countries. See: UNESCO (2018), A
Global Framework of Reference on Digital Literacy Skills for Indicator 4.4.2. Available at: http://uis.unesco.org/sites/default/files/documents/ip51-global-frameworkreference-digital-literacy-skills-2018-en.pdf
12. The International Data Corporation (IDC) forecasted, for example, that global spending on public cloud services and infrastructure would more than double
between 2019 and 2023, growing from USD 229 billion in 2019 to nearly USD 500 billion in 2023. Source: IDC (2019), “Worldwide Public Cloud Services Spending
Will More Than Double by 2023, According to IDC.” Available at: https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS45340719

functions and 9 qualification levels) in Indonesia’s

13

13. Information Media Development Authority, Singapore (2020), “Skills Framework (SFw) for Infocomm Technology”.
Available at: https://www.imda.gov.sg/cwp/assets/imtalent/skills-framework-for-ict/index.html This framework was jointly developed by the following government
agencies in Singapore: SkillsFuture Singapore (SSG), Workforce Singapore (WSG), Information Media Development Authority (IMDA).
14. Ministry of Informatics and Communication, Indonesia (KOMINFO) (2020), Daftar Unit Kompetensi Okupasi – dalam kerangka kualifikasi nasional Indonesia
bidang Tekonologi Informasi dan Komunikasi (List of Occupational Competency Units - within the framework of Indonesia’s national qualifications in Information
and Communication Technology). Available at: https://proserti.kominfo.go.id/4f0rm1n/files/pubreg/filedok_5.pdf
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EXHIBIT 4:
WHILE AUSTRALIA HAS THE LARGEST SHARE OF WORKERS APPLYING DIGITAL SKILLS,
SINGAPORE AND SOUTH KOREA HAVE HIGHER SHARES OF WORKERS APPLYING
ADVANCED SKILLS

applying digital skills (the combined digital skills index), and the share of the workforce applying

APAC DIGITAL SKILLS INDEX 2020: OVERALL COUNTRY SCORES
AND RANKINGS
PROFICIENCY
LEVELS

advanced digital skills (the advanced digital skills sub-index). Across competences, Australia, South Korea,
and Singapore are consistently ranked ahead of Japan, Indonesia, and India.

RANK

AUSTRALIA, SINGAPORE AND SOUTH
KOREA LEAD WITH THE LARGEST DIGITALLY
SKILLED WORKFORCES
Across the six APAC economies, Australia leads in terms
of having the highest share of its workforce applying

COMBINED INDEX

ADVANCED DIGITAL SKILLS SUB-INDEX

Share of workforce applying digital skills1

Share of workforce applying advanced digital skills
in at least half of all competence areas2

Country

Score

Country

Score

1

Australia

64

Singapore

22

2

Singapore

63

South Korea

21

3

South Korea

62

Australia

20

4

Japan

58

Japan

14

5

Indonesia

19

Indonesia

6

6

India

12

India

5

digital skills overall (Exhibit 4). At 64 percent, Australia
is closely followed by Singapore and South Korea at 63
and 62 percent respectively. However, both Singapore
and South Korea lead in terms of the share of their
workforces applying advanced digital skills, at 22 and
21 percent respectively.
In contrast, Japan lags its high-income peers on both
dimensions, ranking fourth with the share of its workers
applying digital skills overall at 58 percent, and the
share of workers applying advanced digital skills at
14 percent. This finding is consistent with existing
research on the country’s digital skills landscape.
For example, substantial talent shortages have been
reported for emerging technologies such as machine

1. Includes skills at all proficiency levels except “digital learner”
2. Since there are eight competence areas defined in the “Digital Skills Framework” developed for this study, this share refers to the share of workers applying advanced
skills in at least four competence areas. Advanced digital skills refer to “integrator” and “innovator”-level skills.
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); OECD PIAAC Survey of Adult Skills; AlphaBeta analysis

learning, robotic process automation, additive
manufacturing (or commonly known as “3D Printing”),

• Gaps in future worker training. Japan’s graduates

•

Lack of incentives for digital skill upgrading.

and IoT technology. Four key factors appear to be

appear to be under-prepared by the education system

Japan’s culture of lifelong employment, though

responsible for these gaps:

for job-ready technological skills. Recent research has

critical to contributing to the productivity and

15

•

reflected that 80 percent of Japan’s teachers require

competitiveness of companies in the past, is no

Aging workforce. Japan has the highest age

Information and Communications Technology (ICT)

longer fit-for-purpose in the digital era. Under this

dependency ratio seen in Organization for Economic

training – the highest rate across OECD economies,

culture, in which individuals are typically hired by

Cooperation and Development (OECD) economies,

and interviewees in the country conveyed concern

large corporations at graduate level to work as

with over 50 persons aged above 64 for every 100

about the lack of a robust and high-quality digital skills

generalists across different jobs with the promise of

working-age persons. This rapidly aging workforce has

component in the education system.17

seniority-based wage increases, there is little incentive

struggled to keep up with the pace of technological
change.16 Interviews with business leaders in the

•

for investing in skills development, particularly for
Reliance on outsourced IT capabilities. A strong

deep technical digital skills.18

country highlighted that most older workers in Japan

reliance on outsourced IT capabilities in Japan

are only trained in legacy digital technologies, such

means that such capabilities are often kept within

Finally, less than a fifth of the workforces in Indonesia

as mainframes.

the IT sector, with firms outside of this sector

and India apply digital skills today (at 19 and 12 percent

having limited capacity to innovate and build their

respectively), and even smaller shares applying advanced

digital expertise.

digital skills (at 6 and 5 percent respectively).

15. Hays (2019), “The inside story of digital technology in Japan (2019)”. Available at: https://www.hays.co.jp/en/theinsidestory/hays_1898374
16. OECD (2018), Working better with age: Japan. Available at: http://www.oecd.org/els/emp/Working-better-with-age-Japan-EN.pdf

17. OECD (2019), OECD skills outlook 2019: Thriving in a digital world. How does Japan compare? Available at: http://www.oecd.org/japan/Skills-Outlook-Japan-EN.pdf
18. OECD (2018), Working better with age: Japan. Available at: http://www.oecd.org/els/emp/Working-better-with-age-Japan-EN.pdf
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15. Hays (2019), “The inside story of digital technology in Japan (2019)”. Available at: https://www.hays.co.jp/en/theinsidestory/hays_1898374
16. OECD (2018), Working better with age: Japan. Available at: http://www.oecd.org/els/emp/Working-better-with-age-Japan-EN.pdf

17. OECD (2019), OECD skills outlook 2019: Thriving in a digital world. How does Japan compare? Available at: http://www.oecd.org/japan/Skills-Outlook-Japan-EN.pdf
18. OECD (2018), Working better with age: Japan. Available at: http://www.oecd.org/els/emp/Working-better-with-age-Japan-EN.pdf
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personal information and facilitating innovation in
cloud computing.19

EXHIBIT 5:
DEVICES AND SOFTWARE OPERATIONS SKILLS ARE MOST UTILIZED ACROSS COUNTRIES TODAY,
WHILE DIGITAL CONTENT CREATION SKILLS ARE APPLIED LEAST

With respect to horizontal competences, the greatest
disparity in advanced skill utilization rates is observed for
digital project management (Exhibit 6). Singapore and

Across the six countries, devices and software operations

South Korea lead Indonesia and India by a significant

skills see the highest utilization rates across countries

margin. This divergence is likely linked to each country’s

today, while digital content creation skills are least

role within regional economic value chains for technology-

applied. That devices and software operations skills

related projects. Interviews with business leaders in the

are unanimously the most commonly applied digital

region highlighted that India’s status as an important

competence across countries is not surprising – the ability

global exporter of specialized digital expertise meant that

to use a computer and operate software is a prerequisite

digital workers in India tended to specialize in specific

for most workers today. On the other hand, countries’

technological tasks within larger projects (e.g., developing

low utilization rates for digital content creation skills

code for a larger software project). On the other hand,

reflects that such skills are largely applied by a limited

with the headquarters of larger technology firms or

segment of the population today. Ranging from the basic

end-user companies based in high-income economies

ability to generate digital content (e.g., posting marketing

such as South Korea and Singapore, digital workers

content on social media) to more advanced capabilities

in these countries are more likely to be managing the

such as web and software development, such skills are

end-to-end delivery of technology-related projects, while

likely largely utilized by marketing, editorial, digital media,

relying on specialized technology expertise for individual

and technology professionals.

workstreams from workers in countries such as India.

COUNTRIES DIVERGE MOST IN THEIR
UTILIZATION OF ADVANCED CLOUD
COMPUTING AND DIGITAL PROJECT
MANAGEMENT SKILLS
With respect to vertical competences, cloud computing
is the competence area with the greatest divergence in
advanced digital skill utilization rates across countries,
with South Korea, Australia, and Singapore leading India

COMPETENCE AREA

COMBINED DIGITAL SKILLS INDEX 2020:
SHARE OF WORKFORCE APPLYING EACH COMPETENCE AT WORK (%)
10

VERTICAL COMPETENCES

DEVICES AND SOFTWARE OPERATIONS
SKILLS ARE MOST UTILIZED ACROSS
COUNTRIES TODAY, WHILE DIGITAL
CONTENT CREATION SKILLS ARE
APPLIED LEAST
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HORIZONTAL COMPETENCES
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1. Devices and 			
software operations
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data literacy

3. Digital content or 		
product creation

4. Cloud computing 		
competencies
5. Digital communication
and collaboration

6. Digital problem solving

7. Digital security and ethics

8. Digital project 		
management

and Indonesia by a significant margin (Exhibit 6). This is
likely to be driven by disparities across countries in the
levels of progress made in adopting cloud computing
technologies. A report ranking 24 countries’ preparedness
for cloud adoption showed that high-income APAC

Countries1
India

South Korea

Indonesia

Singapore

Japan

Australia

economies such as Japan, Australia, Singapore, and
South Korea were significantly ahead of middle-income
APAC economies such as India and Indonesia. This was
attributed to limited broadband infrastructure and
poor regulatory frameworks, particularly in relation to
data privacy and cybersecurity laws, in middle-income
economies. On the other hand, high-income economies
perform better in both areas; cloud adoption in Singapore,
for example, has been greatly enabled by the country’s
modern digital infrastructure and privacy laws which
provide a balanced approach between protecting

19. Cristina Lago (2019), “The state of cloud computing in Southeast Asia”. CIO.
Available at: https://www.cio.com/article/3397054/the-state-of-cloud-computing-in-southeast-asia.html

1. Based on the World Bank’s income classification, Australia, Singapore, Japan and South Korea are “high-income” countries (i.e., these countries have a GNI per capita of
above USD12,375). Both Indonesia and India are classified as “upper-middle income” countries (GNI per capita of between USD3,996 and USD12,375).
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); OECD PIAAC Survey of Adult Skills; AlphaBeta analysis
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and Indonesia by a significant margin (Exhibit 6). This is
likely to be driven by disparities across countries in the
levels of progress made in adopting cloud computing
technologies. A report ranking 24 countries’ preparedness
for cloud adoption showed that high-income APAC

Countries1
India

South Korea

Indonesia

Singapore

Japan

Australia

economies such as Japan, Australia, Singapore, and
South Korea were significantly ahead of middle-income
APAC economies such as India and Indonesia. This was
attributed to limited broadband infrastructure and
poor regulatory frameworks, particularly in relation to
data privacy and cybersecurity laws, in middle-income
economies. On the other hand, high-income economies
perform better in both areas; cloud adoption in Singapore,
for example, has been greatly enabled by the country’s
modern digital infrastructure and privacy laws which
provide a balanced approach between protecting

19. Cristina Lago (2019), “The state of cloud computing in Southeast Asia”. CIO.
Available at: https://www.cio.com/article/3397054/the-state-of-cloud-computing-in-southeast-asia.html

1. Based on the World Bank’s income classification, Australia, Singapore, Japan and South Korea are “high-income” countries (i.e., these countries have a GNI per capita of
above USD12,375). Both Indonesia and India are classified as “upper-middle income” countries (GNI per capita of between USD3,996 and USD12,375).
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); OECD PIAAC Survey of Adult Skills; AlphaBeta analysis
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EXHIBIT 6:
COUNTRIES DIVERGE MOST IN THEIR CURRENT UTILIZATION OF ADVANCED CLOUD COMPUTING
AND DIGITAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT SKILLS
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ALTHOUGH INDIA HAS THE SMALLEST
SHARE OF DIGITAL WORKERS AMONG THE
SIX APAC ECONOMIES STUDIED, 7 IN 10 OF
THEM APPLY ADVANCED DIGITAL SKILLS
AT WORK – THE HIGHEST SEEN ACROSS THE
SIX COUNTRIES

such as South Korea (62 percent) and Singapore

While India has the smallest share of digitally skilled

countries surveyed for a 2017 study, India was found to

workers across all six APAC economies at 12 percent,

have the highest proportion of digital talent, at 76 percent

the country has the highest share of such workers

– significantly higher than the United States (at 55 percent)

applying advanced digital skills today (Exhibit 7). At 71

and other European countries (ranging from 38 percent to

percent, this share surpasses high-income economies

66 percent).20

(59 percent).
This finding is consistent with insights shared by
technology experts interviewed, who highlighted the
advanced digital capabilities of those in India who
have them, as well as with other research. Among nine

EXHIBIT 7:
ALTHOUGH INDIA HAS THE LOWEST SHARE OF WORKERS APPLYING DIGITAL SKILLS OVERALL,
IT HAS THE HIGHEST SHARE OF SUCH WORKERS APPLYING ADVANCED SKILLS

3. Digital content or 		
product creation

BREAKDOWN OF DIGITALLY SKILLED WORKFORCE BY THOSE APPLYING BASIC VERSUS
ADVANCED SKILLS (2020)
Percent (%)

4. Cloud computing 		
competencies
5. Digital communication
and collaboration

Share of digitally
skilled workers,
out of total workforce

Share of digitally skilled workforce applying only basic digital skills at work
Share of digitally skilled workforce applying at least 1 advanced skill at work1

India

6. Digital problem solving

South Korea

71%

29%
38%

12%
62%

62%

7. Digital security and ethics

8. Digital project 		
management

41%

Indonesia

42%

Australia

Countries

1. Advanced digital skills refer to “integrator” and “innovator”-level skills
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); OECD PIAAC Survey of Adult Skills; AlphaBeta analysis

Singapore

India

South Korea

Indonesia

Singapore

Japan

Australia

Japan

45%
50%

59%

58%
55%
50%

63%
19%
64%
58%

1. Advanced digital skills refer to skills at the “integrator” and “innovator” proficiency levels.
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); OECD Survey of Adult Skills (PIAAC); AlphaBeta analysis

20. The nine surveyed countries include India, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom, Netherlands, United States, France, Germany, and Sweden.
Capgemini & LinkedIn (2017), The Digital Talent Gap. Available at: https://www.capgemini.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Digital-Talent-Gap-Report_Digital.pdf
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Singapore

Japan

Australia

Japan

45%
50%

59%

58%
55%
50%

63%
19%
64%
58%

1. Advanced digital skills refer to skills at the “integrator” and “innovator” proficiency levels.
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); OECD Survey of Adult Skills (PIAAC); AlphaBeta analysis

20. The nine surveyed countries include India, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom, Netherlands, United States, France, Germany, and Sweden.
Capgemini & LinkedIn (2017), The Digital Talent Gap. Available at: https://www.capgemini.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Digital-Talent-Gap-Report_Digital.pdf
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1.3 SPECIFIC DIGITAL SKILL TRENDS BY COUNTRY, 			
SECTOR AND JOB TYPE
COMMUNICATING DIGITALLY AND APPLYING
BASIC DATA PRIVACY PRINCIPLES ARE THE
TWO OF THE MOST COMMONLY APPLIED
DIGITAL SKILLS IN THE SIX COUNTRIES TODAY

ability to exercise basic cyber-hygiene and safeguard

Across the six countries, the two digital skills most

million in 2019, and there has been a rapid recent rise in

frequently applied in the workplace today are the

such incidents in the region.21 In Singapore, for example,

ability to communicate via digital mediums, and to

96 percent of businesses reported suffering a data

safeguard data privacy through basic cyber-hygiene

breach between 2018 and 2019.22 Australia saw three

(Exhibit 8).

major cyber-attacks on a government agency and two

the privacy of the large amounts of data generated in
workplaces are becoming prerequisites for workers in
the region. The average organizational cost of a data
breach in Southeast Asia was estimated to be USD2.62

large companies in a span of a week in May 2020.23 Both
The importance of being able to communicate and

digital skills have become particularly pertinent in light

collaborate digitally is likely to be driven by the increasing

of the COVID-19 pandemic, where a rapid increase in

adoption of virtual platforms to collaborate remotely

remote working and collaboration has placed increased

within teams, as well as to engage with a wide range of

importance on digital communication and digital security

stakeholders (e.g., customers). On the other hand, the

skills (see Spotlight Box 2).

EXHIBIT 8:
COMMUNICATING VIA DIGITAL MEDIUMS AND APPLYING BASIC DATA PRIVACY PRINCIPLES
APPEAR TO BE THE MOST APPLIED DIGITAL SKILLS ACROSS COUNTRIES
RANK

1st

2nd

3rd

TOP 3 MOST COMMONLY APPLIED DIGITAL SKILLS IN EACH COUNTRY, 20201
Australia

India

Indonesia

Japan

Singapore

South Korea

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Use basic digital
software/
hardware

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Apply basic
data privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Apply basic
data privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Apply basic
data privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Apply basic
data privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Apply basic
data privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Use basic digital
software/
hardware

Use basic digital
software/
hardware

Identify suitable
software/
hardware to
solve problems

Use basic digital
software/
hardware

Use basic data
analysis tools

Use basic data
analysis tools

Identify suitable
software/
hardware to
solve problems

Devices and software operations

Digital communication
and collaboration

Information and data literacy

Digital problem solving

Digital content or product creation

Digital security and ethics

Cloud computing competences

Digital project management

1. Based on the number of survey respondents from the sector in each country indicating they apply the skill today
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); AlphaBeta analysis

21. IBM Security (2019), Cost of a data breach report 2019.
Available at: https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/ZBZLY7KL?_ga=2.214883607.1034594978.1579101338-1286175879.1579101338
22. Cristina Lago (2020), “The biggest data breaches in Southeast Asia”, CSO.
Available at: https://www.csoonline.com/article/3532816/the-biggest-data-breaches-in-southeast-asia.html
23. Alastair MacGibbon (2020), “Recent cyber attacks just the tip of the iceberg for Australia”. Australian Financial Review.
Available at: https://www.afr.com/technology/recent-cyber-attacks-just-the-tip-of-the-iceberg-for-australia-20200515-p54thf

SPOTLIGHT BOX 2.
THE LASTING IMPLICATIONS OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
ON THE NEED FOR DIGITAL COMMUNICATION AND
SECURITY SKILLS
Social distancing and telecommuting measures aimed at suppressing the COVID-19 pandemic have
drastically changed communication and collaboration behavior in workplaces, and placed a stronger
emphasis on the need for workers to safeguard the privacy of their organization’s data.

COMMUNICATING AND COLLABORATING VIA DIGITAL MEDIUMS – NOW A DAILY TASK
FOR MOST WORKERS
As a result of the pandemic, the first half of 2020 saw a massive shift to remote working arrangements
in the region. For example, a survey found that 88 percent of Japan’s large corporations had adopted
telecommuting practices by mid-April 2020, and an advisory notice issued by the Singapore government
in May 2020 indefinitely mandated telecommuting as the default option for companies that were able
to conduct their business activities remotely.24 These arrangements are likely to stay even after the
pandemic abates. A recent global survey found that 67 percent of organizations who have implemented
or expanded work-from-home policies as a result of the pandemic expect these policies to remain in
place permanently.25
This trend has necessitated workers to be comfortable with digital modes of collaboration within teams
and with external stakeholders (e.g., customers, partners). This means that workers must not only possess
the basic technical digital knowhow to operate enterprise communication software, cloud-based Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP) applications (e.g., Amazon Chime) and business collaboration software tools
(e.g., Amazon WorkDocs, Dropbox). They must also learn to apply “soft” skills, such as the interpersonal
skills needed to inform, persuade, and influence people over digital mediums. Managers are faced with the
challenge of having to set clear strategic directions, energize their teams, boost team morale, and recognize
and address unspoken team concerns remotely.26

DIGITAL SECURITY SKILLS – A MUST WITH INCREASED DATA GENERATION AND SHARING
It has been shown that remote work has increased data collection across enterprises. According to a
recent poll, 16 percent of employers globally are using technologies more frequently to monitor employee
productivity and well-being, through methods such as virtual clocking in and out, tracking computer usage,
and monitoring employee emails or internal communications and chats.27 The responsible use of such data
necessitates administrators to apply strong data privacy principles. In addition, remote working practices
have resulted in an uptick in the sharing of information and data within teams, which could lead to greater
data leakage risks. With a study by the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) showing
that a third of all data breaches in the country between 2018 and 2019 being attributed to human error,
there is a clear need for workers to possess a strong awareness of digital security, and practice cyberhygiene and apply data privacy when at work.28

24. Sources include: Walter Sim (2020), “Coronavirus: Telework here to stay in Japan, at least for big companies”, The Straits Times.
Available at: https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/coronavirus-telework-here-to-stay-in-japan-at-least-for-big-companies; Raul Dancel (2020),
“Coronavirus: Asia not yet ready to work from home”, The Straits Times. Available at: https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/coronavirus-asia-not-yetready-to-work-from-home
25. S&P Global (2020), “COVID-19 shakes up the future of work”.
Available at: http://press.spglobal.com/2020-06-18-COVID-19-Shakes-Up-the-Future-of-Work
26. McKinsey Global Institute (2020), “A blueprint for remote working: Lessons from China”.
Available at: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/a-blueprint-for-remote-working-lessons-from-china
27. Gartner (2020), “9 Future of Work Trends Post-COVID-19”.
Available at: https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/9-future-of-work-trends-post-covid-19/
28. Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (2019), Notifiable data breaches scheme 12-month report. Available at: https://www.oaic.gov.au/
privacy/notifiable-data-breaches/notifiable-data-breaches-statistics/notifiable-data-breaches-scheme-12month-insights-report/
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digital skills have become particularly pertinent in light
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1. Based on the number of survey respondents from the sector in each country indicating they apply the skill today
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); AlphaBeta analysis

21. IBM Security (2019), Cost of a data breach report 2019.
Available at: https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/ZBZLY7KL?_ga=2.214883607.1034594978.1579101338-1286175879.1579101338
22. Cristina Lago (2020), “The biggest data breaches in Southeast Asia”, CSO.
Available at: https://www.csoonline.com/article/3532816/the-biggest-data-breaches-in-southeast-asia.html
23. Alastair MacGibbon (2020), “Recent cyber attacks just the tip of the iceberg for Australia”. Australian Financial Review.
Available at: https://www.afr.com/technology/recent-cyber-attacks-just-the-tip-of-the-iceberg-for-australia-20200515-p54thf
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and address unspoken team concerns remotely.26

DIGITAL SECURITY SKILLS – A MUST WITH INCREASED DATA GENERATION AND SHARING
It has been shown that remote work has increased data collection across enterprises. According to a
recent poll, 16 percent of employers globally are using technologies more frequently to monitor employee
productivity and well-being, through methods such as virtual clocking in and out, tracking computer usage,
and monitoring employee emails or internal communications and chats.27 The responsible use of such data
necessitates administrators to apply strong data privacy principles. In addition, remote working practices
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data leakage risks. With a study by the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) showing
that a third of all data breaches in the country between 2018 and 2019 being attributed to human error,
there is a clear need for workers to possess a strong awareness of digital security, and practice cyberhygiene and apply data privacy when at work.28

24. Sources include: Walter Sim (2020), “Coronavirus: Telework here to stay in Japan, at least for big companies”, The Straits Times.
Available at: https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/coronavirus-telework-here-to-stay-in-japan-at-least-for-big-companies; Raul Dancel (2020),
“Coronavirus: Asia not yet ready to work from home”, The Straits Times. Available at: https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/coronavirus-asia-not-yetready-to-work-from-home
25. S&P Global (2020), “COVID-19 shakes up the future of work”.
Available at: http://press.spglobal.com/2020-06-18-COVID-19-Shakes-Up-the-Future-of-Work
26. McKinsey Global Institute (2020), “A blueprint for remote working: Lessons from China”.
Available at: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/a-blueprint-for-remote-working-lessons-from-china
27. Gartner (2020), “9 Future of Work Trends Post-COVID-19”.
Available at: https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/9-future-of-work-trends-post-covid-19/
28. Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (2019), Notifiable data breaches scheme 12-month report. Available at: https://www.oaic.gov.au/
privacy/notifiable-data-breaches/notifiable-data-breaches-statistics/notifiable-data-breaches-scheme-12month-insights-report/
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KEY DIGITAL SKILLS VARY BY SECTOR AND
ALSO BY COUNTRY WITHIN THE SAME SECTOR

via sensors which then become automatically analyzed to

video courses and digitized homework assignments, to

for data protection for such platforms, it is important that

allow for predictive maintenance and optimal production

grading rubrics and students’ assessment scores are held,

teachers making use of these platforms are familiar with

workflow arrangements.30

LMS hold a significant amount of data that needs to be

applying data privacy principles to safeguard the integrity

governed strictly. With standard compliance regulations

of the data generated from these platforms.32

The most commonly applied digital skills were analyzed
for three sectors across the six countries: the technology,

For the education sector, the ability to apply basic data

manufacturing, and education sectors.

privacy principles emerged as the most commonly applied
digital skill in all four high-income countries (Australia,

For the technology sector, a strong onus is placed on

Singapore, South Korea and Japan), while for the two

basic cyber-hygiene and digital communication skills in

middle-income economies (India and Indonesia), this was

most countries. However, Japan and South Korea appear

the ability to communicate via digital mediums (Exhibit 9).

to have a stronger focus on other digital skills (Exhibit

This is an interesting dynamic that is likely driven by the

9). The most commonly applied digital skill in Japan’s

differing stages of digital education which both groups of

technology sector is the management of digital projects

countries are at. While the onus in middle-income Asian

with low digital complexity, while in South Korea, this is

economies appears to be to foster remote or distance

the application of data mining, engineering, and science

learning (thereby the need for educators to communicate

techniques. This is unsurprising given South Korea’s

effectively via digital mediums), educators in high-income

position at the forefront of big data and IoT technologies

Asian economies – who are likely to be more experienced

globally. Between 2010 and 2012, it was found, for

with teaching and conveying instructions over digital

example, that the country accounted for 14 percent of all

mediums – are comparatively more focused on ensuring

patents related to such technologies filed globally.

that the data collected from digitized learning modes are

29

EXHIBIT 9:
THE KEY SKILLS APPLIED IN THE TECH SECTOR APPEARS TO VARY MORE GREATLY BY COUNTRY,
AS COMPARED TO THE EDUCATION AND MANUFACTURING SECTORS
MOST COMMONLY APPLIED DIGITAL SKILL BY COUNTRY AND SECTOR, 20202
SECTORS

1

Australia

India

Indonesia

Technology

Develop
protocols to
maintain digital
ethics and
security

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Oversee
projects with
low digital
complexity

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Knowledge
of data mining,
engineering
and science
techniques

Manufacturing

Identify suitable
software/
hardware to
solve problems

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Education

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

safely managed.
In the manufacturing sector, digital communication and
applying basic data privacy principles are two of the most

For example, a recent report indicated that Singapore,

frequently applied digital skills across all countries. With

Japan, and South Korea have taken the lead in the APAC

the rising adoption of smart and connected factories in

region to adopt Learning Management Systems (LMS)

the region, the ability to collaborate via digital mediums

solutions in their educational institutions.31 LMS are online

to streamline and coordinate production processes has

Japan

Singapore

South Korea

Devices and software operations

Digital communication
and collaboration

platforms for teachers to develop, administer and track

Information and data literacy

Digital problem solving

become increasingly important. Further, smart factories

educational programs and courses. As single portals

Digital content or product creation

Digital security and ethics

collect substantial amounts of data on factory operations

where all types of digital education content ranging from

Cloud computing competences

Digital project management

1. Top 3 sectors most highly represented collectively across all country surveys
2. Based on the number of survey respondents from the sector in each country indicating they apply the skill today
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); AlphaBeta analysis
29. OECD (2015), “Korea leading in technologies that have potential for future growth, says OECD”.
Available at: https://www.oecd.org/science/korea-leading-in-technologies-that-have-potential-for-future-growth.htm
30. McKinsey & Company (2018), Industry 4.0: Reinvigorating ASEAN manufacturing for the future.
Available at: https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/business%20functions/operations/our%20insights/industry%204%200%20reinvigorating%20asean%20
manufacturing%20for%20the%20future/industry-4-0-reinvigorating-asean-manufacturing-for-the-future.ashx
31. Inkwood Research (2020), Asia Pacific Learning Management System market forecast 2019-2027.
Available at: https://www.inkwoodresearch.com/reports/asia-pacific-learning-management-system-market/

32. Nick Hutton (2020), “Commentary: It is time to rethink how we do online education”. Channel News Asia.
Available at: https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/commentary/online-education-singapore-home-based-learning-school-12707560
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KEY DIGITAL SKILLS VARY BY SECTOR AND
ALSO BY COUNTRY WITHIN THE SAME SECTOR

via sensors which then become automatically analyzed to

video courses and digitized homework assignments, to

for data protection for such platforms, it is important that

allow for predictive maintenance and optimal production

grading rubrics and students’ assessment scores are held,

teachers making use of these platforms are familiar with

workflow arrangements.30

LMS hold a significant amount of data that needs to be

applying data privacy principles to safeguard the integrity

governed strictly. With standard compliance regulations

of the data generated from these platforms.32

The most commonly applied digital skills were analyzed
for three sectors across the six countries: the technology,

For the education sector, the ability to apply basic data

manufacturing, and education sectors.

privacy principles emerged as the most commonly applied
digital skill in all four high-income countries (Australia,

For the technology sector, a strong onus is placed on

Singapore, South Korea and Japan), while for the two

basic cyber-hygiene and digital communication skills in

middle-income economies (India and Indonesia), this was

most countries. However, Japan and South Korea appear

the ability to communicate via digital mediums (Exhibit 9).

to have a stronger focus on other digital skills (Exhibit

This is an interesting dynamic that is likely driven by the

9). The most commonly applied digital skill in Japan’s

differing stages of digital education which both groups of

technology sector is the management of digital projects

countries are at. While the onus in middle-income Asian

with low digital complexity, while in South Korea, this is

economies appears to be to foster remote or distance

the application of data mining, engineering, and science

learning (thereby the need for educators to communicate

techniques. This is unsurprising given South Korea’s

effectively via digital mediums), educators in high-income

position at the forefront of big data and IoT technologies

Asian economies – who are likely to be more experienced

globally. Between 2010 and 2012, it was found, for

with teaching and conveying instructions over digital

example, that the country accounted for 14 percent of all

mediums – are comparatively more focused on ensuring

patents related to such technologies filed globally.

that the data collected from digitized learning modes are
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EXHIBIT 9:
THE KEY SKILLS APPLIED IN THE TECH SECTOR APPEARS TO VARY MORE GREATLY BY COUNTRY,
AS COMPARED TO THE EDUCATION AND MANUFACTURING SECTORS
MOST COMMONLY APPLIED DIGITAL SKILL BY COUNTRY AND SECTOR, 20202
SECTORS

1

Australia

India

Indonesia

Technology

Develop
protocols to
maintain digital
ethics and
security

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Oversee
projects with
low digital
complexity

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Knowledge
of data mining,
engineering
and science
techniques

Manufacturing

Identify suitable
software/
hardware to
solve problems

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Education

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

safely managed.
In the manufacturing sector, digital communication and
applying basic data privacy principles are two of the most

For example, a recent report indicated that Singapore,

frequently applied digital skills across all countries. With

Japan, and South Korea have taken the lead in the APAC

the rising adoption of smart and connected factories in

region to adopt Learning Management Systems (LMS)

the region, the ability to collaborate via digital mediums

solutions in their educational institutions.31 LMS are online

to streamline and coordinate production processes has

Japan

Singapore

South Korea

Devices and software operations

Digital communication
and collaboration

platforms for teachers to develop, administer and track

Information and data literacy

Digital problem solving

become increasingly important. Further, smart factories

educational programs and courses. As single portals

Digital content or product creation

Digital security and ethics

collect substantial amounts of data on factory operations

where all types of digital education content ranging from

Cloud computing competences

Digital project management

1. Top 3 sectors most highly represented collectively across all country surveys
2. Based on the number of survey respondents from the sector in each country indicating they apply the skill today
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); AlphaBeta analysis
29. OECD (2015), “Korea leading in technologies that have potential for future growth, says OECD”.
Available at: https://www.oecd.org/science/korea-leading-in-technologies-that-have-potential-for-future-growth.htm
30. McKinsey & Company (2018), Industry 4.0: Reinvigorating ASEAN manufacturing for the future.
Available at: https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/business%20functions/operations/our%20insights/industry%204%200%20reinvigorating%20asean%20
manufacturing%20for%20the%20future/industry-4-0-reinvigorating-asean-manufacturing-for-the-future.ashx
31. Inkwood Research (2020), Asia Pacific Learning Management System market forecast 2019-2027.
Available at: https://www.inkwoodresearch.com/reports/asia-pacific-learning-management-system-market/

32. Nick Hutton (2020), “Commentary: It is time to rethink how we do online education”. Channel News Asia.
Available at: https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/commentary/online-education-singapore-home-based-learning-school-12707560
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BY 2025, THE TOTAL NUMBER
OF DIGITAL SKILLS REQUIRED
BY WORKERS TO PERFORM
THEIR JOBS IS PROJECTED
TO INCREASE OVER 6 TIMES –
FROM ONE BILLION SKILLS TODAY
TO 6.8 BILLION SKILLS.

By 2025, the total number of digital skills required by
workers to perform their jobs is projected to increase
over 6 times – from one billion skills today to 6.8 billion
skills. Across countries, there are four types of workers
with digital skill needs: (1) current digital workers; (2)
current non digital workers; (3) future workers (today’s
students); and (4) disenfranchised workers (referring to
the unemployed and those involuntarily excluded from
the workforce). Current digital workers are projected to
account for the largest share of new digital skill training
requirements in high-income countries (Australia,
Singapore, South Korea, and Japan). In middle-income
countries (India and Indonesia), non-digitally skilled
workers could see the bulk of these requirements. In all
countries, it is anticipated that disenfranchised workers
will account for a substantial share of future skill training
needs. Future workers, while accounting for a smaller

02
chapter

share of countries’ forecasted training needs based on
a 2025 timeframe, will become increasingly important
after that across all economies.
Each type of worker will face different digital skill
priorities over the next five years. Current digital workers
will need to improve their proficiency in all competence
areas particularly in cloud computing and data literacy
– for which the number of workers requiring advanced
skills in these areas is projected to triple by 2025. Future
workers will be better prepared for the workforce
by gaining digital skills with fast-growing demand,
particularly the ability to design new cloud architectures.
For non-digitally skilled workers and disenfranchised
individuals, almost 60 percent of them are likely to

DIGITAL SKILL
NEEDS BY 2025

require training in basic digital skills across all eight
competences in order to be more productive in their
current jobs (for existing workers) or secure employment
opportunities (for disenfranchised individuals).
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UNLOCKING APAC’S DIGITAL POTENTIAL

2.1 GROWTH IN DIGITAL SKILL NEEDS TO 2025
Potential digital skill requirements in the six economies between 2020 and 2025 were estimated
under two scenarios:

01

Business-as-usual scenario. Under this scenario, the country is assumed to meet its forecasted digital
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EXHIBIT 10:
BY 2025, THE NUMBER OF WORKERS REQUIRING DIGITAL SKILLS IN THE SIX ECONOMIES
COULD INCREASE OVER FIVE-FOLD
PROJECTED INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF APAC WORKERS REQUIRING DIGITAL SKILLS BETWEEN
2020 AND 20251
Workers, millions

skill requirements by 2025. In addition, the number of workers requiring digital skills is assumed to

~5.5x

grow from today’s levels at the country’s current employment and labor force participation rates

819

to 2025.

02

Digital leadership scenario. Under this scenario, the country is assumed to meet the forecasted

666

best-in-class digital skill requirements by 2025, i.e., the strongest digital skills performance observed
across the six countries.33 This scenario also assumes more inclusive growth, with the number
of workers applying digital skills assumed to grow from today’s levels to 2025 at the highest
employment and labor force participation rates observed across the six countries.34
149

BY 2025, THE AVERAGE WORKER IN THE
REGION WILL NEED TO GAIN SEVEN NEW
DIGITAL SKILLS TO KEEP PACE WITH
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE, AND THE NUMBER
OF WORKERS REQUIRING SUCH SKILLS
WILL GROW OVER FIVE-FOLD. FOR THIS TO
HAPPEN, THE REGION WILL NEED 5.7 BILLION
DIGITAL SKILL TRAININGS OVER THE NEXT
FIVE YEARS.

2020

2025 under the
“Business-asusual” scenario

2025 under the
“Digital leadership”
scenario

1. Figures based on total estimates for the 6 APAC countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis

EXHIBIT 11:
BY 2025, THE AVERAGE WORKER IN THE REGION WILL NEED TO GAIN 7 NEW DIGITAL SKILLS –
THIS ENTAILS 5.7 BILLION DIGITAL SKILL TRAININGS OVER THE NEXT 5 YEARS
PROJECTED NEEDED INCREASE IN DIGITAL SKILLS IN APAC BETWEEN 2020 AND 20251

There are an estimated 149 million workers who apply

5.7 billion skill
trainings2

digital skills in the six APAC economies today. By 2025,
this number will grow to be between 666 million (under
the business-as-usual scenario) and 819 million workers
(under the digital leadership scenario) (Exhibit 10). Under
the digital leadership scenario, the number of workers
applying digital skills at work will grow over five-fold from
today’s levels.

819 million
workers

To keep pace with emerging technologies, it is estimated

x

that the average worker in the six APAC economies will
need to gain seven new digital skills by 2025. To achieve
this level of skilling, the six countries will need a total of

7 new skills per
worker

=

5.7 billion digital skill trainings35 over the next five years
(Exhibit 11).
33. Of the six APAC countries in this study, the country with the strongest digital skills performance for current digitally skilled and future workers is Singapore, which is
ranked first in the “advanced digital skills sub-index”. The country with the strongest basic digital skills performance (applicable to current non-digitally skilled workers
and disenfranchised individuals) is India. This country has the highest share of workers who only apply basic digital skills today applying at least 7 competences (at 67%),
as well as the highest share of non-digitally skilled workers in 2020 who are expected to gain digital skills to perform their jobs by 2025 (at 60%).
34. The highest youth labor force participation and employment rates (used to estimate the number of future workers in each country under the “Digital leadership”
scenario) seen in the six countries are 98% (Singapore) and 95% (Japan) respectively. The highest overall employment to working-age population ratio (used to estimate
the number of disenfranchised workers in each country under the “Digital leadership” scenario) seen in the six countries is 66% (Australia).
35. One digital skill training refers to one skill trained in one worker.

No. of workers requiring
digital skills in 20253

New digital skills needed per
worker between 2020 and 20253

Digital skill trainings required
between 2020 and 20253

Figures may not sum due to rounding. Charts are not drawn to scale.
1. Based on total estimates for the 6 APAC countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea.
2. One digital skill training refers to one specific digital skill trained in one worker.
3. Projected under the 2025 “digital leadership” scenario
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis
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INDIA IS EXPECTED TO ACCOUNT FOR
OVER TWO-THIRDS OF THE PROJECTED 5.7
BILLION DIGITAL SKILL TRAININGS REQUIRED
REGIONALLY BY 2025
Given the large size of its workforce,36 India is estimated to
account for the largest share of the projected digital skill

UNLOCKING APAC’S DIGITAL POTENTIAL

•

Current digitally skilled workers (or current digital
workers). These are workers who already apply digital
skills today, and will likely need to gain new digital
competences or improve proficiency levels in current
ones by 2025.

•

Current non-digitally skilled workers (or current

years to 2025 (Exhibit 12). With an estimated additional

apply digital skills today but will likely need to learn

3.9 billion digital skill trainings required in India by 2025,

them to continue performing their current jobs, or

this comprises more than two-thirds (69 percent) of the

access better jobs by 2025.

in the six countries.

PROJECTED INCREASE IN DIGITAL SKILLS BETWEEN 2020 AND 2025, BY COUNTRY 1
Digital skills, millions2
Digital skill trainings required, 2020-2025

Share of total APAC trainings (%)

non-digital workers). These are workers who do not

trainings required in the six countries over the next five

estimated total of 5.7 billion digital skill trainings required

EXHIBIT 12:
AS THE MOST POPULOUS AMONG THE SIX COUNTRIES, INDIA IS EXPECTED TO ACCOUNT FOR
OVER TWO-THIRDS OF THE 5.7 BILLION DIGITAL SKILL TRAININGS REQUIRED BY 2025

•

479

227

103

24

5,712

TOTAL

946
3,934

Future workers. These are students today who will
transit into the workforce by 2025. They will need to be
educated in the digital skills demanded by prospective

TRAININGS IN ADVANCED DIGITAL SKILLS
COULD COMPRISE A LARGER SHARE OF
FUTURE DIGITAL SKILL TRAINING NEEDS IN
HIGH-INCOME ECONOMIES THAN IN MIDDLEINCOME ECONOMIES
The proficiency levels of future digital skill training

employers in their desired sectors and/or job types.

•

Disenfranchised workers. These are individuals
who are currently unemployed or involuntarily
excluded from the workforce. They will likely require
training in digital skills in order to secure employment

India

Indonesia

Japan

South Korea

Australia

Singapore

opportunities by 2025.

69%

17%

8%

4%

2%

0.4%

needs are likely to differ significantly across countries.
As reflected in Exhibit 13, high-income economies are

The mix of worker types accounting for future digital skill

projected to see higher shares of future digital skill

training needs is likely to differ across countries (Exhibit

training requirements coming from advanced skills (from

15). In high-income countries, current digital workers

35 percent in South Korea and Japan to 42 percent in

are anticipated to account for the largest shares of

Singapore) as compared with middle-income economies

future digital skill training needs – at between 48 and 58

(11 and 15 percent in India and Indonesia respectively).

percent in Australia, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore.

This is driven by the higher shares of digitally skilled

Conversely, future projected digital skill training needs in

workers in high-income economies who already possess

middle-income countries are anticipated to be driven by

basic digital skills, and thus exhibit a stronger potential

current non-digital workers – at 45 percent in Indonesia

to apply advanced skills than workforces in middle-

and 36 percent in India. In all countries, disenfranchised

income economies.

workers are projected to account for a sizeable share of
future digital skill training needs – from close to one-

1. 2025 digital skills estimated under the “digital leadership” scenario
2. One digital skill refers to one specific digital skill possessed by one worker. The total number of digital skill needs therefore exceeds the number of workers in each
economy, since one worker will likely need to acquire multiple digital skills
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis

EXHIBIT 13:
ADVANCED SKILLS COULD COMPRISE 35-42% OF FUTURE DIGITAL SKILL TRAINING NEEDS IN
HIGH-INCOME ECONOMIES, AND 11-15% IN MIDDLE-INCOME ECONOMIES
BREAKDOWN OF FORECASTED DIGITAL SKILL TRAINING NEEDS BY 2025, BY SKILL
PROFICIENCY LEVEL1
Percent, %
Basic digital skills2

Advanced digital skills3

fifth of Singapore’s training needs to close to half of

FUTURE DIGITAL SKILL NEEDS WILL BE
DRIVEN BY FOUR TYPES OF WORKERS, WITH
THE WORKER TYPES FACING THE MOST
CRITICAL NEEDS DIFFERING BY COUNTRY

India’s. Although future workers account for a relatively
small share of skill training needs by 2025, this group of
individuals will become increasingly important after – it is

42

39

35

35

65

65

South Korea

Japan

15

11

85

89

Indonesia

India

estimated that their associated digital skill training needs
will potentially double by 2030.37

There are four types of workers in each economy who will
need to gain new digital skills between today and 2025

The subsequent section describes the nature of the digital

(Exhibit 14). These are:

skill requirements projected for each worker type by 2025.

36. At 474 million persons in 2020, total employment in India is about 3.6 times that in Indonesia – the second most populous country among the six countries in
this analysis.
37. Estimated based on the assumption that digital skill needs for the average worker in 2030 are minimally equivalent to that in 2025.

58

61

Singapore

Australia

Note: Figures include rounding adjustments
Based on the World Bank’s income classification, all six countries studied except Indonesia and India are classified as “high-income” countries (i.e., has a GNI per capita of
above USD12,375). Both Indonesia and India are classified as “upper-middle income” countries (GNI per capita of between USD3,996 and USD12,375).
1. 2025 digital skill training needs estimated under the “digital leadership” scenario
2. Basic digital skills refer to “user”-level digital skills
3. Advanced digital skills refer to “integrator” and “innovator”-level digital skills
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis
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future digital skill training needs – at between 48 and 58

(11 and 15 percent in India and Indonesia respectively).

percent in Australia, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore.

This is driven by the higher shares of digitally skilled

Conversely, future projected digital skill training needs in

workers in high-income economies who already possess

middle-income countries are anticipated to be driven by

basic digital skills, and thus exhibit a stronger potential

current non-digital workers – at 45 percent in Indonesia

to apply advanced skills than workforces in middle-

and 36 percent in India. In all countries, disenfranchised

income economies.

workers are projected to account for a sizeable share of
future digital skill training needs – from close to one-

1. 2025 digital skills estimated under the “digital leadership” scenario
2. One digital skill refers to one specific digital skill possessed by one worker. The total number of digital skill needs therefore exceeds the number of workers in each
economy, since one worker will likely need to acquire multiple digital skills
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis

EXHIBIT 13:
ADVANCED SKILLS COULD COMPRISE 35-42% OF FUTURE DIGITAL SKILL TRAINING NEEDS IN
HIGH-INCOME ECONOMIES, AND 11-15% IN MIDDLE-INCOME ECONOMIES
BREAKDOWN OF FORECASTED DIGITAL SKILL TRAINING NEEDS BY 2025, BY SKILL
PROFICIENCY LEVEL1
Percent, %
Basic digital skills2

Advanced digital skills3

fifth of Singapore’s training needs to close to half of

FUTURE DIGITAL SKILL NEEDS WILL BE
DRIVEN BY FOUR TYPES OF WORKERS, WITH
THE WORKER TYPES FACING THE MOST
CRITICAL NEEDS DIFFERING BY COUNTRY

India’s. Although future workers account for a relatively
small share of skill training needs by 2025, this group of
individuals will become increasingly important after – it is

42

39

35

35

65

65

South Korea

Japan

15

11

85

89

Indonesia

India

estimated that their associated digital skill training needs
will potentially double by 2030.37

There are four types of workers in each economy who will
need to gain new digital skills between today and 2025

The subsequent section describes the nature of the digital

(Exhibit 14). These are:

skill requirements projected for each worker type by 2025.

36. At 474 million persons in 2020, total employment in India is about 3.6 times that in Indonesia – the second most populous country among the six countries in
this analysis.
37. Estimated based on the assumption that digital skill needs for the average worker in 2030 are minimally equivalent to that in 2025.

58

61

Singapore

Australia

Note: Figures include rounding adjustments
Based on the World Bank’s income classification, all six countries studied except Indonesia and India are classified as “high-income” countries (i.e., has a GNI per capita of
above USD12,375). Both Indonesia and India are classified as “upper-middle income” countries (GNI per capita of between USD3,996 and USD12,375).
1. 2025 digital skill training needs estimated under the “digital leadership” scenario
2. Basic digital skills refer to “user”-level digital skills
3. Advanced digital skills refer to “integrator” and “innovator”-level digital skills
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis
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2.2 POTENTIAL DIGITAL SKILL TRAINING NEEDS FOR 		
DIFFERENT TYPES OF WORKERS

EXHIBIT 14:
FOUR TYPES OF WORKERS WILL REQUIRE NEW DIGITAL SKILLS BY 2025
TYPE OF
WORKER

FUTURE DIGITAL
SKILL NEEDS

DESCRIPTION

The digital skill training needs for each worker type by 2025 are likely to differ. Current digitally skilled
workers will likely need to refresh their skills in vertical competences, particularly advanced cloud

Current digitally
skilled workers

Workers who are already applying
digital skills in their jobs today

Enhance proficiency in current
skills, and expand current
competences

and data skills. Future workers (students today) will need to prepare for their future entry into the
workforce by cultivating job-ready digital skills that are in high demand across sectors and job roles.
On the other hand, learning basic digital skills are likely to be crucial for non-digitally skilled workers to
increase productivity in their current jobs, and for disenfranchised workers to secure new employment

Current non-digitally
skilled workers

Workers who do not apply any
digital skills in their jobs today

Learn digital skills to be more
productive in their current jobs or
access better jobs

Future
workers

Students today who will enter the
workforce in future

Gain “in-demand” digital skills to
boost employability

Disenfranchised
individuals

Individuals who are unemployed
or involuntarily excluded from
the workforce

Learn new digital skills in order to
access job opportunities

opportunities by 2025. The sections below describe the projected 2025 skill training needs of each
worker type in detail.
CURRENT DIGITAL WORKERS:
DEEPEN EXPERTISE IN DATA AND CLOUD
SKILLS, AS THESE ARE LIKELY TO SEE THE
GREATEST INCREASE IN DEMAND
Across the six countries, workers who are already
applying digital skills today will be required to enhance
their proficiency levels most in cloud computing and
data literacy competences over the next five years. As
reflected in Exhibit 16, the projected number for workers

SOURCE: AlphaBeta analysis

requiring advanced cloud computing and data skills could

EXHIBIT 15:
THE MIX OF WORKER TYPES ACCOUNTING FOR THE PROJECTED 2025 DIGITAL SKILL TRAINING
NEEDS IN EACH COUNTRY VARIES
BREAKDOWN OF DIGITAL SKILL TRAINING NEEDS BY 2025 UNDER THE “DIGITAL LEADERSHIP”
SCENARIO, BY WORKER TYPE 1
Percent, %
Currently digitally
skilled workers

Future workers

Currently
non-digitally
skilled workers

be three times the number of workers applying these
skills today – the largest increases seen across the eight
competence areas.
Advanced cloud computing skills relate to the expertise
to help organizations transition from on premises-based
IT environments to cloud-based environments, as well
as the ability to design and refine new cloud and hybrid

Disenfranchised
workers

architectures. This is likely to be driven by the growing
importance of cloud infrastructure and services, and
the accompanying need for workers to have the skills

18
17
7

58

Singapore

28

28

29

32
46

12
12

17

16

7

7

45
36

48

Australia

48

Japan

48

South Korea

4
19

7
10

Indonesia

India

Although future
workers account
for a relatively
small share of skill
training needs
by 2025, they will
become increasingly
important after,
with their associated
digital skill training
needs potentially
doubling by 20302

1. “Digital leadership” scenario refers to workers achieving skill levels based on those seen in regional leaders, and the number of future and disenfranchised workers
growing to 2025 based on the regional leader’s employment and labor force participation rates
2. Estimated based on the assumption that digital skill training needs for the average worker in 2030 are minimally equivalent to that in 2025
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis

to deploy and develop them. The International Data
Corporation (IDC) forecasted, for example, that global
spending on public cloud services and infrastructure
would more than double between 2019 and 2023, growing
from USD 229 billion in 2019 to nearly USD 500 billion in
2023.38 In particular, within the APAC region, spending on
public cloud services and infrastructure is forecasted to
grow almost three times from USD 26.0 billion in 2019 to
reach USD 76.1 billion in 2023.39

38. IDC (2019), “Worldwide Public Cloud Services Spending Will More Than Double by 2023, According to IDC.”
Available at: https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS45340719
39. IDC (2019), “New IDC Forecast Reveals Asia/Pacific* Spending on Public Cloud Services to Reach USD 76.1 Billion by 2023”.
Available at: https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prAP45431219
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Future
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Learn new digital skills in order to
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worker type in detail.
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GREATEST INCREASE IN DEMAND
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applying digital skills today will be required to enhance
their proficiency levels most in cloud computing and
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skills today – the largest increases seen across the eight
competence areas.
Advanced cloud computing skills relate to the expertise
to help organizations transition from on premises-based
IT environments to cloud-based environments, as well
as the ability to design and refine new cloud and hybrid
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workers

architectures. This is likely to be driven by the growing
importance of cloud infrastructure and services, and
the accompanying need for workers to have the skills
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Singapore

28

28

29
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12

17

16

7
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45
36
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Australia

48

Japan
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South Korea

4
19

7
10

Indonesia

India

Although future
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small share of skill
training needs
by 2025, they will
become increasingly
important after,
with their associated
digital skill training
needs potentially
doubling by 20302

1. “Digital leadership” scenario refers to workers achieving skill levels based on those seen in regional leaders, and the number of future and disenfranchised workers
growing to 2025 based on the regional leader’s employment and labor force participation rates
2. Estimated based on the assumption that digital skill training needs for the average worker in 2030 are minimally equivalent to that in 2025
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to deploy and develop them. The International Data
Corporation (IDC) forecasted, for example, that global
spending on public cloud services and infrastructure
would more than double between 2019 and 2023, growing
from USD 229 billion in 2019 to nearly USD 500 billion in
2023.38 In particular, within the APAC region, spending on
public cloud services and infrastructure is forecasted to
grow almost three times from USD 26.0 billion in 2019 to
reach USD 76.1 billion in 2023.39

38. IDC (2019), “Worldwide Public Cloud Services Spending Will More Than Double by 2023, According to IDC.”
Available at: https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS45340719
39. IDC (2019), “New IDC Forecast Reveals Asia/Pacific* Spending on Public Cloud Services to Reach USD 76.1 Billion by 2023”.
Available at: https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prAP45431219
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EXHIBIT 16:
THE NUMBER OF WORKERS REQUIRING ADVANCED CLOUD AND DATA-RELATED SKILLS IS
EXPECTED TO TRIPLE BY 2025 – THE LARGEST INCREASE SEEN ACROSS COMPETENCES
ADVANCED DIGITAL SKILL NEEDS IN 2020 AND 2025 IN 6 APAC COUNTRIES, BY COMPETENCE AREA
Digital skill needs, millions2

1

Devices and software operations

Digital content or product creation

Digital communication
and collaboration

Digital security and ethics

Information and data literacy

Cloud computing competences

Digital problem solving

Digital project management

1,019
109

Projected magnitude of increase,
2020-2025
3.0x

3.0x

110

2.9x

108

2.8x

105

150

154

61

141

2.5x

2.4x

142

2.4x

60

2020

engineering and science techniques, as well as the

there are about 700 programming languages; while some

ability to create large-scale data or big data models and

languages have been consistently important (e.g., Java, C,

database technology (e.g., the creation of digital tools

Python), many have been subjected to the ebb and flow of

to analyze datasets). Given that data and the capability

time, depending on their popularity and function.42 With

to draw insights from it underlie most emerging digital

the continual need to learn and adapt to new technologies

technologies such as AI, machine learning and IoT, it is

and tools in cloud computing and digital content creation,

unsurprising that advanced data skills will become more

digital workers must update their skillsets in these

important in the region. A recent study found that the

areas regularly.

market value of data analytics tools in the APAC region
could grow at an annual rate of 25.5 percent between

The specific vertical skills with the highest potential

2017 and 2022, with AI and IoT platforms accounting

growth in demand differ across countries. For India, Japan,

for nearly 54 percent of the overall market in 2022.40 In

and Singapore, fastest-growing demand between 2020

addition, expert interviews reflected that individuals with

and 2025 has been projected for advanced cloud skills.

data analytics skills are become increasingly sought after

In particular, the number of Japanese workers requiring

in the region. One particular view was that individuals

advanced cloud skills could increase at almost 30 percent

with the ability to innovate systematic approaches

a year (i.e., the ability to help organizations transition from

to discerning mission-critical insights from the vast

legacy on premises-based to cloud-based infrastructure,

amounts of data generated in the workplace, and analyze

and to design cloud architectures). On the other hand,

them appropriately for organizational needs will be in

Indonesia and South Korea are anticipated to see the

high demand.

fastest growing demand for workers with advanced digital
content creation skills (i.e., ability to integrate or create

Within each country, it is anticipated that vertical

original, customized digital content such as new web

competences will consistently see higher growth in skill

applications and software). In Australia, the expected

needs than horizontal competences. Exhibit 17 shows

growth in advanced skill needs is relatively even across

the projected compound annual growth rates in the

vertical competences – at between 23-24 percent a year.

number of workers requiring advanced skills in each of

63
59

1,427 services.41 For digital content creation, to date,

2.5x

390
37
37
37
37

Advanced data skills refer to knowledge of data mining,

the eight competences – for each country. This is likely

Businesses are also likely to face acute talent shortages in

to be driven by the fast-evolving nature of technologies

2025 – especially for data, cloud, and cybersecurity skills

and capabilities associated with vertical competences.

– if workers do not ramp up on skilling in these areas.

For instance, the number of cloud-based applications

Spotlight Box 3 presents an overview of these predicted

nearly tripled between 2013 and 2016 – from 545 to

skill shortages across countries and sectors.

2025

1

1. Under the 2025 “Digital leadership” scenario. Advanced digital skills refer to “integrator” and “innovator”-level digital skills. The 6 APAC countries include: Australia, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea
2. One digital skill need refers to one specific digital skill possessed by one worker. The total number of digital skill needs therefore exceeds the number of workers in each
economy, since one worker will likely need to acquire multiple digital skills
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis

40. GlobalData (2019), Market opportunity forecasts to 2022: Data and analytics. Available at: https://www.globaldata.com/apac-data-and-analytics-market-to-reachus90bn-by-2022-says-globaldata/#:~:text=GlobalData’s%20latest%20’Market%20Opportunity%20Forecasts,the%20overall%20market%20in%202022.
41. McAfee (2019), Cloud adoption and risk report 2019.
Available at: https://www.mcafee.com/blogs/enterprise/cloud-security/12-must-know-statistics-on-cloud-usage-in-the-enterprise/
42. TIOBE (2020). Available at: https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/
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EXHIBIT 16:
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there are about 700 programming languages; while some

ability to create large-scale data or big data models and

languages have been consistently important (e.g., Java, C,

database technology (e.g., the creation of digital tools

Python), many have been subjected to the ebb and flow of

to analyze datasets). Given that data and the capability

time, depending on their popularity and function.42 With

to draw insights from it underlie most emerging digital

the continual need to learn and adapt to new technologies

technologies such as AI, machine learning and IoT, it is

and tools in cloud computing and digital content creation,

unsurprising that advanced data skills will become more

digital workers must update their skillsets in these

important in the region. A recent study found that the

areas regularly.

market value of data analytics tools in the APAC region
could grow at an annual rate of 25.5 percent between

The specific vertical skills with the highest potential

2017 and 2022, with AI and IoT platforms accounting

growth in demand differ across countries. For India, Japan,

for nearly 54 percent of the overall market in 2022.40 In

and Singapore, fastest-growing demand between 2020

addition, expert interviews reflected that individuals with

and 2025 has been projected for advanced cloud skills.

data analytics skills are become increasingly sought after

In particular, the number of Japanese workers requiring

in the region. One particular view was that individuals

advanced cloud skills could increase at almost 30 percent

with the ability to innovate systematic approaches

a year (i.e., the ability to help organizations transition from

to discerning mission-critical insights from the vast

legacy on premises-based to cloud-based infrastructure,

amounts of data generated in the workplace, and analyze

and to design cloud architectures). On the other hand,

them appropriately for organizational needs will be in

Indonesia and South Korea are anticipated to see the

high demand.

fastest growing demand for workers with advanced digital
content creation skills (i.e., ability to integrate or create

Within each country, it is anticipated that vertical

original, customized digital content such as new web

competences will consistently see higher growth in skill

applications and software). In Australia, the expected

needs than horizontal competences. Exhibit 17 shows

growth in advanced skill needs is relatively even across

the projected compound annual growth rates in the

vertical competences – at between 23-24 percent a year.

number of workers requiring advanced skills in each of

63
59

1,427 services.41 For digital content creation, to date,

2.5x

390
37
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37
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Advanced data skills refer to knowledge of data mining,

the eight competences – for each country. This is likely

Businesses are also likely to face acute talent shortages in

to be driven by the fast-evolving nature of technologies

2025 – especially for data, cloud, and cybersecurity skills

and capabilities associated with vertical competences.

– if workers do not ramp up on skilling in these areas.

For instance, the number of cloud-based applications

Spotlight Box 3 presents an overview of these predicted

nearly tripled between 2013 and 2016 – from 545 to

skill shortages across countries and sectors.

2025

1

1. Under the 2025 “Digital leadership” scenario. Advanced digital skills refer to “integrator” and “innovator”-level digital skills. The 6 APAC countries include: Australia, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea
2. One digital skill need refers to one specific digital skill possessed by one worker. The total number of digital skill needs therefore exceeds the number of workers in each
economy, since one worker will likely need to acquire multiple digital skills
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis

40. GlobalData (2019), Market opportunity forecasts to 2022: Data and analytics. Available at: https://www.globaldata.com/apac-data-and-analytics-market-to-reachus90bn-by-2022-says-globaldata/#:~:text=GlobalData’s%20latest%20’Market%20Opportunity%20Forecasts,the%20overall%20market%20in%202022.
41. McAfee (2019), Cloud adoption and risk report 2019.
Available at: https://www.mcafee.com/blogs/enterprise/cloud-security/12-must-know-statistics-on-cloud-usage-in-the-enterprise/
42. TIOBE (2020). Available at: https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/
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EXHIBIT 17:
IN EACH COUNTRY, CURRENT DIGITAL WORKERS COULD SEE HIGHER GROWTH IN ADVANCED
SKILL NEEDS WITHIN VERTICAL COMPETENCES THAN FOR HORIZONTAL COMPETENCES
PROJECTED GROWTH IN ADVANCED SKILL NEEDS FOR CURRENT DIGITALLY SKILLED WORKERS
BETWEEN 2020 AND 2025, BY COMPETENCE 1
Compound annual growth rate (CAGR), %
Vertical competences:

Horizontal competences:

Devices and software operations

Digital content or product creation

Digital communication
and collaboration

Digital security and ethics

Information and data literacy

Cloud computing competences

Digital problem solving

Digital project management

Australia

24

23

23

India

23

20

20

20

20

21

21

20

22
18

18

17

17

SPOTLIGHT BOX 3.
POTENTIAL TALENT SHORTAGES FACED BY BUSINESSES
IN 2025: DATA, CLOUD AND CYBERSECURITY
Without adequate skilling focus placed in several critical technology areas, businesses across different
sectors are likely to experience talent shortages in 2025. In both the technology and non-technology
sectors, the following digital skills could see the largest shortages over the next five years: data modelling
and science, cloud computing and cybersecurity.

LARGE-SCALE DATA MODELLING AND DATA SCIENCE EXPERTISE
In Australia and Indonesia, workforce surveys revealed that in the technology, manufacturing, and
education sectors, this was the skill in which the highest share of digitally skilled workers believed that
they would require in order to continue performing their current jobs in 2025, but currently lacked (at 46
and 59 percent respectively for Australia and Indonesia).43 In particular, technology leaders interviewed
predicted that the ability to analyze data in unstructured formats – such as voice and imaging data – will
become more important over the next five years. Industry leaders interviewed in India reflected that
this skill entailed not just an understanding of data-relevant software and algorithms, but also a good
understanding of statistical techniques – which many IT professionals in the country currently lacked. At the
same time, Singapore and South Korean industry leaders shared the current shortage of data scientists and
data engineers could worsen over the next five years with more companies seeking such skills.

CLOUD COMPUTING

Indonesia
29

28

29

Japan
30
26

23

22

22

22

25

29
25
19

23

24
20

With the rising adoption of cloud technologies across APAC economies, cloud computing competencies
will similarly become more important over the next five years in both technology and non-technology
sectors. In Japan, 45 percent of workers from the technology sector believed that they would need to help
organizations transition from on premises-based to cloud-based infrastructure by 2025 – the highest figure
across all digital skills.44 Likewise, Japanese industry leaders interviewed were concerned about the lack of
cloud computing skills even within their technology talent base, stating that the majority of workers were
still trained in legacy technology skills such as mainframe technologies. Technology industry experts in
particular perceived individuals across all sectors will need to become familiar with software-as-a-solution
(SaaS) and platform-as-a-solution (PaaS) – cloud-based solutions that enable business operations to be
implemented at scale.

CYBERSECURITY

Singapore

22

23

24

South Korea
25

24
19

18

20

18

23

26
22
18

20

20

19

1. Under the 2025 “Digital leadership” scenario. Advanced digital skills refer to “integrator” and “innovator”-level digital skills. 6 APAC countries include Australia, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis

Across the six APAC economies, the ability to develop digital security and cyber forensics tools, software,
and techniques was highlighted as a potential skill that could see severe shortages in 2025 by business
in different sectors. 30 and 48 percent of digitally skilled workers in Singapore and India surveyed, for
example, respectively believed that this was a skill that they would require to perform their jobs in 2025 but
currently lacked – the highest across all digital skills.45 The technology leaders interviewed perceived this to
be linked to the rise of cloud adoption and data analytics across APAC. With many compliance standards for
data integrity written before cloud computing technology was established, it is critical that businesses have
the expertise to translate these existing standards for cloud security.

43. Based on Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Singapore and South Korea. The share of current digitally skilled workers expected to retire by 2025 was estimated based on the share of survey
respondents who indicated they were 60 years old and above in 2020.
44. Based on Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Singapore and South Korea. The share of current digitally skilled workers expected to retire by 2025 was estimated based on the share of survey
respondents who indicated they were 60 years old and above in 2020.
45. Based on Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Singapore and South Korea. The share of current digitally skilled workers expected to retire by 2025 was estimated based on the share of survey
respondents who indicated they were 60 years old and above in 2020.
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and 59 percent respectively for Australia and Indonesia).43 In particular, technology leaders interviewed
predicted that the ability to analyze data in unstructured formats – such as voice and imaging data – will
become more important over the next five years. Industry leaders interviewed in India reflected that
this skill entailed not just an understanding of data-relevant software and algorithms, but also a good
understanding of statistical techniques – which many IT professionals in the country currently lacked. At the
same time, Singapore and South Korean industry leaders shared the current shortage of data scientists and
data engineers could worsen over the next five years with more companies seeking such skills.

CLOUD COMPUTING

Indonesia
29

28

29

Japan
30
26

23

22

22

22

25

29
25
19

23

24
20

With the rising adoption of cloud technologies across APAC economies, cloud computing competencies
will similarly become more important over the next five years in both technology and non-technology
sectors. In Japan, 45 percent of workers from the technology sector believed that they would need to help
organizations transition from on premises-based to cloud-based infrastructure by 2025 – the highest figure
across all digital skills.44 Likewise, Japanese industry leaders interviewed were concerned about the lack of
cloud computing skills even within their technology talent base, stating that the majority of workers were
still trained in legacy technology skills such as mainframe technologies. Technology industry experts in
particular perceived individuals across all sectors will need to become familiar with software-as-a-solution
(SaaS) and platform-as-a-solution (PaaS) – cloud-based solutions that enable business operations to be
implemented at scale.

CYBERSECURITY

Singapore

22

23

24

South Korea
25

24
19

18

20

18

23

26
22
18

20

20

19

1. Under the 2025 “Digital leadership” scenario. Advanced digital skills refer to “integrator” and “innovator”-level digital skills. 6 APAC countries include Australia, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis

Across the six APAC economies, the ability to develop digital security and cyber forensics tools, software,
and techniques was highlighted as a potential skill that could see severe shortages in 2025 by business
in different sectors. 30 and 48 percent of digitally skilled workers in Singapore and India surveyed, for
example, respectively believed that this was a skill that they would require to perform their jobs in 2025 but
currently lacked – the highest across all digital skills.45 The technology leaders interviewed perceived this to
be linked to the rise of cloud adoption and data analytics across APAC. With many compliance standards for
data integrity written before cloud computing technology was established, it is critical that businesses have
the expertise to translate these existing standards for cloud security.

43. Based on Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Singapore and South Korea. The share of current digitally skilled workers expected to retire by 2025 was estimated based on the share of survey
respondents who indicated they were 60 years old and above in 2020.
44. Based on Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Singapore and South Korea. The share of current digitally skilled workers expected to retire by 2025 was estimated based on the share of survey
respondents who indicated they were 60 years old and above in 2020.
45. Based on Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Singapore and South Korea. The share of current digitally skilled workers expected to retire by 2025 was estimated based on the share of survey
respondents who indicated they were 60 years old and above in 2020.
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projected to grow 117 percent from USD 133 billion to

Korea, are already collecting and analyzing data in their

USD 288 billion between 2019 and 2024. Correspondingly,

factories to monitor real-time operations performance,

the demand for cloud talent has risen. An analysis

discover optimal process parameters to maximize quality

To improve their chances of securing employment when

of data on the LinkedIn jobs portal shows that cloud

and yields, and predict optimal maintenance intervals for

they enter the workforce, students today will need to be

computing was the most demanded “hard skill” by

equipment.48 While still relatively nascent in the region

educated in digital skills that could see the largest growth

companies in 2019, with half of the highest-paid jobs that

today, there has been a strong push by governments to

in demand by 2025 – in particular, the ability to design and

year requiring knowledge of this emerging technology.

adopt such technologies. For instance, the South Korean

46

47

government’s Manufacturing Industry Innovation 3.0

refine new cloud architectures. The number of workers in
the six countries requiring these skills is expected to grow

Across various sectors in countries, large-scale data

Strategy launched in 2014 has sought to develop smart

at 36 percent per year from today’s levels to 2025 – the

modelling and database technology skills have been

factories embracing automation, data exchange, and

highest across all digital skills (Exhibit 18).

projected to be in high demand in 2025 (Exhibit

advanced production technologies such as 3D printing.49

19). For the manufacturing sector, this is likely to be

A goal was further set in collaboration with the South

This is unsurprising given the increasing cloud technology

spearheaded by the increasing deployment of IoT and

Korean private sector in 2017 to establish more than

adoption by organizations in the region. Recent research

big data analytics. Regional frontrunner companies such

30,000 smart factories by 2025.50

has shown that the cloud market in the APAC region is

as Toyota in Japan, and Hyundai Motor Group in South
In the education sector, large-scale data modelling skills

EXHIBIT 18:
FUTURE WORKERS WILL NEED TO BE EDUCATED IN “IN-DEMAND” DIGITAL SKILLS SUCH AS
DESIGNING CLOUD ARCHITECTURES
TOP 10 DIGITAL SKILLS WITH PROJECTED FASTEST GROWING DEMAND BY 2025 IN APAC

Rank

Digital skill

region is expected to see the fastest-growing market for

2

Create operations support protocols for new
software/hardware

35.2

Create original digital content and the tools to
develop them

34.6

5
6
7

35.8

34.5

Develop digital security and cyber forensics tools,
software and techniques

30.7

Lead the end-to-end management of large
complex digital projects

28.4

Develop new digital communication and
collaboration tools

8

Use advanced problem-solving
computational techniques

9

Integrate digital tools to develop customized
digital content or products

10

Knowledge of data mining, engineering and
science techniques

27.6

platforms in the region, necessitating the management

responsibilities. A report in 2019 found that the APAC

Projected compound annual growth rate in
no. of workers requiring skill, 2020-2025 (%)2

Create large-scale data models and
database technology

to be driven by the increasing adoption of online learning

to be an increasingly pertinent aspect of educators’

Design and refine new cloud and
hybrid architectures

4

countries - Australia, Indonesia, and Japan. This is likely

and analysis of data generated from such platforms

1

1

3

have been forecast to be in greatest demand in three

LMS globally, with a compound annual growth rate of

Singapore, “There’s been a big push in banks towards

over 19.7 percent over the period of 2019-2027.51 This

being cloud-first organizations…. [however] cloud skills

trend is likely to become even more pronounced with

are usually found outside of banking, so there’s been a

the COVID-19 pandemic, which has intensified the need

lot of interest in bringing cloud talent into the banking

for educational institutions to leverage online learning

sector.” 53 In addition, with increasing investment in

more extensively.

data-driven technological solutions such as big data
analytics for loan compliance checks, recruitment efforts

Outside of these analyzed sectors, data, cloud computing

by financial services companies for workers with advanced

and cybersecurity skills are also likely to rise greatly in

data skills are likely to increase, particularly in high-income

demand in the financial services sector. With an estimated

economies. The Ministry of Manpower in Singapore,

80 percent of the APAC region’s major banks assessed

for example, published a study in 2019 of how data

as well positioned to move to the cloud quickly,52 cloud

analytics and automation could transform the financial

computing and cybersecurity talent are increasingly

services sector over the next five years, in which job

sought after by this sector to facilitate the transition.

roles identified to be in-demand included data scientist,

As articulated by Don Zhao, Associate Director of

robotic process designer, and cloud and embedded

Technology at recruitment agency Space Executive in

security specialist roles.54

26.1
14.5
14.3

1. Based on the six APAC countries included in this study: Australia, Indonesia, India, Japan and South Korea
2. Under the “Digital leadership” scenario
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis
46. DataCenterNews (2020), “APAC cloud market to grow 117% in five years – report”.
Available at: https://datacenternews.asia/story/apac-cloud-market-to-grow-117-in-five-years-report
47. LinkedIn (2019), “The skills companies need most in 2019”.
Available at: https://learning.linkedin.com/blog/top-skills/the-skills-companies-need-most-in-2019--and-how-to-learn-them

48. Sources include: Michał Jurczak (2018), “Logistics and industry 4.0 in practice. How Toyota raises optimization to a higher level”, Transport Info. Available at: https://
trans.info/en/how-kaizen-helps-toyota-to-increase-production-optimization-89202; James Anderton (2020), “Hyundai Launches New Robotics Company, Expands
in Southeast Asia”, Engineering. Available at: https://www.engineering.com/AdvancedManufacturing/ArticleID/20326/Hyundai-Launches-New-Robotics-CompanyExpands-in-Southeast-Asia.aspx
49. Export.Gov (2019), “Korea – manufacturing technology – smart factory”.
Available at: https://www.export.gov/apex/article2?id=Korea-Manufacturing-Technology-Smart-Factory
50. Sources include: Export.Gov (2019), “Korea – manufacturing technology – smart factory”. Available at: https://www.export.gov/apex/article2?id=Korea-ManufacturingTechnology-Smart-Factory; Sam Kim (2019), “South Korea’s robots are both friends and job killers”. Bloomberg Businessweek. Available at: https://www.bloomberg.com/
graphics/2019-new-economy-drivers-and-disrupters/south-korea.html
51. Tech Collective (2020), “Five online learning trends to look out for in 2020”.
Available at: https://techcollectivesea.com/2020/01/31/five-online-learning-trends-to-look-out-for-in-2020/
52. IDC (2020), “State of Cloud in Financial Services Industry for Asia/Pacific (Excluding Japan), 2020”.
Available at: https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=AP45495220
53. Simon Mortlock (2020), “The most in-demand tech jobs at Singapore and HK banks during Covid-19”. eFinancial Careers.
Available at: https://news.efinancialcareers.com/sg-en/3003850/in-demand-technology-jobs-singapore-hong-kong-banks-covid19
54. Ernst and Young and Monetary Authority Services, Singapore (2019), The impact of wider integration of data analytics and automation on manpower in the Singapore
financial services sector. Available at: https://www.ibf.org.sg/newsroom/Documents/IBF%20MAS%20Data%20and%20Automation%20Study%202019%20Web.pdf
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USD 288 billion between 2019 and 2024. Correspondingly,

factories to monitor real-time operations performance,

the demand for cloud talent has risen. An analysis

discover optimal process parameters to maximize quality

To improve their chances of securing employment when

of data on the LinkedIn jobs portal shows that cloud

and yields, and predict optimal maintenance intervals for

they enter the workforce, students today will need to be

computing was the most demanded “hard skill” by

equipment.48 While still relatively nascent in the region

educated in digital skills that could see the largest growth

companies in 2019, with half of the highest-paid jobs that

today, there has been a strong push by governments to

in demand by 2025 – in particular, the ability to design and

year requiring knowledge of this emerging technology.

adopt such technologies. For instance, the South Korean
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government’s Manufacturing Industry Innovation 3.0

refine new cloud architectures. The number of workers in
the six countries requiring these skills is expected to grow

Across various sectors in countries, large-scale data

Strategy launched in 2014 has sought to develop smart

at 36 percent per year from today’s levels to 2025 – the

modelling and database technology skills have been

factories embracing automation, data exchange, and

highest across all digital skills (Exhibit 18).

projected to be in high demand in 2025 (Exhibit

advanced production technologies such as 3D printing.49

19). For the manufacturing sector, this is likely to be

A goal was further set in collaboration with the South

This is unsurprising given the increasing cloud technology

spearheaded by the increasing deployment of IoT and

Korean private sector in 2017 to establish more than

adoption by organizations in the region. Recent research

big data analytics. Regional frontrunner companies such

30,000 smart factories by 2025.50

has shown that the cloud market in the APAC region is

as Toyota in Japan, and Hyundai Motor Group in South
In the education sector, large-scale data modelling skills

EXHIBIT 18:
FUTURE WORKERS WILL NEED TO BE EDUCATED IN “IN-DEMAND” DIGITAL SKILLS SUCH AS
DESIGNING CLOUD ARCHITECTURES
TOP 10 DIGITAL SKILLS WITH PROJECTED FASTEST GROWING DEMAND BY 2025 IN APAC
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region is expected to see the fastest-growing market for
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software and techniques
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Lead the end-to-end management of large
complex digital projects
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collaboration tools

8

Use advanced problem-solving
computational techniques

9

Integrate digital tools to develop customized
digital content or products
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Knowledge of data mining, engineering and
science techniques

27.6

platforms in the region, necessitating the management

responsibilities. A report in 2019 found that the APAC

Projected compound annual growth rate in
no. of workers requiring skill, 2020-2025 (%)2

Create large-scale data models and
database technology

to be driven by the increasing adoption of online learning

to be an increasingly pertinent aspect of educators’

Design and refine new cloud and
hybrid architectures

4

countries - Australia, Indonesia, and Japan. This is likely

and analysis of data generated from such platforms

1

1

3

have been forecast to be in greatest demand in three

LMS globally, with a compound annual growth rate of

Singapore, “There’s been a big push in banks towards

over 19.7 percent over the period of 2019-2027.51 This

being cloud-first organizations…. [however] cloud skills

trend is likely to become even more pronounced with

are usually found outside of banking, so there’s been a

the COVID-19 pandemic, which has intensified the need

lot of interest in bringing cloud talent into the banking

for educational institutions to leverage online learning

sector.” 53 In addition, with increasing investment in

more extensively.

data-driven technological solutions such as big data
analytics for loan compliance checks, recruitment efforts

Outside of these analyzed sectors, data, cloud computing

by financial services companies for workers with advanced

and cybersecurity skills are also likely to rise greatly in

data skills are likely to increase, particularly in high-income

demand in the financial services sector. With an estimated

economies. The Ministry of Manpower in Singapore,

80 percent of the APAC region’s major banks assessed

for example, published a study in 2019 of how data

as well positioned to move to the cloud quickly,52 cloud

analytics and automation could transform the financial

computing and cybersecurity talent are increasingly

services sector over the next five years, in which job

sought after by this sector to facilitate the transition.

roles identified to be in-demand included data scientist,

As articulated by Don Zhao, Associate Director of

robotic process designer, and cloud and embedded

Technology at recruitment agency Space Executive in

security specialist roles.54

26.1
14.5
14.3

1. Based on the six APAC countries included in this study: Australia, Indonesia, India, Japan and South Korea
2. Under the “Digital leadership” scenario
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis
46. DataCenterNews (2020), “APAC cloud market to grow 117% in five years – report”.
Available at: https://datacenternews.asia/story/apac-cloud-market-to-grow-117-in-five-years-report
47. LinkedIn (2019), “The skills companies need most in 2019”.
Available at: https://learning.linkedin.com/blog/top-skills/the-skills-companies-need-most-in-2019--and-how-to-learn-them

48. Sources include: Michał Jurczak (2018), “Logistics and industry 4.0 in practice. How Toyota raises optimization to a higher level”, Transport Info. Available at: https://
trans.info/en/how-kaizen-helps-toyota-to-increase-production-optimization-89202; James Anderton (2020), “Hyundai Launches New Robotics Company, Expands
in Southeast Asia”, Engineering. Available at: https://www.engineering.com/AdvancedManufacturing/ArticleID/20326/Hyundai-Launches-New-Robotics-CompanyExpands-in-Southeast-Asia.aspx
49. Export.Gov (2019), “Korea – manufacturing technology – smart factory”.
Available at: https://www.export.gov/apex/article2?id=Korea-Manufacturing-Technology-Smart-Factory
50. Sources include: Export.Gov (2019), “Korea – manufacturing technology – smart factory”. Available at: https://www.export.gov/apex/article2?id=Korea-ManufacturingTechnology-Smart-Factory; Sam Kim (2019), “South Korea’s robots are both friends and job killers”. Bloomberg Businessweek. Available at: https://www.bloomberg.com/
graphics/2019-new-economy-drivers-and-disrupters/south-korea.html
51. Tech Collective (2020), “Five online learning trends to look out for in 2020”.
Available at: https://techcollectivesea.com/2020/01/31/five-online-learning-trends-to-look-out-for-in-2020/
52. IDC (2020), “State of Cloud in Financial Services Industry for Asia/Pacific (Excluding Japan), 2020”.
Available at: https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=AP45495220
53. Simon Mortlock (2020), “The most in-demand tech jobs at Singapore and HK banks during Covid-19”. eFinancial Careers.
Available at: https://news.efinancialcareers.com/sg-en/3003850/in-demand-technology-jobs-singapore-hong-kong-banks-covid19
54. Ernst and Young and Monetary Authority Services, Singapore (2019), The impact of wider integration of data analytics and automation on manpower in the Singapore
financial services sector. Available at: https://www.ibf.org.sg/newsroom/Documents/IBF%20MAS%20Data%20and%20Automation%20Study%202019%20Web.pdf
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EXHIBIT 19:
LARGE-SCALE DATA MODELLING IS A COMMON DIGITAL SKILL THAT COULD BE IN
HIGH DEMAND BY 2025 ACROSS A RANGE OF SECTORS

SECTORS1

DIGITAL SKILL EXPECTED TO BE MOST “IN-DEMAND” FOR EACH SECTOR BY 2025,
BY COUNTRY2
Australia

Technology

Manufacturing

Education

Create
large-scale
data models
and database
technology

India
Create
operations
support
protocols for
new software/
hardware

Indonesia
Create
large-scale
data models
and database
technology

Japan
Help
organizations
transition
from on
premises-based
IT environments
to cloud-based
environments

Singapore
Develop digital
security and
cyber forensics
tools, software
and techniques

South Korea
Design and
refine new
cloud and
hybrid
architectures

CURRENT NON-DIGITAL AND
DISENFRANCHISED WORKERS:
DEVELOP BASIC SKILLS IN MORE THAN
JUST ONE DIGITAL COMPETENCE

data privacy principles to be two critically needed basic

Individuals who do not possess digital skills today – which

collaborating with their co-workers and stakeholders over

include both non-digitally skilled workers as well as some

such platforms, as well as with managing the typically

individuals who are unemployed or involuntarily excluded

sensitive or proprietary data generated through these

from the workforce – will require basic digital skills in a

platforms. For instance, school administrators are typically

broad range of competence areas. These will be critical

required to manage large amounts of personal data

for them to access employment opportunities. For those

relating to students.

digital skills in the manufacturing and education sectors
(Exhibit 21). This could be driven by the increasing use of
digital platforms in both sectors, necessitating workers
even at the entry-level to be both comfortable with

who already have jobs, they could stand to improve

Create
large-scale
data models
and database
technology

Create
operations
support
protocols for
new software/
hardware

Create
large-scale
data models
and database
technology

Design and
refine new
cloud and
hybrid
architectures

Create
large-scale
data models
and database
technology

Create
large-scale
data models
and database
technology

Create
large-scale
data models
and database
technology

Develop digital
security and
cyber forensics
tools, software
and techniques

Create
large-scale
data models
and database
technology

Knowledge
of data mining,
engineering
and science
techniques

Use advanced
problem-solving
computational
techniques

Create
operations
support
protocols for
new software/
hardware

productivity – or move into better jobs. Almost 60 percent

On the other hand, the most required basic digital

of these individuals would likely need to learn basic digital

skills in the technology sector in 2025 could vary across

skills in all eight competence areas (Exhibit 20). This is

countries. India and Singapore could see a stronger focus

an important insight as it suggests efforts to skill these

on vertical skills such as the ability to use digital software

workers in just one digital competence area may be

and hardware to analyze data, while Australia, Indonesia,

insufficient to make them employable for industry needs

Japan, and South Korea could have a stronger focus on

in 2025. This underscores the scale of the digital skilling

horizontal competences such as applying basic data

challenge facing countries in APAC.

privacy principles, digital communication, and problemsolving using basic software.

Corresponding to each competence area, the basic digital
skills required by these workers are reflected in Table 1.

Overall, within countries, it is projected that the ability
to communicate and collaborate over digital mediums

Devices and software operations

Digital communication
and collaboration

Information and data literacy

Digital problem solving

Digital content or product creation

Digital security and ethics

Cloud computing competences

Digital project management

1. Top 3 sectors most highly represented collectively across all country surveys
2. Based on the number of survey respondents in the sector who indicate that they do not apply the skill today, but are “highly likely” to require it in 2025 to perform their
current jobs
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); AlphaBeta analysis

An analysis of the potential in-demand basic digital skills

is likely to become the most demanded basic digital skill

in various sectors across countries reflected the ability to

in most countries (Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan,

communicate over digital mediums, and to apply basic

and Singapore) by 2025.
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EXHIBIT 19:
LARGE-SCALE DATA MODELLING IS A COMMON DIGITAL SKILL THAT COULD BE IN
HIGH DEMAND BY 2025 ACROSS A RANGE OF SECTORS

SECTORS1

DIGITAL SKILL EXPECTED TO BE MOST “IN-DEMAND” FOR EACH SECTOR BY 2025,
BY COUNTRY2
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environments
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and techniques

South Korea
Design and
refine new
cloud and
hybrid
architectures

CURRENT NON-DIGITAL AND
DISENFRANCHISED WORKERS:
DEVELOP BASIC SKILLS IN MORE THAN
JUST ONE DIGITAL COMPETENCE

data privacy principles to be two critically needed basic
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include both non-digitally skilled workers as well as some

such platforms, as well as with managing the typically

individuals who are unemployed or involuntarily excluded

sensitive or proprietary data generated through these
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platforms. For instance, school administrators are typically

broad range of competence areas. These will be critical

required to manage large amounts of personal data

for them to access employment opportunities. For those

relating to students.

digital skills in the manufacturing and education sectors
(Exhibit 21). This could be driven by the increasing use of
digital platforms in both sectors, necessitating workers
even at the entry-level to be both comfortable with

who already have jobs, they could stand to improve
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new software/
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productivity – or move into better jobs. Almost 60 percent

On the other hand, the most required basic digital

of these individuals would likely need to learn basic digital

skills in the technology sector in 2025 could vary across

skills in all eight competence areas (Exhibit 20). This is

countries. India and Singapore could see a stronger focus

an important insight as it suggests efforts to skill these

on vertical skills such as the ability to use digital software

workers in just one digital competence area may be

and hardware to analyze data, while Australia, Indonesia,

insufficient to make them employable for industry needs

Japan, and South Korea could have a stronger focus on

in 2025. This underscores the scale of the digital skilling

horizontal competences such as applying basic data

challenge facing countries in APAC.

privacy principles, digital communication, and problemsolving using basic software.

Corresponding to each competence area, the basic digital
skills required by these workers are reflected in Table 1.

Overall, within countries, it is projected that the ability
to communicate and collaborate over digital mediums

Devices and software operations

Digital communication
and collaboration

Information and data literacy

Digital problem solving

Digital content or product creation

Digital security and ethics

Cloud computing competences

Digital project management

1. Top 3 sectors most highly represented collectively across all country surveys
2. Based on the number of survey respondents in the sector who indicate that they do not apply the skill today, but are “highly likely” to require it in 2025 to perform their
current jobs
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); AlphaBeta analysis

An analysis of the potential in-demand basic digital skills

is likely to become the most demanded basic digital skill

in various sectors across countries reflected the ability to

in most countries (Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan,

communicate over digital mediums, and to apply basic

and Singapore) by 2025.
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EXHIBIT 20:
ALMOST 60% OF NON-DIGITALLY SKILLED AND DISENFRANCHISED WORKERS ACROSS
COUNTRIES WILL LIKELY NEED TO LEARN BASIC DIGITAL SKILLS IN ALL 8 COMPETENCES
NUMBER OF COMPETENCE AREAS NON-DIGITALLY SKILLED WORKERS REQUIRE TRAINING IN
BETWEEN 2020 AND 20251
Percent of workers requiring training by number of competence areas, %

9%

EXHIBIT 21:
THE ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE OVER DIGITAL MEDIUMS AND APPLY BASIC DATA PRIVACY
PRINCIPLES ARE TWO COMMONLY APPLIED BASIC SKILLS IN VARIOUS SECTORS

SECTORS1

Australia

58%

7 areas

1. Based on the 2025 “Digital leadership” scenario
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis

TABLE 1: BASIC DIGITAL SKILLS RELATING TO THE EIGHT COMPETENCE AREAS
COMPETENCE AREA

BASIC DIGITAL SKILL REQUIRED

Devices and software
operations

Use basic digital software and hardware (e.g., word processing tools)

Information and data literacy

Use digital tools to collect and perform basic data analysis

Digital content creation

Generate content online and/or develop websites, graphics, animations, videos,
and other forms of digital content (e.g., films, music) using established software
and applications

Cloud computing competences

Use cloud-based software-as-a-service (SaaS) applications and tools requiring basic
digital expertise

Digital communication
and collaboration

Communicate and collaborate with others via digital mediums

Digital problem solving

Identify the suitable digital software and hardware required to solve problems
encountered at work

Digital security and ethics

Apply basic data privacy and cyber-hygiene principles when using computers at work

Digital project management

Manage the delivery of projects with low digital complexity; this includes the scoping
basic digital or digitally-enabled solutions, managing timelines, resources, risks
and stakeholders

Japan

Singapore

South Korea

Technology

Identify suitable
software/
hardware to
solve problems

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Use basic digital
software/
hardware

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Manufacturing

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Education

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Use advanced
problem-solving
computational
techniques

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Overall for
country3

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

8 areas

10%

Indonesia

Use basic data
analysis tools

23%

4 to 6 areas

India

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Number of competence areas required:
1 to 3 areas

DIGITAL SKILL EXPECTED TO BE MOST “IN-DEMAND” FOR EACH SECTOR BY 2025,
BY COUNTRY2

Devices and software operations

Digital communication
and collaboration

Information and data literacy

Digital problem solving

Digital content or product creation

Digital security and ethics

Cloud computing competences

Digital project management

1. Based on top 3 sectors most highly represented across all country surveys
2. Based on the digital skill most commonly applied by respondents with “user”-level skills today in each sector
3. Based on the digital skill most commonly applied by respondents with “user”-level skills today across all sectors in the country
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); AlphaBeta analysis
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EXHIBIT 20:
ALMOST 60% OF NON-DIGITALLY SKILLED AND DISENFRANCHISED WORKERS ACROSS
COUNTRIES WILL LIKELY NEED TO LEARN BASIC DIGITAL SKILLS IN ALL 8 COMPETENCES
NUMBER OF COMPETENCE AREAS NON-DIGITALLY SKILLED WORKERS REQUIRE TRAINING IN
BETWEEN 2020 AND 20251
Percent of workers requiring training by number of competence areas, %

9%

EXHIBIT 21:
THE ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE OVER DIGITAL MEDIUMS AND APPLY BASIC DATA PRIVACY
PRINCIPLES ARE TWO COMMONLY APPLIED BASIC SKILLS IN VARIOUS SECTORS

SECTORS1

Australia

58%

7 areas

1. Based on the 2025 “Digital leadership” scenario
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis

TABLE 1: BASIC DIGITAL SKILLS RELATING TO THE EIGHT COMPETENCE AREAS
COMPETENCE AREA

BASIC DIGITAL SKILL REQUIRED

Devices and software
operations
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Use digital tools to collect and perform basic data analysis

Digital content creation

Generate content online and/or develop websites, graphics, animations, videos,
and other forms of digital content (e.g., films, music) using established software
and applications

Cloud computing competences

Use cloud-based software-as-a-service (SaaS) applications and tools requiring basic
digital expertise

Digital communication
and collaboration

Communicate and collaborate with others via digital mediums

Digital problem solving

Identify the suitable digital software and hardware required to solve problems
encountered at work

Digital security and ethics

Apply basic data privacy and cyber-hygiene principles when using computers at work

Digital project management

Manage the delivery of projects with low digital complexity; this includes the scoping
basic digital or digitally-enabled solutions, managing timelines, resources, risks
and stakeholders

Japan

Singapore

South Korea

Technology

Identify suitable
software/
hardware to
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and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Use basic digital
software/
hardware

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Manufacturing
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digital mediums
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digital mediums
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privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Education
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digital mediums
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principles

Use advanced
problem-solving
computational
techniques
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privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

Overall for
country3

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Apply basic data
privacy and
cyber-hygiene
principles

8 areas

10%

Indonesia

Use basic data
analysis tools

23%

4 to 6 areas

India

Communicate
and collaborate
with others via
digital mediums

Number of competence areas required:
1 to 3 areas

DIGITAL SKILL EXPECTED TO BE MOST “IN-DEMAND” FOR EACH SECTOR BY 2025,
BY COUNTRY2

Devices and software operations

Digital communication
and collaboration

Information and data literacy

Digital problem solving

Digital content or product creation

Digital security and ethics

Cloud computing competences

Digital project management

1. Based on top 3 sectors most highly represented across all country surveys
2. Based on the digital skill most commonly applied by respondents with “user”-level skills today in each sector
3. Based on the digital skill most commonly applied by respondents with “user”-level skills today across all sectors in the country
SOURCE: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020 (n=3196); AlphaBeta analysis
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TO MEET THE PROJECTED DIGITAL SKILL
NEEDS BY 2025, EACH COUNTRY WILL
NEED A DIFFERENT POLICY APPROACH
BASED ON THEIR RESPECTIVE
DIGITAL SKILLING PRIORITIES.

To meet the projected digital skill needs by 2025, each
country will need a different policy approach based
on their respective digital skilling priorities as outlined
in Chapter 2. For Indonesia, it is pertinent to develop
sector-specific digital skilling frameworks to guide
industry on the digital competencies needed by workers,
as well as basic digital skills development programs
for the country’s large numbers of unemployed youth
- complemented with job matching opportunities. In
India, both non-digitally skilled and disenfranchised
workers could benefit from more targeted digital skill
training programs delivered at scale (especially for
women and youth). In Japan, the development of sectorspecific digital skilling roadmaps could help employers
inform and lead training efforts for non-digital workers,
while current skilled workers could benefit from
greater availability of short-term, flexible courses

03

chapter

as well as longer-term structured skilling programs
that are recognized by industry for in-demand digital
skills. In Singapore, it is recommended that training
opportunities in skills with the largest forecasted skill
needs, in particular cloud computing and digital content
creation skills (e.g., web development and software
programming), be expanded for both workers and
students. Finally, in South Korea, it is critical for the
government to stimulate greater demand for the wide
range of digital skills courses that are already available
in the country; in addition, higher education institutions
could incorporate skills in cloud computing and digital

AN ACTION
AGENDA FOR
DIGITAL SKILLS

content creation into mainstream curriculums.
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3.1 DEVELOPING AN ACTION AGENDA FOR 			
DIGITAL SKILLS IN THE REGION
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EXHIBIT 22:
THE ACTION AGENDA FOR EACH COUNTRY WAS DETERMINED THROUGH A
THREE-STEP PROCESS

A three-step approach was adopted to develop an action agenda for each country (Exhibit 22):

01

Assess the potential future digital skill needs in the country. The extent of the potential future
digital skill needs of different worker types in each country was evaluated based on the share of
the worker type of total digital skill needs in the country by 2025, as well as the nature of their
skill requirements.

02

Review international best practice policy approaches. A set of international best practice
approaches to digital skills policy was established through a thorough review of policies adopted
internationally to develop digital skills for each of the four worker groups. These would be used to
inform recommendations for the focus countries.

03

Formulate recommendations that address each country’s potential future digital skill
needs and current skills policy challenges. Government priorities and challenges for digital
skills workforce training and education policy in each country were reviewed in order to develop
recommendations that target each country’s unique digital skills priorities and policy challenges.

STEP 1:
Forecast the future
digital skill needs of
different types of
workers in each of
the six countries

STEP 2:
58% practice
Review “best
policy approaches”
seen internationally
that address each
worker type

STEP 3:
Formulate
recommendations for
each country based on
“best practice policy
approaches” that could
address future digital
skill needs and current
policy challenges in
the country
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3.2 CRITICAL WORKER TYPES TO ADDRESS IN 		
EACH COUNTRY
The key worker types driving potential future digital skill needs to 2025 differ across countries.
Exhibit 23 shows an assessment of potential digital skill needs by 2025 for four worker types:
(1) current digitally skilled workers, (2) future workers, (3) current non-digitally skilled workers,

02

03

TYPE OF
WORKER

Australia

Indonesia

Japan

Singapore

South Korea

Currently digitally
skilled workers

In high-income economies (Australia, Japan, Singapore, and South Korea), today’s digitally
skilled workers are projected to face the largest share of their countries’ estimated digital skill

Currently
non-digitally
skilled workers

training requirements by 2025, ranging from 48 percent in South Korea to 58 percent in Singapore

Disenfranchised
individual

(see Chapter 2, Exhibit 15).

Extent of forecasted digital skill needs to 2025, by worker type:1

On the other hand, it is projected that today’s non-digitally skilled workers will face the largest
share of projected digital skill training needs in middle-income economies (India and Indonesia).

Across the six countries, disenfranchised individuals are expected to account for a substantial share
of total skill training needs by 2025, ranging from 18 percent in Singapore to 46 percent in India (see
As reflected in Exhibit 24, these tend to be middle-aged or senior workers in high-income economies,

COUNTRY

DISENFRANCHISED
GROUP

INDIA

Although future workers account for a relatively small share of skill needs by 2025, this group of
individuals will become increasingly important after – their associated digital skill training needs will
INDONESIA

Women,
particularly in
rural areas

At 20%, India has the lowest female labor force participation rate across all six
countries. This situation is particularly dire for female youth living in rural areas, of
which more than half of (53%) are neither employed nor in school –13% higher than for
female youth in urban areas

Youth,
particularly in
urban areas

At 17%, youth unemployment rate was over 4 times that of national unemployment
rate (at 5%) in 2019. Within this segment, urban youth face a significantly higher
unemployment rate of 20%, as compared to 14% for rural youth

Women

Labor force participation rate of women is significantly lower than that of men, at
53% vs 81%

Youth

Australia faces a high youth unemployment rate of 12%, which is more than twice that
of national unemployment rate of 5%

Women

While high in comparison with the other five economies at 60%, the labor force
participation rate of Australian women is still 10% less than that of Australian men

Middle-aged workers

Of the total working-age population who are unemployed or excluded from the labor
force, 56% are middle-aged workers above the age of 45

Women

While high in comparison with other economies at 61%, the labor force participation
rate of women in Singapore is significantly lower than that of men, at 78%

Senior workers

The rate of irregular employment rises sharply from 13% for the 55-59 age group to
72% for the 65-69 age group; this shift from regular to irregular work reduces pay by
50-70%

Women

Low female labor participation rate of 53%, as compared to 71% for men

Middle-aged workers

Over half of the working age population who are unemployed or outside the labor
force are middle-aged workers above 45 years

AUSTRALIA

SINGAPORE

JAPAN

SOUTH
KOREA

KEY FACT/S1
Almost a third of Indian youth (aged 15-24) are neither employed nor undergoing
education, the highest share seen in the six countries

unemployment rate is more than twice that of the national rate). In most countries, women tend to

55. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
56. Estimated based on the assumption that digital skill needs for the average worker in 2030 are minimally equivalent to that in 2025.

Limited

Youth

55

potentially double by 2030.56

Moderate

EXHIBIT 24:
DISENFRANCHISED INDIVIDUALS HAVE A DIFFERENT PROFILE IN EACH COUNTRY THESE RANGE FROM RURAL WOMEN IN INDIA TO MIDDLE-AGED WORKERS IN SINGAPORE

and youth in middle-income economies (with Australia being an exception here, where youth
see lower labor force participation rates than men.

Critical

1. Worker types shown as “critical” are assessed to require skill trainings exceeding 25% of the country’s total required skill trainings between 2020 and 2025. Worker types
shown as “moderate” are assessed to require skill trainings exceeding 10% but less than 25% of the total. Worker types shown as “limited” are assessed to require skill
trainings constituting at or less than 10% of the total. These gaps were assessed based on 2025 “Digital Leadership” scenario.
SOURCE: AlphaBeta analysis

Chapter 2, Exhibit 15). However, the profile of disenfranchised individuals differs across countries.

04

India

Future
workers

and (4) disenfranchised individuals. The following trends are observed:

01

EXHIBIT 23:
THE TYPES OF WORKERS DRIVING POTENTIAL FUTURE DIGITAL SKILL NEEDS TO 2025 DIFFER
ACROSS COUNTRIES

1. All figures based on 2019, except for the finding for senior workers in Japan, which is based on 2017.
SOURCE: ILOSTAT; AlphaBeta analysis
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(1) current digitally skilled workers, (2) future workers, (3) current non-digitally skilled workers,
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of total skill training needs by 2025, ranging from 18 percent in Singapore to 46 percent in India (see
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participation rate of Australian women is still 10% less than that of Australian men

Middle-aged workers

Of the total working-age population who are unemployed or excluded from the labor
force, 56% are middle-aged workers above the age of 45
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While high in comparison with other economies at 61%, the labor force participation
rate of women in Singapore is significantly lower than that of men, at 78%

Senior workers

The rate of irregular employment rises sharply from 13% for the 55-59 age group to
72% for the 65-69 age group; this shift from regular to irregular work reduces pay by
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Low female labor participation rate of 53%, as compared to 71% for men
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Over half of the working age population who are unemployed or outside the labor
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unemployment rate is more than twice that of the national rate). In most countries, women tend to
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DISENFRANCHISED INDIVIDUALS HAVE A DIFFERENT PROFILE IN EACH COUNTRY THESE RANGE FROM RURAL WOMEN IN INDIA TO MIDDLE-AGED WORKERS IN SINGAPORE

and youth in middle-income economies (with Australia being an exception here, where youth
see lower labor force participation rates than men.

Critical

1. Worker types shown as “critical” are assessed to require skill trainings exceeding 25% of the country’s total required skill trainings between 2020 and 2025. Worker types
shown as “moderate” are assessed to require skill trainings exceeding 10% but less than 25% of the total. Worker types shown as “limited” are assessed to require skill
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Chapter 2, Exhibit 15). However, the profile of disenfranchised individuals differs across countries.
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and (4) disenfranchised individuals. The following trends are observed:
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1. All figures based on 2019, except for the finding for senior workers in Japan, which is based on 2017.
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EXHIBIT 25:
FOR EACH WORKER TYPE, THERE ARE INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE POLICY APPROACHES
THAT TARGET THEIR UNIQUE DIGITAL SKILL TRAINING NEEDS

There is a range of international best practice policy approaches
that address the skill needs of different workers in the economy
(Exhibit 25). As detailed in Chapter 2, the digital skill needs of each
worker type may be summarised as follows:

01

Current digitally skilled workers: These workers

# WORKER
TYPE

DIGITAL SKILL
TRAINING NEEDS

1. Current 		
digitally skilled 		
workers

Provide training opportunities
for “in-demand” skills

will need to upgrade their digital skills, particularly

INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE
Develop digital skilling roadmaps for different
sectors that are regularly refreshed to reflect latest
skill demand trends

Australia;
Singapore;
Sweden

Increase proficiency levels in
current competences

Provide longer-term upskilling programs to deepen
knowledge in existing skillsets

Australia;
Singapore

Cultivate a strong base in
horizontal digital competences
(K-12 students)

Develop a stronger focus on STEM and digital skills
in curriculums, including providing adequate ICT
training for teachers

Hong Kong;
Japan; Singapore;
South Korea;
United Kingdom

Create multi-disciplinary programs for digital
skills education

Finland;
Singapore

Leverage EdTech to build horizontal competences1

Australia; Japan;
Singapore

Ensure responsiveness of tertiary
curriculums to emerging skill needs through
industry- institution collaboration

Australia;
Malaysia;
Singapore;
South Korea

Provide industry apprenticeship opportunities to
learn “work-ready” digital skills

Singapore;
Thailand;
United Kingdom

Guide companies in non-tech sectors
(particularly MSMEs) on digital adoption, and
incentivize investment in the digital skills training for
their employees

Hong Kong;
Japan; Singapore;
South Korea;
Sweden

Provide credits for workers to invest in their digital
skills development

France; Singapore

in-demand skills. For current non-digitally skilled
digital skills across a range of competences that are
required in any sector and job role.

02

2. Future
workers

Future workers: These individuals need to be
equipped with digital skills at different stages of their
education journey. For K-12 students, it is necessary
to cultivate a strong base of horizontal competences57,
which will support the development of more advanced
skills at a later stage. Higher education students, on

Build “job-ready” skills
required across sectors and
job types
(Higher education students)

the other hand, need to acquire job-ready skills and
obtain industry experience that will allow a smooth
transition into the workforce.

03

Current non-digitally skilled workers: These workers
will require basic digital skill training in most (if not
all) competence areas, in order to become more

3. Current 		
non-digitally 		
skilled workers

Provide access to basic
skills trainings in a range
of competences

productive in their current jobs and access better
job opportunities.

04

Disenfranchised individuals: Like current nondigitally skilled workers, these individuals will require

Establish a national lifelong learning policy
promoting continual skill upgrading

Denmark;
Singapore;
South Korea

Youth: Develop industry bootcamps that offer
job-matching opportunities for disadvantaged youth

Australia;
Germany

Women: Create women-focused digital skills training
workshops equipping women with the skills required
to participate in the workforce

France; Japan;
South Korea

Mid-career individuals: Offer subsidies and training
for mid-career individuals to upgrade their skillsets

Australia;
Singapore

training in a range of competence areas in order
to be competitive in the job market. The content
and delivery of programs should be scoped in a
targeted manner to address the unique needs of
different profiles of disenfranchised individuals
(e.g., unemployed youth, women excluded from
the workforce).

57. Horizontal competences relate to cross-cutting digital skills that require to be applied across most digital tasks, and involve both technical as well as “soft” skills
(e.g. critical thinking, problem solving and communication).

4. Disenfranchised
individuals

Australia;
Singapore

Create flexible, short-term digital skills courses to
plug urgent skill needs (e.g., micro-credentials)

for cloud and data competences, and obtain new
workers, it is important to acquire a basic level of

EXAMPLES OF
COUNTRIES
WITH BEST
PRACTICES

Develop targeted
programmes for
vulnerable groups that
provide “job-ready” basic
skills training across
various sectors

1. Horizontal competences relate to cross-cutting digital skills that require to be applied across most digital tasks, and involve both technical as well as “soft” skills
(e.g., critical thinking, problem solving and communication).
Source: AlphaBeta analysis
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Hong Kong;
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Leverage EdTech to build horizontal competences1

Australia; Japan;
Singapore

Ensure responsiveness of tertiary
curriculums to emerging skill needs through
industry- institution collaboration

Australia;
Malaysia;
Singapore;
South Korea

Provide industry apprenticeship opportunities to
learn “work-ready” digital skills

Singapore;
Thailand;
United Kingdom

Guide companies in non-tech sectors
(particularly MSMEs) on digital adoption, and
incentivize investment in the digital skills training for
their employees

Hong Kong;
Japan; Singapore;
South Korea;
Sweden

Provide credits for workers to invest in their digital
skills development

France; Singapore

in-demand skills. For current non-digitally skilled
digital skills across a range of competences that are
required in any sector and job role.

02

2. Future
workers

Future workers: These individuals need to be
equipped with digital skills at different stages of their
education journey. For K-12 students, it is necessary
to cultivate a strong base of horizontal competences57,
which will support the development of more advanced
skills at a later stage. Higher education students, on

Build “job-ready” skills
required across sectors and
job types
(Higher education students)

the other hand, need to acquire job-ready skills and
obtain industry experience that will allow a smooth
transition into the workforce.

03

Current non-digitally skilled workers: These workers
will require basic digital skill training in most (if not
all) competence areas, in order to become more

3. Current 		
non-digitally 		
skilled workers

Provide access to basic
skills trainings in a range
of competences

productive in their current jobs and access better
job opportunities.

04

Disenfranchised individuals: Like current nondigitally skilled workers, these individuals will require

Establish a national lifelong learning policy
promoting continual skill upgrading

Denmark;
Singapore;
South Korea

Youth: Develop industry bootcamps that offer
job-matching opportunities for disadvantaged youth

Australia;
Germany

Women: Create women-focused digital skills training
workshops equipping women with the skills required
to participate in the workforce

France; Japan;
South Korea

Mid-career individuals: Offer subsidies and training
for mid-career individuals to upgrade their skillsets

Australia;
Singapore

training in a range of competence areas in order
to be competitive in the job market. The content
and delivery of programs should be scoped in a
targeted manner to address the unique needs of
different profiles of disenfranchised individuals
(e.g., unemployed youth, women excluded from
the workforce).

57. Horizontal competences relate to cross-cutting digital skills that require to be applied across most digital tasks, and involve both technical as well as “soft” skills
(e.g. critical thinking, problem solving and communication).

4. Disenfranchised
individuals

Australia;
Singapore

Create flexible, short-term digital skills courses to
plug urgent skill needs (e.g., micro-credentials)

for cloud and data competences, and obtain new
workers, it is important to acquire a basic level of

EXAMPLES OF
COUNTRIES
WITH BEST
PRACTICES

Develop targeted
programmes for
vulnerable groups that
provide “job-ready” basic
skills training across
various sectors

1. Horizontal competences relate to cross-cutting digital skills that require to be applied across most digital tasks, and involve both technical as well as “soft” skills
(e.g., critical thinking, problem solving and communication).
Source: AlphaBeta analysis
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CURRENT DIGITALLY SKILLED WORKERS
To ensure that training opportunities are provided
for “in- demand” skills, the following international best
practice approaches have been observed:

•

•

enhance the digital capabilities of current public sector

in order to address urgent skill needs.65 Moreover, with

is Australia’s industry-led vocational education and

employees that already have some baseline digital skills

the recent COVID-19 pandemic, pre-pandemic digital

training (VET) system, which provides a variety of

through a variety of training courses.62

skill shortages have only become further exacerbated

training options for working adults. The Australian

against a backdrop of businesses rapidly digitizing for

government has recently established the Digital

Create flexible short-term digital skills courses

business continuity. Such short-term skilling options

Technology Skills Organization Pilot to identify

to plug urgent skill needs. A number of countries

therefore become all the more important to address

skill needs, develop qualifications, and improve

Develop sector-based digital skilling roadmaps

have relied on flexible skill training courses to address

such needs.

the quality of training delivery in order to meet

and frameworks. This includes best practices aimed

urgent skill needs in the current workforce. For

at developing digital skilling roadmaps and frameworks

example, Sweden established the AI Competence

To increase the proficiency level of these workers in

to provide employers in different sectors with clear

Center for Sweden, a platform that provides training

the digital competences that they already possess, the

guidance on the digital skills their employees require.

courses for Swedish professionals to equip them

following best practice approach has been identified:

For example, the Skills Frameworks under Singapore’s

with AI-related knowhow and application skills.

Industry Transformation Maps (ITMs) that were created

These part- time courses are provided by local

based on a consultation involving these parties provide
information on career pathways, the skills required

the growing demand for Information Technology

•

(IT) professionals.67
With the severe implications of the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic for economies and jobs in the region,

Provide longer-term upskilling programs to deepen

retrenchment woes in the short- and medium-term

universities, with course durations ranging from less

knowledge in existing skillsets. This approach

have not been limited to non-digitally skilled individuals.

than a day to several months. Working professionals

focuses on improving workers’ proficiency in existing

There have been reports in Singapore, for example,

for different occupations and reskilling options for

can choose to take physical or online classes on a

competences through structured longer-term skilling

that a substantial number of professionals, managers,

different sectors.58 One of these frameworks is the

variety of topics such as applications of AI in business,

programs. Singapore provides a good case in point

executives and technicians (PMETs) were furloughed

Skills Framework for Information Communications

machine learning, and human-AI interaction. New

with its AI Apprenticeship Program (AIAP), which is

or laid off in the months following the government-

Technology (ICT), which provides information on

Zealand provides another best practice example.

designed to deepen the capabilities of local AI talents

mandated lockdown (known as the “circuit breaker”)

ICT occupations and the digital skills required for

In 2018, the New Zealand Qualifications Authority

and enhance their career opportunities. Through a

period. An industry-led initiative in the country to publish

each occupation.59 To ensure continual relevance

(NZQA) introduced a micro-credential system that

nine-month full-time apprenticeship, participants are

the names of individuals who lost their jobs on an online

to industry needs, these occupations and skills are

includes stand-alone education products intended

enrolled in a series of courses that equip them with

“talent directory” to support job-matching opportunities

updated every 18 months.60 Employers and training

to enable learners to access specific knowledge and

technical skills in areas such as machine learning

for them reflected over 4,000 former highly skilled

providers have adopted the framework to develop

skills in a cost-effective and time-efficient way. The

and software engineering, followed by on-the-job

workers on this list.68 At the same time, with the rising

training courses that address critical skill needs in both

aim of the micro-credential system is to ensure that

training on a real-world industry project. The program

need to digitize business operations faced by companies

technology as well as non-technology sectors such

workers are provided with opportunities to upgrade

also offers one-to-one career advisory support for

that are weathering the crisis or in more COVID-resilient

as financial services, manufacturing, and tourism.61

their skills and improve productivity in light of fast-

apprentices, and opportunities to work with industry

sectors, there has been a surge in demand for digital skills

In Australia, the Digital Transformation Strategy was

paced technological changes. Micro-credentials also

partners upon completion of the program. Several

which such workers are well positioned to meet, given the

developed to provide guidance for the digitalization

allow employers to work with education and training

cohorts have graduated from the AIAP, with most

right level and type of support. Spotlight Box 4 provides

of government services, including plans to further

organizations to bring emergent skills to market quickly

participants being able to secure employment

an overview of some best practice approaches in the

even before their graduation.66 Another example

region in providing support to these individuals.
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58. SkillsFuture (2019). “Skills framework”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/skills-framework
59. SkillsFuture Singapore (2019), Skills Framework for Infocomm Technology. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/skills-framework/ict
60. SkillsFuture Singapore (2019), Skills Framework for Infocomm Technology. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/skills-framework/ict
61. Based on interview with SkillsFuture, Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA), and Economic Development Board (EDB) in July 2020.
62. Digital Transformation Agency (2018), Digital Transformation Strategy 2018-2025.
Available at: https://www.dta.gov.au/digital-transformation-strategy/digital-transformation-strategy-2018-2025
63. AI Competence for Sweden. Available at: https://ai-competence.se/en/
64. New Zealand Qualifications Authority (2018), “Micro-credentials system launched”.
Available at: https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/about-us/news/micro-credentials-system-launched/

65. New Zealand Qualifications Authority (2018), “Micro-credentials system launched”.
Available at: https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/about-us/news/micro-credentials-system-launched/
66. AI Singapore (2020), AI Apprenticeship Program. Available at: https://www.aisingapore.org/industryinnovation/aiap/
67. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment (2020). Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/SO
68. Freshly Baked (2020). Available at: https://freshlybaked.io/#talent
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CURRENT DIGITALLY SKILLED WORKERS
To ensure that training opportunities are provided
for “in- demand” skills, the following international best
practice approaches have been observed:

•

•

enhance the digital capabilities of current public sector

in order to address urgent skill needs.65 Moreover, with

is Australia’s industry-led vocational education and

employees that already have some baseline digital skills

the recent COVID-19 pandemic, pre-pandemic digital

training (VET) system, which provides a variety of

through a variety of training courses.62

skill shortages have only become further exacerbated

training options for working adults. The Australian

against a backdrop of businesses rapidly digitizing for

government has recently established the Digital

Create flexible short-term digital skills courses

business continuity. Such short-term skilling options

Technology Skills Organization Pilot to identify

to plug urgent skill needs. A number of countries

therefore become all the more important to address

skill needs, develop qualifications, and improve

Develop sector-based digital skilling roadmaps

have relied on flexible skill training courses to address

such needs.

the quality of training delivery in order to meet

and frameworks. This includes best practices aimed

urgent skill needs in the current workforce. For

at developing digital skilling roadmaps and frameworks

example, Sweden established the AI Competence

To increase the proficiency level of these workers in

to provide employers in different sectors with clear

Center for Sweden, a platform that provides training

the digital competences that they already possess, the

guidance on the digital skills their employees require.

courses for Swedish professionals to equip them

following best practice approach has been identified:

For example, the Skills Frameworks under Singapore’s

with AI-related knowhow and application skills.

Industry Transformation Maps (ITMs) that were created

These part- time courses are provided by local

based on a consultation involving these parties provide
information on career pathways, the skills required

the growing demand for Information Technology

•

(IT) professionals.67
With the severe implications of the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic for economies and jobs in the region,

Provide longer-term upskilling programs to deepen

retrenchment woes in the short- and medium-term

universities, with course durations ranging from less

knowledge in existing skillsets. This approach

have not been limited to non-digitally skilled individuals.

than a day to several months. Working professionals

focuses on improving workers’ proficiency in existing

There have been reports in Singapore, for example,

for different occupations and reskilling options for

can choose to take physical or online classes on a

competences through structured longer-term skilling

that a substantial number of professionals, managers,

different sectors.58 One of these frameworks is the

variety of topics such as applications of AI in business,

programs. Singapore provides a good case in point

executives and technicians (PMETs) were furloughed

Skills Framework for Information Communications

machine learning, and human-AI interaction. New

with its AI Apprenticeship Program (AIAP), which is

or laid off in the months following the government-

Technology (ICT), which provides information on

Zealand provides another best practice example.

designed to deepen the capabilities of local AI talents

mandated lockdown (known as the “circuit breaker”)

ICT occupations and the digital skills required for

In 2018, the New Zealand Qualifications Authority

and enhance their career opportunities. Through a

period. An industry-led initiative in the country to publish

each occupation.59 To ensure continual relevance

(NZQA) introduced a micro-credential system that

nine-month full-time apprenticeship, participants are

the names of individuals who lost their jobs on an online

to industry needs, these occupations and skills are

includes stand-alone education products intended

enrolled in a series of courses that equip them with

“talent directory” to support job-matching opportunities

updated every 18 months.60 Employers and training

to enable learners to access specific knowledge and

technical skills in areas such as machine learning

for them reflected over 4,000 former highly skilled

providers have adopted the framework to develop

skills in a cost-effective and time-efficient way. The

and software engineering, followed by on-the-job

workers on this list.68 At the same time, with the rising

training courses that address critical skill needs in both

aim of the micro-credential system is to ensure that

training on a real-world industry project. The program

need to digitize business operations faced by companies

technology as well as non-technology sectors such

workers are provided with opportunities to upgrade

also offers one-to-one career advisory support for

that are weathering the crisis or in more COVID-resilient

as financial services, manufacturing, and tourism.61

their skills and improve productivity in light of fast-

apprentices, and opportunities to work with industry

sectors, there has been a surge in demand for digital skills

In Australia, the Digital Transformation Strategy was

paced technological changes. Micro-credentials also

partners upon completion of the program. Several

which such workers are well positioned to meet, given the

developed to provide guidance for the digitalization

allow employers to work with education and training

cohorts have graduated from the AIAP, with most

right level and type of support. Spotlight Box 4 provides

of government services, including plans to further

organizations to bring emergent skills to market quickly

participants being able to secure employment

an overview of some best practice approaches in the

even before their graduation.66 Another example

region in providing support to these individuals.
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58. SkillsFuture (2019). “Skills framework”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/skills-framework
59. SkillsFuture Singapore (2019), Skills Framework for Infocomm Technology. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/skills-framework/ict
60. SkillsFuture Singapore (2019), Skills Framework for Infocomm Technology. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/skills-framework/ict
61. Based on interview with SkillsFuture, Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA), and Economic Development Board (EDB) in July 2020.
62. Digital Transformation Agency (2018), Digital Transformation Strategy 2018-2025.
Available at: https://www.dta.gov.au/digital-transformation-strategy/digital-transformation-strategy-2018-2025
63. AI Competence for Sweden. Available at: https://ai-competence.se/en/
64. New Zealand Qualifications Authority (2018), “Micro-credentials system launched”.
Available at: https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/about-us/news/micro-credentials-system-launched/

65. New Zealand Qualifications Authority (2018), “Micro-credentials system launched”.
Available at: https://www.nzqa.govt.nz/about-us/news/micro-credentials-system-launched/
66. AI Singapore (2020), AI Apprenticeship Program. Available at: https://www.aisingapore.org/industryinnovation/aiap/
67. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment (2020). Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/SO
68. Freshly Baked (2020). Available at: https://freshlybaked.io/#talent
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SPOTLIGHT BOX 4.
MANAGING THE COVID-19 JOBS CRISIS: SUPPORTING LAID
OFF BUT NOT NECESSARILY UNDER-SKILLED WORKERS
The rapidly intensifying economic effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic are proving to be far worse
than previous economic crises. Described by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) as the “worst
recession since the Great Depression”, it has been
forecasted that the COVID-19 pandemic could shrink
global GDP growth by 4.9 percent in 2020 – such an
impact vastly outweighs the 0.1 percent reduction
in global GDP experienced in 2009 during the Global
Financial Crisis.69 As businesses in Asia suffer from the
impacts of the pandemic, workers have suffered from
retrenchment, loss of businesses and projects, with
many placed on unpaid leave. Recent estimates from
the International Labor Organization (ILO) reflect that in
the second quarter of 2020, the total impact of layoffs
and temporary reductions in working time would lead
to a 10.5 percent decline in total working hours in
the Asia Pacific region compared to pre-crisis levels
in the fourth quarter of 2019 – which is equivalent
to 305 million full-time jobs (assuming a 48-hour
working week).70
While vulnerable communities such as freelance
workers, youth, senior workers, and other
disenfranchised segments of the workforce are

likely to bear a large share of these job losses, it is
also likely that many regularly employed and highly
skilled workers in the region will face layoffs. To
address these impacts, two promising skills-related
responses by APAC governments are: (1) subsidizing
training for incremental digital skills required to
access job opportunities in their current sectors;
and (2) providing information on alternative career
options and skills needed to access job opportunities in
other sectors.

SUBSIDIZING TRAINING FOR INCREMENTAL
DIGITAL SKILLS REQUIRED FOR EMPLOYMENT
WITHIN THE SECTOR
Workers who are digitally skilled today could benefit
from training in the incremental digital skills they
require to access available job opportunities in their
sectors. To support workers in accessing such training,
Australia’s Ministry for Employment, Skills, Small and
Family Business established the Higher Education
Relief Package in April 2020 which subsidizes short
online courses developed by Australian universities
and private training providers for workers who have
been laid off as a result of the pandemic.71 Backed by

69. International Monetary Fund Blog (2020), “Reopening from the Great Lockdown: uneven and uncertain recovery”.
Available at: https://blogs.imf.org/2020/06/24/reopening-from-the-great-lockdown-uneven-and-uncertain-recovery/
70. International Labor Organization (29 April 2020), ILO Monitor: COVID-19 and the world of work. 3rd Edition.
Available at: https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/—dgreports/—dcomm/documents/briefingnote/wcms_743146.pdf

an AUD 100-million fund, courses supported by
this scheme fall under the nationally prioritized
areas of health, science and IT skills.72 In
another example, the Singapore government’s
Enhanced Training Support Package subsidizes
up to 90 percent of course fees for training
in emerging digital skills required in heavily
COVID-impacted sectors.73 Examples of such
skills include customer experience innovation
(in the retail sector), digital media (in the
arts and culture sector), and quality visitor
experience through immersive technology (in the
tourism sector).74

PROVIDING INFORMATION ON CAREERS
AND NEEDED SKILL TRAINING TO ACCESS
JOBS IN OTHER SECTORS
Digitally skilled workers today could also benefit
from access to information about the possible
job transitions that they could make based on
their current skillsets and additional training.
In Australia, the National Careers Institute and
National Skills Commission were established
to strengthen and streamline the delivery of
and access to career information for highly
skilled and qualified workers.75 Leveraging
comprehensive and regularly updated analysis
of current and emerging skill needs in the
labor market performed by the National Skills
Commission, the newly established National
Careers Institute provides up-to-date career
information and support to Australians.76 While
this targets Australians of all ages and at all
stages of their careers, highly skilled workers
who have lost their jobs during the pandemic
may stand to benefit from this resource to learn
about possible pathways into more COVIDresilient sectors, both based on their existing
skillsets as well as information on the new skills
they need to be trained in.

71. Australian Government (2020), “Higher Education Relief Package”. Available at: https://www.studyassist.gov.au/news/higher-education-reliefpackage#:~:text=The%20Higher%20Education%20Relief%20Package%20will%20reduce%20the%20cost%20of,the%20short%20courses%20for%20May.
72. Australian Government (2020), “Higher Education Relief Package”. Available at: https://www.studyassist.gov.au/news/higher-education-reliefpackage#:~:text=The%20Higher%20Education%20Relief%20Package%20will%20reduce%20the%20cost%20of,the%20short%20courses%20for%20May.
73. SkillsFuture Singapore (2020), “Enhanced Training Support Package and Enhanced Absentee Payroll to mitigate COVID-19”.
Available at: https://www.ssg.gov.sg/ETSP_EnhancedAP.html
74. SkillsFuture Singapore (2020), “Enhanced Training Support Package and Enhanced Absentee Payroll to mitigate COVID-19”.
Available at: https://www.ssg.gov.sg/ETSP_EnhancedAP.html
75. Australian Government (2020), “National Careers Institute”. Available at: https://nci.dese.gov.au/about
76. Australian Government (2020), “National Careers Institute”. Available at: https://nci.dese.gov.au/about
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SPOTLIGHT BOX 4.
MANAGING THE COVID-19 JOBS CRISIS: SUPPORTING LAID
OFF BUT NOT NECESSARILY UNDER-SKILLED WORKERS
The rapidly intensifying economic effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic are proving to be far worse
than previous economic crises. Described by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) as the “worst
recession since the Great Depression”, it has been
forecasted that the COVID-19 pandemic could shrink
global GDP growth by 4.9 percent in 2020 – such an
impact vastly outweighs the 0.1 percent reduction
in global GDP experienced in 2009 during the Global
Financial Crisis.69 As businesses in Asia suffer from the
impacts of the pandemic, workers have suffered from
retrenchment, loss of businesses and projects, with
many placed on unpaid leave. Recent estimates from
the International Labor Organization (ILO) reflect that in
the second quarter of 2020, the total impact of layoffs
and temporary reductions in working time would lead
to a 10.5 percent decline in total working hours in
the Asia Pacific region compared to pre-crisis levels
in the fourth quarter of 2019 – which is equivalent
to 305 million full-time jobs (assuming a 48-hour
working week).70
While vulnerable communities such as freelance
workers, youth, senior workers, and other
disenfranchised segments of the workforce are

likely to bear a large share of these job losses, it is
also likely that many regularly employed and highly
skilled workers in the region will face layoffs. To
address these impacts, two promising skills-related
responses by APAC governments are: (1) subsidizing
training for incremental digital skills required to
access job opportunities in their current sectors;
and (2) providing information on alternative career
options and skills needed to access job opportunities in
other sectors.

SUBSIDIZING TRAINING FOR INCREMENTAL
DIGITAL SKILLS REQUIRED FOR EMPLOYMENT
WITHIN THE SECTOR
Workers who are digitally skilled today could benefit
from training in the incremental digital skills they
require to access available job opportunities in their
sectors. To support workers in accessing such training,
Australia’s Ministry for Employment, Skills, Small and
Family Business established the Higher Education
Relief Package in April 2020 which subsidizes short
online courses developed by Australian universities
and private training providers for workers who have
been laid off as a result of the pandemic.71 Backed by

69. International Monetary Fund Blog (2020), “Reopening from the Great Lockdown: uneven and uncertain recovery”.
Available at: https://blogs.imf.org/2020/06/24/reopening-from-the-great-lockdown-uneven-and-uncertain-recovery/
70. International Labor Organization (29 April 2020), ILO Monitor: COVID-19 and the world of work. 3rd Edition.
Available at: https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/—dgreports/—dcomm/documents/briefingnote/wcms_743146.pdf

an AUD 100-million fund, courses supported by
this scheme fall under the nationally prioritized
areas of health, science and IT skills.72 In
another example, the Singapore government’s
Enhanced Training Support Package subsidizes
up to 90 percent of course fees for training
in emerging digital skills required in heavily
COVID-impacted sectors.73 Examples of such
skills include customer experience innovation
(in the retail sector), digital media (in the
arts and culture sector), and quality visitor
experience through immersive technology (in the
tourism sector).74

PROVIDING INFORMATION ON CAREERS
AND NEEDED SKILL TRAINING TO ACCESS
JOBS IN OTHER SECTORS
Digitally skilled workers today could also benefit
from access to information about the possible
job transitions that they could make based on
their current skillsets and additional training.
In Australia, the National Careers Institute and
National Skills Commission were established
to strengthen and streamline the delivery of
and access to career information for highly
skilled and qualified workers.75 Leveraging
comprehensive and regularly updated analysis
of current and emerging skill needs in the
labor market performed by the National Skills
Commission, the newly established National
Careers Institute provides up-to-date career
information and support to Australians.76 While
this targets Australians of all ages and at all
stages of their careers, highly skilled workers
who have lost their jobs during the pandemic
may stand to benefit from this resource to learn
about possible pathways into more COVIDresilient sectors, both based on their existing
skillsets as well as information on the new skills
they need to be trained in.

71. Australian Government (2020), “Higher Education Relief Package”. Available at: https://www.studyassist.gov.au/news/higher-education-reliefpackage#:~:text=The%20Higher%20Education%20Relief%20Package%20will%20reduce%20the%20cost%20of,the%20short%20courses%20for%20May.
72. Australian Government (2020), “Higher Education Relief Package”. Available at: https://www.studyassist.gov.au/news/higher-education-reliefpackage#:~:text=The%20Higher%20Education%20Relief%20Package%20will%20reduce%20the%20cost%20of,the%20short%20courses%20for%20May.
73. SkillsFuture Singapore (2020), “Enhanced Training Support Package and Enhanced Absentee Payroll to mitigate COVID-19”.
Available at: https://www.ssg.gov.sg/ETSP_EnhancedAP.html
74. SkillsFuture Singapore (2020), “Enhanced Training Support Package and Enhanced Absentee Payroll to mitigate COVID-19”.
Available at: https://www.ssg.gov.sg/ETSP_EnhancedAP.html
75. Australian Government (2020), “National Careers Institute”. Available at: https://nci.dese.gov.au/about
76. Australian Government (2020), “National Careers Institute”. Available at: https://nci.dese.gov.au/about
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example with its computing curriculum, which aims
to cultivate fundamental computational thinking

To cultivate a strong base of horizontal digital

abilities from a young age – skills that form the basis

competences among K-12 students, international best

for engagement for different types of technology

practice approaches include:

going forward (Spotlight Box 6).77 In Hong Kong, to

•

SPOTLIGHT BOX 6.
UNITED KINGDOM: TEACHING STUDENTS NOT JUST HOW TO
WORK COMPUTERS, BUT ALSO ABOUT HOW THEY WORK

ensure that teachers possess sufficient digital skills
Develop a stronger focus on Science, Technology,

in order to pass on those skills to their students, a

Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) and digital

comprehensive ICT training framework for teachers

skills (including fundamental computational

has been developed. This framework seeks to achieve

thinking skills) in curriculums, and provide

two outcomes – increase the digital competence of

adequate ICT training for teachers. Schools could

teachers, and improve their teaching pedagogies for

incorporate STEM and digital skills education in

ICT skills in classrooms.78 With the constant evolution of

their curriculums to develop foundational horizontal

digital technologies, the training framework covers an

competences for students. With one of the most

initial training period for teachers, as well as continuing

technologically savvy student populations globally,

training. The trainings delivered to teachers are also

South Korea’s education system is one that has been

tailored to the specific requirements of preschool,

highly responsive to industry need (Spotlight Box

primary and secondary education – depending on the

5). The United Kingdom (UK) also provides a good

education levels taught by teachers.79

SPOTLIGHT BOX 5.
SOUTH KOREA: ADAPTING EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUMS
TO NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SKILL NEEDS
South Korea has one of the most tech-savvy student populations globally. This is reflected by its secondplace ranking in the OECD’s Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) assessment in 2018 for
“digital competence”, which is defined by the ability to read, navigate and understand online texts.80
A key driver behind this is the regular review of the national curriculum framework by the country’s
Ministry of Education every five to ten years.81 This policy seeks to ensure that educational curriculums
reflect updated learning needs in tandem with the emerging demands of the labor market including new
technologies. The latest revision, which took place in 2015, added six general competencies to students’
learning outcomes – one of which is “21st Century skills”. This includes the introduction of both “soft” skills
(such as creative thinking) as well as technical ICT skills that the education ministry deems would become
increasingly important in the workforce.82 This curricular revision in 2015 led to the introduction of “Creative
Experiential Learning” (CEL) activities which are hands-on activities that encourage creative thinking,
mandatory coding classes for all elementary and middle school students, ICT training for teachers, as well
as the enhancement of computer science education in universities.83

In 2014, the UK government introduced a new computing curriculum that would aim to cultivate
foundational digital skills from a young age.84 In line with the philosophy that it is no longer enough to know
how to use a computer – but that it has become necessary to also understand its internal functioning and
logic – this curriculum seeks to equip students with a solid foundation to adapt to the constantly evolving
landscape of digital tools.
Under this education reform, programming lessons were introduced into school curriculums in three
phases in accordance with students’ levels: 85
• Phase 1 (ages 5-6): learning the notion of algorithms, creation and debugging simple programs, and
using computers to create, organize, store, manipulate and recover digital content;
• Phase 2 (ages 7-11): creating and debugging more complex programs with specific objectives;
familiarizing with the notions of variables and sequence, selection and repetition in programs;
developing logical thinking;
• Phase 3 (ages 11-14): using at least two programming languages to create programs; learning Boolean
logic; working with binary numbers and learning the links between computer hardware and software.
To ensure that teachers have the adequate knowhow to deliver these lessons, this curricular reform
is complemented by regular programming training for teachers which is funded by the Department of
Education and operated, among others, by the British Computer Society.86

77. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative indicators? United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library. Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
78. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative indicators? United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library. Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
79. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative indicators? United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library. Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
80. PISA (2012), “PISA Digital Skills”. Available at: https://www.compareyourcountry.org/pisa-digital?cr=oecd&lg=en&page=0&visited=1
81. National Center on Education and the Economy (2020), “South Korea: learning systems”. Available at: http://ncee.org/what-we-do/center-on-international-educationbenchmarking/top-performing-countries/south-korea-overview/south-korea-instructional-systems/
82. Kim et al. (2017), “Korea’s software education initiative”. Available at: https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3151759.3151800?download=true
83. Kim et al. (2017), “Korea’s software education initiative”. Available at: https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3151759.3151800?download=true

84. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative
indicators? United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library.
Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
85. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative
indicators? United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library.
Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
86. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative
indicators? United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library.
Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
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WORK COMPUTERS, BUT ALSO ABOUT HOW THEY WORK
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SOUTH KOREA: ADAPTING EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUMS
TO NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SKILL NEEDS
South Korea has one of the most tech-savvy student populations globally. This is reflected by its secondplace ranking in the OECD’s Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) assessment in 2018 for
“digital competence”, which is defined by the ability to read, navigate and understand online texts.80
A key driver behind this is the regular review of the national curriculum framework by the country’s
Ministry of Education every five to ten years.81 This policy seeks to ensure that educational curriculums
reflect updated learning needs in tandem with the emerging demands of the labor market including new
technologies. The latest revision, which took place in 2015, added six general competencies to students’
learning outcomes – one of which is “21st Century skills”. This includes the introduction of both “soft” skills
(such as creative thinking) as well as technical ICT skills that the education ministry deems would become
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foundational digital skills from a young age.84 In line with the philosophy that it is no longer enough to know
how to use a computer – but that it has become necessary to also understand its internal functioning and
logic – this curriculum seeks to equip students with a solid foundation to adapt to the constantly evolving
landscape of digital tools.
Under this education reform, programming lessons were introduced into school curriculums in three
phases in accordance with students’ levels: 85
• Phase 1 (ages 5-6): learning the notion of algorithms, creation and debugging simple programs, and
using computers to create, organize, store, manipulate and recover digital content;
• Phase 2 (ages 7-11): creating and debugging more complex programs with specific objectives;
familiarizing with the notions of variables and sequence, selection and repetition in programs;
developing logical thinking;
• Phase 3 (ages 11-14): using at least two programming languages to create programs; learning Boolean
logic; working with binary numbers and learning the links between computer hardware and software.
To ensure that teachers have the adequate knowhow to deliver these lessons, this curricular reform
is complemented by regular programming training for teachers which is funded by the Department of
Education and operated, among others, by the British Computer Society.86

77. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative indicators? United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library. Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
78. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative indicators? United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library. Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
79. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative indicators? United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library. Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
80. PISA (2012), “PISA Digital Skills”. Available at: https://www.compareyourcountry.org/pisa-digital?cr=oecd&lg=en&page=0&visited=1
81. National Center on Education and the Economy (2020), “South Korea: learning systems”. Available at: http://ncee.org/what-we-do/center-on-international-educationbenchmarking/top-performing-countries/south-korea-overview/south-korea-instructional-systems/
82. Kim et al. (2017), “Korea’s software education initiative”. Available at: https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3151759.3151800?download=true
83. Kim et al. (2017), “Korea’s software education initiative”. Available at: https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3151759.3151800?download=true

84. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative
indicators? United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library.
Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
85. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative
indicators? United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library.
Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
86. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative
indicators? United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library.
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manner. They are even involved in planning these
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practical skill application in the workplace, and

lessons and assessing what they learn from them.87

teaching using technology).90 Students can use these

tertiary curriculums is an important approach to

specialized industry-led training in schools for students

By breaking down subject-based compartmentalization

personal learning devices to access Singapore Student

ensuring students are equipped with digital skillsets

desiring to enter specific professions requiring

of knowledge instead of focusing on a specific subject,

Learning Space (SLS), an online learning portal that

required in future jobs. To ensure that students

niche skills.94

phenomenon-based classes explore phenomena

provides curriculum-aligned learning resources for

develop work-ready skills and qualifications that

that cross subject boundaries. This approach could

major subjects from primary to pre-university level.

meet the needs of industry, Australia’s national

be used to develop skills in horizontal competences

The SLS also provides teachers with a range of tools to

vocational and educational training (VET) curriculums

to learn work-ready digital skills. The relevance

that are often cross-cutting such as digital problem-

customize and create meaningful learning experiences

are developed in close consultation with industry.

of existing higher education curriculums could

solving and digital communication and collaboration.

such as making students’ thinking processes visible,

VET training content in the country is developed

be enhanced through industry apprenticeships.
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One example is the United Kingdom’s work
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address any gaps in students’ understanding. The use
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of these applications will enable students to develop

(IRCs), which comprise a range of government-

for students to do part-time study while completing

students to code and implement algorithms that solve
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appointed industry leaders from various sectors that

paid STEM-related work stints, the program aims to

mathematical problems, learning about the use of
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come together to provide input on VET packages.92
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nanorobots in nanotechnology to deliver drugs into the

be crucial in acquiring more advanced digital skillsets

IRCs are in turn supported by a range of Skills

exposure to STEM work from an early stage.95 This

bloodstream in biology lessons, to mandatory modules

in the future. Spotlight Box 7 provides more detailed

Services Organizations – independent professional

program has seen positive results, with the number

for polytechnic students in computational thinking and
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data competences.89

in various countries to help students build a strong

and reviewing training packages.93 As part of this

increasing by almost 20 percent over a period of five

framework, both small and large technology companies

years between 2012 to 2017.96
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87. Sources include: World Economic Forum (2017), “Is this Finnish school the perfect design?” Available at: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/10/why-finland-istearing-down-walls-in-schools; David Tay (2017), “Finn and fun: lessons from Finland’s new school curriculum”. The Straits Times. Available at: https://www.straitstimes.
com/singapore/education/finn-fun
88. Ministry of Education (2020), “Infosheet on strengthening digital literacy”.
Available at: https://www.moe.gov.sg/docs/default-source/document/media/press/2020/infosheet-on-strengthening-digital-literacy.pdf
89. Ministry of Education (2020), “Infosheet on strengthening digital literacy”.
Available at: https://www.moe.gov.sg/docs/default-source/document/media/press/2020/infosheet-on-strengthening-digital-literacy.pdf
90. Ministry of Education (2020), “MOE FY2020 Committee of Supply Debate Response by Minister for Education Ong Ye Kung”.
Available at: https://www.moe.gov.sg/news/speeches/moe-fy2020-committee-of-supply-debate-response-by-minister-for-education-ong-ye-kung
91. Ministry of Education (2020), “Singapore Student Learning Space (SLS)”.
Available at: https://www.moe.gov.sg/education/syllabuses/singapore-student-learning-space-(sls)

institution collaboration on educational curriculum

•

to enable the industry to lead curriculum design

•

Provide industry apprenticeship opportunities

92. Australian Industry and Skills Committee (2020). Available at: https://www.aisc.net.au/content/what-irc
93. Australian Industry and Skills Committee (2020). Available at: https://www.aisc.net.au/content/what-irc
94. Zulita Mustafa (2019), “Importance of academia-industry linkages”. New Straits Times.
Available at: https://www.nst.com.my/education/2019/01/453582/importance-academia-industry-linkages
95. STEM Learning (2020), “Science and Engineering Apprenticeships”.
Available at: https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/27520/science-and-engineering-apprenticeship
96. Open Access Government (2020). Available at: https://www.openaccessgovernment.org/uks-stem-skills/60152/
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87. Sources include: World Economic Forum (2017), “Is this Finnish school the perfect design?” Available at: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/10/why-finland-istearing-down-walls-in-schools; David Tay (2017), “Finn and fun: lessons from Finland’s new school curriculum”. The Straits Times. Available at: https://www.straitstimes.
com/singapore/education/finn-fun
88. Ministry of Education (2020), “Infosheet on strengthening digital literacy”.
Available at: https://www.moe.gov.sg/docs/default-source/document/media/press/2020/infosheet-on-strengthening-digital-literacy.pdf
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SPOTLIGHT BOX 7.
EDTECH: A POWERFUL TOOL TO ENHANCE DIGITAL SKILLS
FOR BOTH STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS
Enabled by cloud technology, EdTech can be used as
a powerful tool to cultivate a strong base of horizontal
competences among students, while also enhance the
digital skills of educators.

CULTIVATING FUNDAMENTAL DIGITAL
COMPETENCIES IN STUDENTS
EdTech provides effective tools for students to
improve their digital skills, particularly in horizontal
competences. For example, WonderLab, a Japanbased EdTech company, is offering products such as
ThinkThink and WonderBox to help students build
problem-solving and foundational programming
skills. Designed for 5-to-10-year-olds, ThinkThink is an
application that develops the base of critical thinking

skills for children through solving gamified problems
such as mazes and puzzles. The application has been
used both in classrooms and at home by users in more
than 150 countries.97 Similarly, WonderBox provides
programming-related content such as games and
music, with the aim of helping children understand
basic concepts of programming and develop interest
in this area.98 Another example of how EdTech can
be leveraged to improve horizontal competencies of
students is Saasyan, an Australian EdTech provider
which offers cyber wellbeing solutions for the K-12
segment. Its Assure platform helps students acquire
critical digital security and cyberhygiene skills.
Through the platform, teachers and pastoral care
professionals are notified of students’ attempts to
access inappropriate websites and videos, if students
use potentially dangerous search keywords, or if
they are involved in harmful social media activity.
These actionable insights enable schools to proactively
safeguard the online welfare of students and facilitate
early intervention in cases of bullying and self-harm
while also improving learning outcomes.

DEVELOPING DIGITAL SKILLS IN EDUCATORS
In addition to building the digital skill base of students,
EdTech solutions also help improve digital skills for
educators and enhance teaching experience. For
instance, Teamie, an EdTech company with presence
in Australia, India, Indonesia, and Singapore, provides
an online platform for teachers to communicate with
students, ask questions, provide feedback, distribute
learning resources, and conduct assessment of student
progress. In using the platform, teachers themselves
have the opportunity to build their digital expertise. In
particular, with the need to understand and be able to
analyze data on student progress, create and distribute
online learning materials, communicate with students,
and deliver lessons via digital channels, they improve
their data literacy and digital communication skills.99
Indeed, these skills are becoming more important in
light of the COVID-19 pandemic as physical classes
are being replaced with online learning. Classplus,

97. Think!Think!. Available at: https://think2app.hanamarulab.com/en/
98. WonderLab. Available at: https://wonderlabedu.com/en/services/index.html
99. Based on interview with Teamie in June 2020

an India-based class management solution for tutors
and coaching centres, has seen an increase in the
use of its platform for communication and delivery of
lessons during the pandemic.100 With online teaching
and learning becoming the new normal, teachers are
required to constantly upgrade their digital skills to
take advantage of available technologies.

CLOUD COMPUTING AS A KEY TOOL FOR
EDTECH PRODUCTS
To unlock these skilling benefits to both students and
educators, cloud computing is key to creating costeffective and scalable EdTech solutions. By helping
EdTech developers to reduce development costs and

100. Based on interview with Classplus in June 2020
101. Based on interview with Saasyan in June 2020
102. Based on interview with WonderLab in July 2020

accelerate the go-to-market process, such solutions
have been able to rapidly scale – reaching a wide
range of schools and improving the teaching and
learning experiences of many students and educators.
Companies such as Saasyan have managed to achieve
significant cost savings from manpower and server
maintenance by leveraging cloud services – while
scaling their solutions.101 As Greg Margossian, Chief
Executive Officer of Saasyan, states, “Hosting Saasyan’s
solutions with AWS means we can scale immediately
and securely to meet the growing needs of our
customers.” WonderLab, which offers EdTech products
in more than 150 countries, has also made use of cloud
computing to facilitate the distribution of their products
to different markets.102
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access inappropriate websites and videos, if students
use potentially dangerous search keywords, or if
they are involved in harmful social media activity.
These actionable insights enable schools to proactively
safeguard the online welfare of students and facilitate
early intervention in cases of bullying and self-harm
while also improving learning outcomes.

DEVELOPING DIGITAL SKILLS IN EDUCATORS
In addition to building the digital skill base of students,
EdTech solutions also help improve digital skills for
educators and enhance teaching experience. For
instance, Teamie, an EdTech company with presence
in Australia, India, Indonesia, and Singapore, provides
an online platform for teachers to communicate with
students, ask questions, provide feedback, distribute
learning resources, and conduct assessment of student
progress. In using the platform, teachers themselves
have the opportunity to build their digital expertise. In
particular, with the need to understand and be able to
analyze data on student progress, create and distribute
online learning materials, communicate with students,
and deliver lessons via digital channels, they improve
their data literacy and digital communication skills.99
Indeed, these skills are becoming more important in
light of the COVID-19 pandemic as physical classes
are being replaced with online learning. Classplus,

97. Think!Think!. Available at: https://think2app.hanamarulab.com/en/
98. WonderLab. Available at: https://wonderlabedu.com/en/services/index.html
99. Based on interview with Teamie in June 2020

an India-based class management solution for tutors
and coaching centres, has seen an increase in the
use of its platform for communication and delivery of
lessons during the pandemic.100 With online teaching
and learning becoming the new normal, teachers are
required to constantly upgrade their digital skills to
take advantage of available technologies.

CLOUD COMPUTING AS A KEY TOOL FOR
EDTECH PRODUCTS
To unlock these skilling benefits to both students and
educators, cloud computing is key to creating costeffective and scalable EdTech solutions. By helping
EdTech developers to reduce development costs and

100. Based on interview with Classplus in June 2020
101. Based on interview with Saasyan in June 2020
102. Based on interview with WonderLab in July 2020

accelerate the go-to-market process, such solutions
have been able to rapidly scale – reaching a wide
range of schools and improving the teaching and
learning experiences of many students and educators.
Companies such as Saasyan have managed to achieve
significant cost savings from manpower and server
maintenance by leveraging cloud services – while
scaling their solutions.101 As Greg Margossian, Chief
Executive Officer of Saasyan, states, “Hosting Saasyan’s
solutions with AWS means we can scale immediately
and securely to meet the growing needs of our
customers.” WonderLab, which offers EdTech products
in more than 150 countries, has also made use of cloud
computing to facilitate the distribution of their products
to different markets.102
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285,000 Singaporeans had utilized their SkillsFuture
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Credit.106 In 2019 alone, nearly 500,000 individuals

skill training. In Singapore, the government provides
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courses.107 Under France’s Compte Personnel de

for their employees. Under this program, up to 95
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costs are subsidized, with higher incentives being

which contains credit for training courses, which is valid

awarded for courses that have attained professional
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qualifications, as well as for companies below a
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certain size (i.e., smaller firms receive proportionally
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the region is the Jinzai Kaihatsu Shien Joseikin

From 2020, the account is credited with EUR 500

(Subsidy to Support Human Resource Development)

(USD 589) per year for a full-time employee and EUR

program in Japan which subsidizes firms for their

800 (USD 943) per year for a low-skilled worker.109 To

reimbursement of employees’ wages during training,

assist workers in the development of their skills and

with the amount of subsidy being tailored to the type

their career, a professional development counselling

of training and size of the firm.
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body has been created to advise workers on potential

Bridge program launched by the Ministry of Labor,

training requirements and accompany them when they

Employment and the Social and Solidarity Economy

wish to use their personal training account.110

103. Skillsfuture SG (2019), “Funding support for employers”.
Available at: https://www.ssg.gov.sg/programmes-and-initiatives/funding/funding-for-employer-based-training.html
104. OECD (2018). “Getting skills right: future-ready adult learning systems”.
Available at: https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/education/getting-skills-right-future-ready-adult-learning-systems_9789264311756-en#page1
105. SkillsFuture (2020), “Mid-Career Enhanced Subsidy”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/Credit
106. Joanna Seow (2018), “285,000 Singaporeans have used SkillsFuture Credit, with more doing so in 2017”. The Straits Times.
Available at: https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/manpower/285000-singaporeans-have-used-skillsfuture-credit-with-more-doing-so-in-2017
107. SkillsFuture (2020), “500,000 Individuals and 14,000 Enterprises Benefitted From SkillsFuture Programmes in 2019”
Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/NewsAndUpdates/DetailPage/5ed87fff-39df-4dc3-b63b-6f2763db6aa9
108. European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (2019), “France: Employers obligation to provide skill development plans or
training”. Available at: https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/observatories/emcc/erm/legislation/france-employers-obligation-to-provide-skill-development-plans-ortraining#:~:text=6111%2D1%2C%20all%20private%20sector,for%20the%20whole%20working%20life .
109. OECD (2020), Individualising training access schemes: France – the Compte Personnel de Formation (Personal Training Account – CPF).
Available at: https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/social-issues-migration-health/individualising-training-access-schemes-france-the-compte-personnel-de-formationpersonal-training-account-cpf_301041f1-en
110. Service-Public.fr (2020), “Conseil en évolution professionnelle (CEP)“. Available at: https://www.service- Service-Public.fr (2020), “Conseil en évolution professionnelle
(CEP)“. Available at: https://www.service-public.fr/particuliers/vosdroits/F32457

To increase the use of digital technology
among MSMEs and their workers in Sweden’s
manufacturing industry, the Swedish Agency for
Economic and Regional Growth (Tillväxtverket)
developed the Digilyft Kickstart program in
partnership with industry bodies such as the
Association of Swedish Engineering Industries
(Teknikföretagen).111
Recognizing that industrial and industrial
service MSMEs are among the least digitized
firms in the country and often lack the time and
resources to develop a digital transformation
strategy, this program involves the delivery of
Kickstart workshops over a number of days to
managers in such firms.112 In these free-to-attend
workshops, MSME managers are educated
about the opportunities afforded by digitization
- largely in business development processes and
business systems.113 Facilitators hailing from
both industry and government work directly
with them to develop plans for incorporating
digital technologies into their businesses.
These include opportunities in marketing, sales,
customer support, and administration. External resources such as funding and training in specific digital
skills are also shared with MSME managers. For example, vouchers are provided to firms in the workshops
that propose a project that makes innovative and strategic use of digital technology - such a voucher can
subsidize up to 50 percent of the total project value within a limit of EUR 25,000 (USD 26,700).114 Firms can
spend these funds on either information technology-related equipment or services. To minimize the time
burden for MSME managers, the workshops span only one full day and two half-days.
The workshops are highly curated, with the content of each being tailored to include examples and
opportunities that are relevant to the specific mix of companies in the workshop. To maximize the potential
for collaboration, companies with similar or complementary business activities are also placed in the same
workshop sessions.
Originally started as a pilot that ran from 2016 to 2017, its success led to a larger-scale initiative in 2018,
with EUR 2 million (USD 2.4 million) funded by the Swedish Agency with the aim of supporting over 1,000
companies that year.115

111. Nesta and Readie (2018), Delivering digital skills: a guide for preparing the workforce for an inclusive digital economy.
Available at: https://media.nesta.org.uk/documents/Readie_Digital_Skills_booklet_online.pdf
112. Region Västerbotten (2020), “Digilyft Västerbotten”.
Available at: https://regionvasterbotten.se/naringsliv-och-samhallsbyggnad/regional-digitalisering/digilyft-vasterbotten
113. Region Västerbotten (2020), “Digilyft Västerbotten”.
Available at: https://regionvasterbotten.se/naringsliv-och-samhallsbyggnad/regional-digitalisering/digilyft-vasterbotten
114. OECD (2018), OECD reviews of digital transformation: Going digital in Sweden, OECD Publishing, Paris.
Available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264302259-en
115. Nesta and Readie (2018), Delivering digital skills: a guide for preparing the workforce for an inclusive digital economy.
Available at: https://media.nesta.org.uk/documents/Readie_Digital_Skills_booklet_online.pdf
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103. Skillsfuture SG (2019), “Funding support for employers”.
Available at: https://www.ssg.gov.sg/programmes-and-initiatives/funding/funding-for-employer-based-training.html
104. OECD (2018). “Getting skills right: future-ready adult learning systems”.
Available at: https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/education/getting-skills-right-future-ready-adult-learning-systems_9789264311756-en#page1
105. SkillsFuture (2020), “Mid-Career Enhanced Subsidy”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/Credit
106. Joanna Seow (2018), “285,000 Singaporeans have used SkillsFuture Credit, with more doing so in 2017”. The Straits Times.
Available at: https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/manpower/285000-singaporeans-have-used-skillsfuture-credit-with-more-doing-so-in-2017
107. SkillsFuture (2020), “500,000 Individuals and 14,000 Enterprises Benefitted From SkillsFuture Programmes in 2019”
Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/NewsAndUpdates/DetailPage/5ed87fff-39df-4dc3-b63b-6f2763db6aa9
108. European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (2019), “France: Employers obligation to provide skill development plans or
training”. Available at: https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/observatories/emcc/erm/legislation/france-employers-obligation-to-provide-skill-development-plans-ortraining#:~:text=6111%2D1%2C%20all%20private%20sector,for%20the%20whole%20working%20life .
109. OECD (2020), Individualising training access schemes: France – the Compte Personnel de Formation (Personal Training Account – CPF).
Available at: https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/social-issues-migration-health/individualising-training-access-schemes-france-the-compte-personnel-de-formationpersonal-training-account-cpf_301041f1-en
110. Service-Public.fr (2020), “Conseil en évolution professionnelle (CEP)“. Available at: https://www.service- Service-Public.fr (2020), “Conseil en évolution professionnelle
(CEP)“. Available at: https://www.service-public.fr/particuliers/vosdroits/F32457

To increase the use of digital technology
among MSMEs and their workers in Sweden’s
manufacturing industry, the Swedish Agency for
Economic and Regional Growth (Tillväxtverket)
developed the Digilyft Kickstart program in
partnership with industry bodies such as the
Association of Swedish Engineering Industries
(Teknikföretagen).111
Recognizing that industrial and industrial
service MSMEs are among the least digitized
firms in the country and often lack the time and
resources to develop a digital transformation
strategy, this program involves the delivery of
Kickstart workshops over a number of days to
managers in such firms.112 In these free-to-attend
workshops, MSME managers are educated
about the opportunities afforded by digitization
- largely in business development processes and
business systems.113 Facilitators hailing from
both industry and government work directly
with them to develop plans for incorporating
digital technologies into their businesses.
These include opportunities in marketing, sales,
customer support, and administration. External resources such as funding and training in specific digital
skills are also shared with MSME managers. For example, vouchers are provided to firms in the workshops
that propose a project that makes innovative and strategic use of digital technology - such a voucher can
subsidize up to 50 percent of the total project value within a limit of EUR 25,000 (USD 26,700).114 Firms can
spend these funds on either information technology-related equipment or services. To minimize the time
burden for MSME managers, the workshops span only one full day and two half-days.
The workshops are highly curated, with the content of each being tailored to include examples and
opportunities that are relevant to the specific mix of companies in the workshop. To maximize the potential
for collaboration, companies with similar or complementary business activities are also placed in the same
workshop sessions.
Originally started as a pilot that ran from 2016 to 2017, its success led to a larger-scale initiative in 2018,
with EUR 2 million (USD 2.4 million) funded by the Swedish Agency with the aim of supporting over 1,000
companies that year.115

111. Nesta and Readie (2018), Delivering digital skills: a guide for preparing the workforce for an inclusive digital economy.
Available at: https://media.nesta.org.uk/documents/Readie_Digital_Skills_booklet_online.pdf
112. Region Västerbotten (2020), “Digilyft Västerbotten”.
Available at: https://regionvasterbotten.se/naringsliv-och-samhallsbyggnad/regional-digitalisering/digilyft-vasterbotten
113. Region Västerbotten (2020), “Digilyft Västerbotten”.
Available at: https://regionvasterbotten.se/naringsliv-och-samhallsbyggnad/regional-digitalisering/digilyft-vasterbotten
114. OECD (2018), OECD reviews of digital transformation: Going digital in Sweden, OECD Publishing, Paris.
Available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264302259-en
115. Nesta and Readie (2018), Delivering digital skills: a guide for preparing the workforce for an inclusive digital economy.
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SPOTLIGHT BOX 9.
BRIDGING DIGITAL SKILLS GAPS IN LUXEMBOURG THROUGH
WORKFORCE PLANNING ASSISTANCE AND CUSTOMIZED
TRAINING AND CAREER SUPPORT
The Ministry of Labor, Employment and the Social and Solidarity Economy of Luxembourg launched the
Digital Skills Bridge program between 2018 and 2019 to provide companies with technical assistance in
digital skills development that is tailored to their employees’ needs. Workers whose jobs were changing
due to digital transformation received training on important digital competences, and career advice
from a personal coach who supported them throughout the upskilling process to prepare for future skill
requirements in their current position or transition into a new position.116 During the first pilot launched
in May 2018, 11 companies and 330 employees participated in the program, and 90 percent of the staff
managed to shift to higher-value tasks, reduce their working time or switch to their desired job roles within
the company.117

•

Establish a national lifelong learning policy

companies and education institutions in assessment,

promoting continual skill upgrading. National

comparison, and recognition of qualifications and

lifelong learning frameworks are crucial to ensuring

programs leading to these qualifications. Workers can

non-digitally skilled workers are provided with

also use it to plan their professional development as

opportunities to obtain the necessary digital skills.

the framework outlines possible routes one can take

In Denmark, lifelong learning is one of the key

to obtain certain qualifications, and how to build on

principles in education. The Danish Qualifications

their existing qualifications.120 This is also an area in

Framework for Lifelong Learning was established by

which universities can take the lead. In Singapore, the

an inter-ministerial group to provide a comprehensive

National University of Singapore (NUS) developed a

overview of qualifications that can be acquired within

program in 2017 that entitles its alumni to two free

the Danish education system, thereby supporting

course modules over a three-year period – helping

transparency and encouraging mobility and lifelong

build careers and learn for life.121 The university’s NUS

learning.118 Comprising the Ministry of Education,

Lifelong Learners program offers a comprehensive,

Ministry of Higher Education and Science, Ministry

curated catalogue of Continuing Education and

of Culture, and Ministry of Economic and Business

Training courses, which refer to courses guided by

Affairs, the inter-ministerial group is responsible for

the Singapore government’s Industry Transformation

coordinating the implementation and regular updating

Maps, with a focus on emerging skill areas identified by

of the framework.119 The framework can be used by

the government.122

116. The Luxembourg Government (2020), “The 2018-2019 “Luxembourg Digital Skills Bridge” pilot project”.
Available at: https://adem.public.lu/en/employeurs/futureskills/projet-pilote.html
117. European Commission (2019), Luxembourg Digital Skills Bridge
118. Ministry of Higher Education and Science, “Qualifications frameworks”.
Available at: https://ufm.dk/en/education/recognition-and-transparency/transparency-tools/qualifications-frameworks/about-the-qualifications-framework
119. Ministry of Higher Education and Science, “Qualifications frameworks”.
Available at: https://ufm.dk/en/education/recognition-and-transparency/transparency-tools/qualifications-frameworks/about-the-qualifications-framework
120. Ministry of Higher Education and Science, “Qualifications frameworks”.
Available at: https://ufm.dk/en/education/recognition-and-transparency/transparency-tools/qualifications-frameworks/about-the-qualifications-framework
121. Nicky Lung (2018), “Singapore Minister of Education on the importance of higher education reform for Industry 4.0”. OpenGovAsia.
Available at: https://opengovasia.com/singapore-minister-of-education-on-the-importance-of-higher-education-reform-for-industry-4-0/
122. National University of Singapore, School of continuing and Lifelong Education (2020), “What is NUS L3”.
Available at: https://scale.nus.edu.sg/programmes/lifelong-learning/alumni

contact with potential employers, job-matching
opportunities, and a strong alumni network.124 Since

To equip disenfranchised individuals such as youth,

its inception, 37,620 people located in 148 cities across

women, and mid-career workers with the necessary digital

13 countries (including Australia, India, and Singapore)

skills, the following international best practice approaches

have graduated from the program. 79 percent of them

are worth examining:

found jobs within three months of completing the

•

program and 61 percent of these individuals stayed
Develop industry bootcamps that offer job-

with their jobs for at least one year.125 The program has

matching opportunities for disadvantaged youth.

also received positive reviews from employers, with

A number of programs aimed at equipping young

83 percent stating that they would hire Generation

job seekers with the skills needed by industry have

Program graduates again, while 84 percent rated these

been implemented across different countries. For

graduates as higher performing than their peers.126

example, the global management consulting firm

Another initiative to support disadvantaged youth is
the MolenGeek project in Belgium. Targeting young

McKinsey and Company developed the Generation
Program to tackle youth unemployment worldwide.

people with limited digital skills who live in high-risk

Offered to individuals aged 18-29 who are seeking

areas, the project offers not only programming classes

employment, the program offers courses that cover

but also coworking space, and various networking

technical, digital, behavioral and mental skills, direct

events to foster entrepreneurial skills and professional

123

123. Generation Program (2020). Available at: https://www.generation.org/
124. Generation Program (2020). Available at: https://www.generation.org/
125. Generation Program (2020). Available at: https://www.generation.org/
126. Asia Philanthropy Circle (2017), Catalyzing productive livelihood: A guide to education interventions with an accelerated path to scale and impact.
Available at: http://www.edumap-indonesia.asiaphilanthropycircle.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/APC-Giving-Guide-Book-Final-Report-17112017.pdf
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Available at: https://ufm.dk/en/education/recognition-and-transparency/transparency-tools/qualifications-frameworks/about-the-qualifications-framework
120. Ministry of Higher Education and Science, “Qualifications frameworks”.
Available at: https://ufm.dk/en/education/recognition-and-transparency/transparency-tools/qualifications-frameworks/about-the-qualifications-framework
121. Nicky Lung (2018), “Singapore Minister of Education on the importance of higher education reform for Industry 4.0”. OpenGovAsia.
Available at: https://opengovasia.com/singapore-minister-of-education-on-the-importance-of-higher-education-reform-for-industry-4-0/
122. National University of Singapore, School of continuing and Lifelong Education (2020), “What is NUS L3”.
Available at: https://scale.nus.edu.sg/programmes/lifelong-learning/alumni

contact with potential employers, job-matching
opportunities, and a strong alumni network.124 Since

To equip disenfranchised individuals such as youth,

its inception, 37,620 people located in 148 cities across

women, and mid-career workers with the necessary digital

13 countries (including Australia, India, and Singapore)

skills, the following international best practice approaches

have graduated from the program. 79 percent of them

are worth examining:

found jobs within three months of completing the

•

program and 61 percent of these individuals stayed
Develop industry bootcamps that offer job-

with their jobs for at least one year.125 The program has

matching opportunities for disadvantaged youth.

also received positive reviews from employers, with

A number of programs aimed at equipping young

83 percent stating that they would hire Generation

job seekers with the skills needed by industry have

Program graduates again, while 84 percent rated these

been implemented across different countries. For

graduates as higher performing than their peers.126

example, the global management consulting firm

Another initiative to support disadvantaged youth is
the MolenGeek project in Belgium. Targeting young

McKinsey and Company developed the Generation
Program to tackle youth unemployment worldwide.

people with limited digital skills who live in high-risk

Offered to individuals aged 18-29 who are seeking

areas, the project offers not only programming classes

employment, the program offers courses that cover

but also coworking space, and various networking

technical, digital, behavioral and mental skills, direct

events to foster entrepreneurial skills and professional

123

123. Generation Program (2020). Available at: https://www.generation.org/
124. Generation Program (2020). Available at: https://www.generation.org/
125. Generation Program (2020). Available at: https://www.generation.org/
126. Asia Philanthropy Circle (2017), Catalyzing productive livelihood: A guide to education interventions with an accelerated path to scale and impact.
Available at: http://www.edumap-indonesia.asiaphilanthropycircle.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/APC-Giving-Guide-Book-Final-Report-17112017.pdf
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connections. MolenGeek holds an excellent success

to communities across France. By 2018, within three

rate, as 90 percent of the participants have either

years of its launch, 18,976 people have been trained,

obtained a job or internship using their newly acquired

of which 24 percent are women.131 Learners have

skills or pursued further training.

developed digital skills that are particularly sought

127

•

A list of policy recommendations addressing the unique policy challenges and forecasted future
digital skill needs in each country has been laid out in this section. Exhibit 26 shows a summary of

by French companies, including web, mobile,
Create women-focused digital skill training

back and front-end developers, and system and

workshops equipping women with the skills

network technicians.

required to participate in the workforce. Initiatives
to support women in acquiring digital skills and

these recommendations.

132

•

Offer subsidies and training for mid-career

seeking employment have been undertaken by

individuals to upgrade their skillsets. To enable

both governments and the private sector. The

mid-career individuals to improve their employability,

International Labor Organization (ILO)’s Women in

policymakers and companies could offer subsidies and

STEM Workforce Readiness and Development Program

training on critical skillsets. In Australia, for example,

aims to enhance the employability of women for

the government launched the Career Transition

STEM-related jobs. The program provides training in

Assistance (CTA) in 2018 to help older job seekers aged

critical soft and technical STEM-related skills, as well

45 and above to improve their skills, understand local

as targeted mentorship opportunities.128 This program

opportunities and find employment.133 The program

has been implemented for three industries in three

provides practical assistance to develop technology

countries – the electrical and electronics industry in

and digital skills, and build confidence in using

Thailand, automotive and ICT industry in Indonesia

different types of technology, such as smartphones,

and IT-BPO industry in the Philippines.

129

Participants

COUNTRY

tablets, mobile applications, social media, and desktop
Singapore has also implemented an initiative aimed at

activities to identify skills gaps, skill training programs,

supporting mid-career individuals. A special credit of

job placement schemes and in-company developing

SGD 500 (USD 365), termed the Additional SkillsFuture

and mentoring. In 2015, the French Government

Credit (Mid-Career Support), is disbursed to all citizens

launched the Grande Ecole du Numérique (GEN),

aged 40 to 60 in 2020.

an organization that seeks to promote the participation

used for the intended purpose of managing career

of under-represented groups such as women in the

transitions, this credit may only be applied to the 200

jobs market for digital specialists by improving access

career transition programs offered by Continuing

135

India

Indonesia

Education and Training (CET) Centers in the country.

136

The credit is valid only for five years to encourage

partners with over 200 private-sector training providers

individuals to take timely action to learn, reskill, and

to develop these courses, and actively promotes them

seize new career opportunities.

Future workers

Current
non-digital workers

Disenfranchised
individuals

Enhance the availability of

Expand EdTech adoption in

Incentivize workers and their

Develop industry bootcamps

short-term training courses

K-12 segment and incorporate

employers to invest in digital

to equip unemployed youth

and foster stronger industry-

in-demand digital skills in

skills development

with in-demand skills and

institution collaboration

tertiary curriculums

offer targeted digital skilling
programs for women

Refresh digital skill standards

Ensure a strong focus on

Develop a framework for

Create targeted programs to

on a regular basis, and create

STEM and digital skills in K-12

digital adoption in non-

provide disadvantaged youth

attractive opportunities

curriculums, and broaden

technology sectors, and

and unemployed women

for current digital workers

existing efforts on industry-

incentivize employers to

with digital skills training and

to transition into digital

institution partnerships in

invest in the digital skills

apprenticeship opportunities

job opportunities in

higher education

development of their nondigitally skilled employees

non- tech sectors

To ensure that this credit is

training courses in digital professions, the organization

Current digital workers

data expertise

upon the completion of the program which includes

With a network of over 750

RECOMMENDED POLICY ACTIONS

in advanced cloud and

computers, as well as applying for jobs online.134

to digital skill training.
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skills, and develop cloud
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training programs that are

and certification programs,

computing and data courses

incentives for employers

complemented with job

particularly in digital content

in higher education

to invest in the digital

matching opportunities for

creation and cloud computing

skills development of their

urban youth

skills, for digital workers

non-digital employees

Develop short-term, flexible

Create multi-disciplinary

Create sector digital skilling

Develop targeted digital skills

courses as well as longer-term

programs for digital skills

roadmaps and incentives for

training programs for middle-

structured programs in data

education, and embed data

employers to upskill their

aged and senior workers,

analytics and cloud skills

and cloud skills in higher

non-digital employees

as well as women

education curriculums

Singapore

127. Nesta (2018), “Digital Frontrunners Spotlight: Belgium”. Available at: https://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/digital-frontrunners-spotlight-belgium/
128. International Labor Organization (2020), “Women in STEM Workforce Readiness and Development Programme”.
Available at: https://www.ilo.org/asia/projects/WCMS_619723/lang--en/index.htm
129. International Labor Organization (2020), “Women in STEM Workforce Readiness and Development Programme”.
Available at: https://www.ilo.org/asia/projects/WCMS_619723/lang--en/index.htm
130. Grand Ecole du Numérique (2020). Available at: https://www.grandeecolenumerique.fr/chiffres-cles
131. Grand Ecole du Numérique (2019), Chiffres clés 2018. Available at: https://www.grandeecolenumerique.fr/sites/default/files/gen-chiffrescles2018_planches.pdf
132. Grand Ecole du Numérique (2019), Chiffres clés 2018. Available at: https://www.grandeecolenumerique.fr/sites/default/files/gen-chiffrescles2018_planches.pdf
133. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment (2018), “Targeted skills program a boost for mature-age people looking for work”.
Available at : https://www.employment.gov.au/newsroom/targeted-skills-program-boost-mature-age-people-looking-work
134. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment (2018), “Career Transition Assistance”. Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/career-transitionassistance#:~:text=This%20program%20provides%20practical%20assistance,as%20applying%20for%20jobs%20online.
135. SkillsFuture (2020), “Additional SkillsFuture Credit (Mid-Career Support)”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/enhancedsubsidy
136. SkillsFuture (2020), “Additional SkillsFuture Credit (Mid-Career Support)”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/enhancedsubsidy

South
Korea

Expand the availability

Incorporate creative thinking

Provide incentives to shift

Incentivize companies to train

of part- time professional

as an integral part of digital

employers’ mindset towards

mid-career workers who do

training courses to train

skills education and embed

“skilling as a first resort”

not possess digital skills on

current digital workers in

cloud and cybersecurity

advanced cloud and digital

skills as key components in

content creation skills

tertiary curriculums

Stimulate demand for wide

Inculcate a strong focus on

Work with training providers

Develop targeted training

range of training courses

foundational digital skills in

to develop more courses for

programs for middle-aged

available through incentives

K-12 education, and include

basic digital skills training

or senior individuals lacking

for digital workers to pursue

cloud computing and digital

that non-digital workers

basic digital skills

digital upskilling opportunities

content creation courses in

could pursue

while working

higher education curriculums

SOURCE: AlphaBeta analysis; interview with policy advisors in each country
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connections. MolenGeek holds an excellent success

to communities across France. By 2018, within three

rate, as 90 percent of the participants have either

years of its launch, 18,976 people have been trained,

obtained a job or internship using their newly acquired

of which 24 percent are women.131 Learners have

skills or pursued further training.

developed digital skills that are particularly sought

127

•

A list of policy recommendations addressing the unique policy challenges and forecasted future
digital skill needs in each country has been laid out in this section. Exhibit 26 shows a summary of

by French companies, including web, mobile,
Create women-focused digital skill training

back and front-end developers, and system and

workshops equipping women with the skills

network technicians.

required to participate in the workforce. Initiatives
to support women in acquiring digital skills and

these recommendations.

132

•

Offer subsidies and training for mid-career

seeking employment have been undertaken by

individuals to upgrade their skillsets. To enable

both governments and the private sector. The

mid-career individuals to improve their employability,

International Labor Organization (ILO)’s Women in

policymakers and companies could offer subsidies and

STEM Workforce Readiness and Development Program

training on critical skillsets. In Australia, for example,

aims to enhance the employability of women for

the government launched the Career Transition

STEM-related jobs. The program provides training in

Assistance (CTA) in 2018 to help older job seekers aged

critical soft and technical STEM-related skills, as well

45 and above to improve their skills, understand local

as targeted mentorship opportunities.128 This program

opportunities and find employment.133 The program

has been implemented for three industries in three

provides practical assistance to develop technology

countries – the electrical and electronics industry in

and digital skills, and build confidence in using

Thailand, automotive and ICT industry in Indonesia

different types of technology, such as smartphones,

and IT-BPO industry in the Philippines.
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Participants

COUNTRY

tablets, mobile applications, social media, and desktop
Singapore has also implemented an initiative aimed at

activities to identify skills gaps, skill training programs,

supporting mid-career individuals. A special credit of

job placement schemes and in-company developing

SGD 500 (USD 365), termed the Additional SkillsFuture

and mentoring. In 2015, the French Government

Credit (Mid-Career Support), is disbursed to all citizens

launched the Grande Ecole du Numérique (GEN),

aged 40 to 60 in 2020.

an organization that seeks to promote the participation

used for the intended purpose of managing career

of under-represented groups such as women in the

transitions, this credit may only be applied to the 200

jobs market for digital specialists by improving access

career transition programs offered by Continuing

135

India

Indonesia

Education and Training (CET) Centers in the country.

136

The credit is valid only for five years to encourage

partners with over 200 private-sector training providers

individuals to take timely action to learn, reskill, and

to develop these courses, and actively promotes them

seize new career opportunities.

Future workers

Current
non-digital workers

Disenfranchised
individuals

Enhance the availability of

Expand EdTech adoption in

Incentivize workers and their

Develop industry bootcamps

short-term training courses

K-12 segment and incorporate

employers to invest in digital

to equip unemployed youth

and foster stronger industry-

in-demand digital skills in

skills development

with in-demand skills and

institution collaboration

tertiary curriculums

offer targeted digital skilling
programs for women

Refresh digital skill standards

Ensure a strong focus on

Develop a framework for

Create targeted programs to

on a regular basis, and create

STEM and digital skills in K-12

digital adoption in non-

provide disadvantaged youth

attractive opportunities

curriculums, and broaden

technology sectors, and

and unemployed women

for current digital workers

existing efforts on industry-

incentivize employers to

with digital skills training and

to transition into digital

institution partnerships in

invest in the digital skills

apprenticeship opportunities

job opportunities in

higher education

development of their nondigitally skilled employees

non- tech sectors

To ensure that this credit is

training courses in digital professions, the organization

Current digital workers

data expertise

upon the completion of the program which includes

With a network of over 750

RECOMMENDED POLICY ACTIONS

in advanced cloud and

computers, as well as applying for jobs online.134

to digital skill training.
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training programs that are

and certification programs,

computing and data courses

incentives for employers

complemented with job

particularly in digital content

in higher education

to invest in the digital

matching opportunities for

creation and cloud computing

skills development of their

urban youth

skills, for digital workers

non-digital employees

Develop short-term, flexible
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Create sector digital skilling

Develop targeted digital skills

courses as well as longer-term

programs for digital skills

roadmaps and incentives for

training programs for middle-

structured programs in data

education, and embed data

employers to upskill their

aged and senior workers,

analytics and cloud skills

and cloud skills in higher

non-digital employees

as well as women

education curriculums

Singapore

127. Nesta (2018), “Digital Frontrunners Spotlight: Belgium”. Available at: https://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/digital-frontrunners-spotlight-belgium/
128. International Labor Organization (2020), “Women in STEM Workforce Readiness and Development Programme”.
Available at: https://www.ilo.org/asia/projects/WCMS_619723/lang--en/index.htm
129. International Labor Organization (2020), “Women in STEM Workforce Readiness and Development Programme”.
Available at: https://www.ilo.org/asia/projects/WCMS_619723/lang--en/index.htm
130. Grand Ecole du Numérique (2020). Available at: https://www.grandeecolenumerique.fr/chiffres-cles
131. Grand Ecole du Numérique (2019), Chiffres clés 2018. Available at: https://www.grandeecolenumerique.fr/sites/default/files/gen-chiffrescles2018_planches.pdf
132. Grand Ecole du Numérique (2019), Chiffres clés 2018. Available at: https://www.grandeecolenumerique.fr/sites/default/files/gen-chiffrescles2018_planches.pdf
133. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment (2018), “Targeted skills program a boost for mature-age people looking for work”.
Available at : https://www.employment.gov.au/newsroom/targeted-skills-program-boost-mature-age-people-looking-work
134. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment (2018), “Career Transition Assistance”. Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/career-transitionassistance#:~:text=This%20program%20provides%20practical%20assistance,as%20applying%20for%20jobs%20online.
135. SkillsFuture (2020), “Additional SkillsFuture Credit (Mid-Career Support)”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/enhancedsubsidy
136. SkillsFuture (2020), “Additional SkillsFuture Credit (Mid-Career Support)”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/enhancedsubsidy
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Expand the availability

Incorporate creative thinking

Provide incentives to shift

Incentivize companies to train

of part- time professional

as an integral part of digital

employers’ mindset towards

mid-career workers who do

training courses to train

skills education and embed

“skilling as a first resort”

not possess digital skills on

current digital workers in

cloud and cybersecurity

advanced cloud and digital

skills as key components in

content creation skills

tertiary curriculums

Stimulate demand for wide

Inculcate a strong focus on

Work with training providers

Develop targeted training

range of training courses

foundational digital skills in

to develop more courses for

programs for middle-aged

available through incentives

K-12 education, and include

basic digital skills training

or senior individuals lacking

for digital workers to pursue

cloud computing and digital

that non-digital workers

basic digital skills

digital upskilling opportunities

content creation courses in

could pursue

while working

higher education curriculums

SOURCE: AlphaBeta analysis; interview with policy advisors in each country
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AUSTRALIA

between the training sector, industry, and academic

Part of this budget will be allocated to investments in

institutions with expertise in digital fields, to identify

technological infrastructure in order to improve the

An action agenda is developed for each worker type based

and attract qualified instructors. The “train the trainer”

relevance of training to emerging digital technologies.

on projected skill needs and policy challenges:

model could be used to improve the quality of training

Local universities have also been working closely

•

providers and equip them with the latest knowledge

with technology companies to address future skills

Enhance the availability of short-term training

and expertise. The Australian government could also

shortages in emerging areas. For instance, RMIT and

courses and foster stronger industry-institution

expand the availability of short-term training courses

La Trobe University have worked with Amazon Web

collaboration in advanced cloud and data expertise

in advanced cloud and data skills – in particular,

Services (AWS) to develop degrees and courses on

for current digital workers. Current digitally skilled

micro-credentials or “stackable” courses that allow

cloud computing that are delivered entirely online to

workers are expected to account for 48 percent of the

individuals to accumulate relevant skillsets in a

accommodate full-time and part-time learners.148 To

country’s total digital skill training needs by 2025. In

timely manner given the rapidly emerging nature of

further enhance the relevance of tertiary curriculums,

particular, advanced skill needs in software operations

these technologies.140

it is important that data analytics and large-scale data

and data literacy competences are projected to see the

•

modelling skills are incorporated in tertiary courses as
Develop industry bootcamps to equip unemployed

they were identified as the most in-demand skillsets

taken a number of actions to address the digital skill

youth with in-demand skills and offer targeted

for future workers across different sectors. Regarding

needs of this worker segment. For example, training

digital skilling programs for women. Disenfranchised

the K-12 segment, Australia could expand the adoption

packages, which include occupational skills standards

individuals have the second largest share of total skill

for training delivery and assessment of competency,

training needs in Australia by 2025, at 28 percent.

including providing 1,400 internships and encouraging

competences of students, which will be crucial for

are developed based on regular and extensive

Within this group, youth are facing significant

greater collaboration between industry and universities

future digital skills development.

consultations with the industry through Industry

challenges in seeking employment. The unemployment

to allow students to apply their knowledge at work.145

Reference Committees - formal channels for employers

rate for youth in Australia is about 12 percent, which

This could be expanded by offering more targeted

to provide feedback and help shape training products

is more than twice that of the national unemployment

digital skilling programs for unemployed women or

employers to invest in digital skills development.

mothers returning to the workforce, to equip them with

Current non-digitally skilled workers account for 12

basic digital skills.

percent of Australia’s digital skill training needs by

highest growth between 2020 and 2025. Australia has

and outcomes.

137

In particular, training packages for

rate of 5 percent.

141

of EdTech solutions in schools to build horizontal

This is driven by the lack of

ICT skills have recently been reviewed to address the

working experience and relevant skills as well as the

latest demand trends in areas such as cybersecurity,

higher costs of investment incurred by companies

data analytics, and IoT. In addition, the Department

when employing young workers as compared to

of Education, Skills, and Employment established the

more senior workers.

Digital Technology Skills Organization Pilot to identify

launched the Youth Jobs PaTH (Prepare, Trial, Hire)

digital skill needs, develop qualifications, and improve
the quality of training delivery and assessment.138

•

•

Incentivize non-digitally skilled workers and their

2025. While the country has undertaken a number
Expand EdTech adoption in K-12 segment and

of initiatives to address the skill needs of this worker

incorporate in-demand digital skills in tertiary

segment such as the Foundation Skills For Your

curriculums. Future workers represent about 12

Future program which aims to support Australians

program which includes skill training to increase youth

percent of total skill training needs in Australia between

in developing their language, literacy, numeracy, and

employability, internship opportunities, and subsidies

2020 and 2025 – the highest among the six countries.

digital literacy skills through both workplace training

However, the country faces challenges in ensuring that

for businesses of up to AUD 10,000 (USD 7,232) to

The ability to create large-scale data models and

and personalized training, there is scope for further

current workers get access to timely training required

hire young people.143 To further improve employment

database technology is expected to become the most

actions.149 In particular, Australia could develop a

in advanced skills for new technology areas – such

opportunities for youth, Australia could explore

in-demand skill for this group of workers. Australia has

national lifelong learning policy to promote and

as large-scale data modelling (the demand for which

developing industry bootcamps that are focused on

taken actions to increase the responsiveness of the

incentivize continual skill upgrading. An example

is forecasted to grow at 36 percent per year) and the

equipping youth with in-demand digital skills and

education system to emerging skill needs. For example,

of a successful policy in this regard is Singapore’s

ability to design and refine new cloud and hybrid

connecting them with companies that need digital

the government is investing AUD 1.8 (USD 1.3) million

SkillsFuture initiative, in which skilling credits are

Meanwhile,

142

The Australian government

talents in these areas. Another group of individuals that

in the Jobs and Education Data Infrastructure Project

provided to encourage individuals to participate in

there is a lack of programs and incentives to attract

could benefit from further support is women. While

which aims to help tertiary education providers identify

training courses. To incentivize employers, especially

digital talents to the training sector who can transfer

the labor force participation rate of Australian women

skill mismatches, and design courses to cater for

MSMEs in non-technology sectors, to invest in their

their expertise to current workers. To address these

is relatively high in comparison with the other five

emerging skills.146 The government has also committed

workers’ digital skills development, the government

skill needs and challenges, efforts to upgrade the

countries at 60 percent, it is still 10 percent less than

AUD 50 (USD 37) million over two years from 2020-2021

could provide grants and subsidies for digital skilling

existing skill base of the workforce and to enhance

that of Australian men.144 Since 2016, the government

to 2021-2022 for the Revitalizing Technical and Further

courses. The aim of subsidizing these courses is to

their proficiency levels in emerging areas are required.

has invested AUD 28.2 (USD 20.4) million in initiatives

Education (TAFE) Campuses Across Australia program,

equip non-digitally skilled workers with a broad range

This could be achieved through fostering collaboration

that support women in pursuing STEM careers,

in partnership with state and territory governments.147

of competences that are needed across job roles.

architectures (33 percent per year).

139

137. Australian Industry and Skills Committee, “Industry Reference Committees”. Available at: https://www.aisc.net.au/content/industry-reference-committees
138. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment (2020). Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/SO
139. For example, in the public sector, there is an urgent need for digital talents who are able to lead the transition from legacy systems to cloud-based environments.
Based on interview with Digital Transformation Agency in July 2020
140. Robert Bolton (2020), “Education poised for reform as COVID-19 forces change”. Australian Financial Review. Available at: https://www.afr.com/work-and-careers/
education/education-poised-for-reform-as-covid-19-forces-change-20200727-p55fx3
141. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
142. Parliament of Australia, “Employment—Measuring and improving outcomes for young Australians”. Available at: https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/
Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/BriefingBook45p/EmploymentYoungAustralians
143. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment, “Youth Jobs PaTH”. Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/youth-jobs-path
144. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/

145. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment, “Supporting more women into STEM careers: Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute (AMSI) National
Research Internships Program (NRIP)”. Available at: https://www.education.gov.au/supporting-more-women-stem-careers-australian-mathematical-sciences-instituteamsi-national-research
146. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment, “Delivering Skills for Today and Tomorrow”.
Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/delivering-skills-today-and-tomorrow#:~:text=Jobs%20and%20Education%20Data%20Infrastructure%20
project&text=The%20tool%20will%20allow%20tertiary,prepare%20for%20future%20workforce%20needs.
147. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment, “Revitalising TAFE Campuses Across Australia Initiative”.
Available at: https://www.dese.gov.au/revitalising-tafe-campuses-across-australia-initiative
148. Sources include: La Trouble University (2018), “First Cloud Technology degree”. Available at: https://www.latrobe.edu.au/news/articles/2018/release/first-cloudtechnology-degree; RMIT, “Cloud & Software Solutions”. Available at: https://online.rmit.edu.au/software-development/cloud-software-solutions
149. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment, “Foundation Skills for Your Future Program”.
Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/foundation-skills-your-future-program
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between the training sector, industry, and academic

Part of this budget will be allocated to investments in

institutions with expertise in digital fields, to identify

technological infrastructure in order to improve the

An action agenda is developed for each worker type based

and attract qualified instructors. The “train the trainer”

relevance of training to emerging digital technologies.

on projected skill needs and policy challenges:

model could be used to improve the quality of training

Local universities have also been working closely

•

providers and equip them with the latest knowledge

with technology companies to address future skills

Enhance the availability of short-term training

and expertise. The Australian government could also

shortages in emerging areas. For instance, RMIT and

courses and foster stronger industry-institution

expand the availability of short-term training courses

La Trobe University have worked with Amazon Web

collaboration in advanced cloud and data expertise

in advanced cloud and data skills – in particular,

Services (AWS) to develop degrees and courses on

for current digital workers. Current digitally skilled

micro-credentials or “stackable” courses that allow

cloud computing that are delivered entirely online to

workers are expected to account for 48 percent of the

individuals to accumulate relevant skillsets in a

accommodate full-time and part-time learners.148 To

country’s total digital skill training needs by 2025. In

timely manner given the rapidly emerging nature of

further enhance the relevance of tertiary curriculums,

particular, advanced skill needs in software operations

these technologies.140

it is important that data analytics and large-scale data

and data literacy competences are projected to see the

•

modelling skills are incorporated in tertiary courses as
Develop industry bootcamps to equip unemployed

they were identified as the most in-demand skillsets

taken a number of actions to address the digital skill

youth with in-demand skills and offer targeted

for future workers across different sectors. Regarding

needs of this worker segment. For example, training

digital skilling programs for women. Disenfranchised

the K-12 segment, Australia could expand the adoption

packages, which include occupational skills standards

individuals have the second largest share of total skill

for training delivery and assessment of competency,

training needs in Australia by 2025, at 28 percent.

including providing 1,400 internships and encouraging

competences of students, which will be crucial for

are developed based on regular and extensive

Within this group, youth are facing significant

greater collaboration between industry and universities

future digital skills development.

consultations with the industry through Industry

challenges in seeking employment. The unemployment

to allow students to apply their knowledge at work.145

Reference Committees - formal channels for employers

rate for youth in Australia is about 12 percent, which

This could be expanded by offering more targeted

to provide feedback and help shape training products

is more than twice that of the national unemployment

digital skilling programs for unemployed women or

employers to invest in digital skills development.

mothers returning to the workforce, to equip them with

Current non-digitally skilled workers account for 12

basic digital skills.

percent of Australia’s digital skill training needs by

highest growth between 2020 and 2025. Australia has

and outcomes.

137

In particular, training packages for

rate of 5 percent.

141

of EdTech solutions in schools to build horizontal

This is driven by the lack of

ICT skills have recently been reviewed to address the

working experience and relevant skills as well as the

latest demand trends in areas such as cybersecurity,

higher costs of investment incurred by companies

data analytics, and IoT. In addition, the Department

when employing young workers as compared to

of Education, Skills, and Employment established the

more senior workers.

Digital Technology Skills Organization Pilot to identify

launched the Youth Jobs PaTH (Prepare, Trial, Hire)

digital skill needs, develop qualifications, and improve
the quality of training delivery and assessment.138

•

•

Incentivize non-digitally skilled workers and their

2025. While the country has undertaken a number
Expand EdTech adoption in K-12 segment and

of initiatives to address the skill needs of this worker

incorporate in-demand digital skills in tertiary

segment such as the Foundation Skills For Your

curriculums. Future workers represent about 12

Future program which aims to support Australians

program which includes skill training to increase youth

percent of total skill training needs in Australia between

in developing their language, literacy, numeracy, and

employability, internship opportunities, and subsidies

2020 and 2025 – the highest among the six countries.

digital literacy skills through both workplace training

However, the country faces challenges in ensuring that

for businesses of up to AUD 10,000 (USD 7,232) to

The ability to create large-scale data models and

and personalized training, there is scope for further

current workers get access to timely training required

hire young people.143 To further improve employment

database technology is expected to become the most

actions.149 In particular, Australia could develop a

in advanced skills for new technology areas – such

opportunities for youth, Australia could explore

in-demand skill for this group of workers. Australia has

national lifelong learning policy to promote and

as large-scale data modelling (the demand for which

developing industry bootcamps that are focused on

taken actions to increase the responsiveness of the

incentivize continual skill upgrading. An example

is forecasted to grow at 36 percent per year) and the

equipping youth with in-demand digital skills and

education system to emerging skill needs. For example,

of a successful policy in this regard is Singapore’s

ability to design and refine new cloud and hybrid

connecting them with companies that need digital

the government is investing AUD 1.8 (USD 1.3) million

SkillsFuture initiative, in which skilling credits are

Meanwhile,

142

The Australian government

talents in these areas. Another group of individuals that

in the Jobs and Education Data Infrastructure Project

provided to encourage individuals to participate in

there is a lack of programs and incentives to attract

could benefit from further support is women. While

which aims to help tertiary education providers identify

training courses. To incentivize employers, especially

digital talents to the training sector who can transfer

the labor force participation rate of Australian women

skill mismatches, and design courses to cater for

MSMEs in non-technology sectors, to invest in their

their expertise to current workers. To address these

is relatively high in comparison with the other five

emerging skills.146 The government has also committed

workers’ digital skills development, the government

skill needs and challenges, efforts to upgrade the

countries at 60 percent, it is still 10 percent less than

AUD 50 (USD 37) million over two years from 2020-2021

could provide grants and subsidies for digital skilling

existing skill base of the workforce and to enhance

that of Australian men.144 Since 2016, the government

to 2021-2022 for the Revitalizing Technical and Further

courses. The aim of subsidizing these courses is to

their proficiency levels in emerging areas are required.

has invested AUD 28.2 (USD 20.4) million in initiatives

Education (TAFE) Campuses Across Australia program,

equip non-digitally skilled workers with a broad range

This could be achieved through fostering collaboration

that support women in pursuing STEM careers,

in partnership with state and territory governments.147

of competences that are needed across job roles.

architectures (33 percent per year).

139

137. Australian Industry and Skills Committee, “Industry Reference Committees”. Available at: https://www.aisc.net.au/content/industry-reference-committees
138. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment (2020). Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/SO
139. For example, in the public sector, there is an urgent need for digital talents who are able to lead the transition from legacy systems to cloud-based environments.
Based on interview with Digital Transformation Agency in July 2020
140. Robert Bolton (2020), “Education poised for reform as COVID-19 forces change”. Australian Financial Review. Available at: https://www.afr.com/work-and-careers/
education/education-poised-for-reform-as-covid-19-forces-change-20200727-p55fx3
141. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
142. Parliament of Australia, “Employment—Measuring and improving outcomes for young Australians”. Available at: https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/
Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/BriefingBook45p/EmploymentYoungAustralians
143. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment, “Youth Jobs PaTH”. Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/youth-jobs-path
144. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/

145. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment, “Supporting more women into STEM careers: Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute (AMSI) National
Research Internships Program (NRIP)”. Available at: https://www.education.gov.au/supporting-more-women-stem-careers-australian-mathematical-sciences-instituteamsi-national-research
146. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment, “Delivering Skills for Today and Tomorrow”.
Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/delivering-skills-today-and-tomorrow#:~:text=Jobs%20and%20Education%20Data%20Infrastructure%20
project&text=The%20tool%20will%20allow%20tertiary,prepare%20for%20future%20workforce%20needs.
147. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment, “Revitalising TAFE Campuses Across Australia Initiative”.
Available at: https://www.dese.gov.au/revitalising-tafe-campuses-across-australia-initiative
148. Sources include: La Trouble University (2018), “First Cloud Technology degree”. Available at: https://www.latrobe.edu.au/news/articles/2018/release/first-cloudtechnology-degree; RMIT, “Cloud & Software Solutions”. Available at: https://online.rmit.edu.au/software-development/cloud-software-solutions
149. Department of Education, Skills, and Employment, “Foundation Skills for Your Future Program”.
Available at: https://www.employment.gov.au/foundation-skills-your-future-program
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healthcare sectors, these programs include workforce

to design and refine new cloud and hybrid architectures

training in the deployment of new technologies in

is forecasted to experience the highest annual growth

Create targeted programs to provide disadvantaged

non-technology industries. For instance, goods delivery

rate in the country, at 34 percent. To enhance the

youth and women with digital skill training and

personnel in the logistics and e-commerce sector are

existing digital skill base of the workforce, the National

apprenticeship opportunities. Disenfranchised

trained to make use of smartphone apps to monitor

Association of Software and Service Companies

individuals in India are projected to account for 46

and track deliveries; while in retail, sales personnel

(NASSCOM) developed an online portal, FutureSkills,

percent of the country’s total future digital skill training

are taught the ability to engage customers using

that curates learning content from global providers

needs to 2025 – the largest across worker types.

digital marketing platforms. In partnership with the

to train and certify IT professionals in emerging

Many of these are likely to be youth that have not had

local technology industry, the NSDC has also recently

technologies.160 Launched in 2018, the initiative aims

adequate access to digital skills education - or even to

established a free digital skills training platform

to equip individuals with more than 155 skills spanning

formal education - with almost a third of Indian youth

targeted at youth aged between 18 and 22.

currently neither employed nor undergoing education

platform aggregates learning content across industry

areas (Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, Big Data

158

This

across 77 digital job roles in 10 emerging technology

(the highest share seen across the six countries).

and the education sector, and provides courses

Analytics, Cloud Computing, Cybersecurity, IoT, Mobile

While there have been several private sector-led

in emerging technologies such as cybersecurity,

Tech, Robotic Process Automation, Virtual Reality

initiatives to support unemployed youth, such as

blockchain, AI and machine learning, cloud computing,

& 3D Printing) through a centralized portal offering

McKinsey and Company’s Generation Program, more

and IoT. However, there is currently a lack of highly

accredited training courses for individuals, businesses

efforts could be made to provide youth with skills and

skilled ICT personnel to implement technologies in

and their employees, as well as graduates.161 While

some non-technology sectors (particularly construction

such research has been informed by research on

150

employment opportunities.

151

One effective program

to take reference from is MolenGeek in Belgium, in

be developed. These can help unemployed women to

and manufacturing), resulting in limited digital adoption

emerging jobs and skills today, it is crucial that the set

which unemployed youth with limited digital skills were

access both technical and soft skill training, and obtain

and training efforts across the board for workers in

of in-demand jobs and skills is refreshed on a regular

provided with opportunities to attend programming

job placement opportunities in a variety of sectors for

these sectors. This could be attributed to the lack of a

basis in consultation with industry. In Singapore, for

classes, with 90 percent of participants either obtaining

STEM-related jobs.156

comprehensive digitization framework for companies

example, skill standards under its Skills Framework for

a job or internship using their newly acquired skills or

in non-technology sectors. This could be addressed

Infocomm Technology are updated every 18 months

Develop a framework for digital adoption in non-

by developing a framework to educate companies in

to reflect emerging industry needs. At the same time,

in rural areas, are another group of disenfranchised

technology sectors, and incentivize employers to

different sectors on the types of technologies they

industry experts have indicated a shortage of digital

individuals that require support in skilling and securing

invest in the digital skills development of their non-

could adopt, with incentives for them to invest in

talent in non-technology sectors, despite the significant

employment. In fact, the labor force participation rate

digitally skilled employees. The estimated skill needs

their workers’ digital skills development (e.g., through

potential such sectors have from digital disruption. To

of Indian women is the lowest among the six countries,

for current non-digitally skilled workers account for the

skilling grants and subsidies, and skills accreditation

ensure that the digital opportunity could be reaped in

pursuing further training.152 Women, particularly those

at 20 percent.

This situation is particularly acute for

•

second-largest share of total digital skill training needs

schemes). The government could provide technical

other sectors such as manufacturing, healthcare and

female youth living in rural areas, of which more than

in India, at 36 percent by 2025. One of the key initiatives

assistance to help companies develop digital skilling

infrastructure, it is important to create viable, attractive

half (53 percent) are neither employed nor in education

to teach basic digital skills by the Indian government is

plans and training programs tailored to the needs of

opportunities for technology talent to transit into non-

– 13 percent higher than for female youth in urban

the Pradhan Mantri Gramin Digital Saksharta Abhiyan

their employees, similar to Luxembourg’s Digital Skills

technology sectors. That could also help to facilitate

(Prime Minister’s Rural Digital Literacy Campaign).

Bridge program.

greater transfer of knowledge into these sectors, and

153

areas.

154

The National Skill Development Corporation

159

(NSDC) has recently launched a skills development

With the aim of making 60 million people in rural areas

program which aims to provide 10,000 women with

digitally literate, training hubs have been established

basic digital skills, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial

across different states to teach citizens basic skills such

and create attractive opportunities for current

•

further broaden India’s technology talent base.
Refresh digital skill standards on a regular basis,

•

Ensure a strong focus on STEM and digital skills

as operating computers and smartphones, sending

digital workers to transition into digital job

in K-12 curriculums, and broaden existing efforts

still exist in ensuring that women are equipped with the

and receiving emails, and finding information on the

opportunities in non-technology sectors. Current

on industry-institution partnerships in higher

digital skills needed to participate in the workforce –

Internet.

digitally skilled workers are estimated to account for

education. Future workers are expected to contribute

and at sufficient scale. India could consider expanding

by the Ministry of Finance to execute public-private

10 percent of India’s total digital skill training needs

to 7 percent of total digital skill training needs in India

the network of training providers to improve access to

partnership for skill development – has intensive skill

by 2025. This group of workers is expected to see the

by 2025. However, there is a concern that despite a

digital skill training for women nationwide. Targeted

training programs for non-technology sectors. With the

highest growth in advanced skills related to software

large number of STEM graduates in the country, they

programs similar to the ILO’s Women in STEM

rising demand for digital skills observed particularly

operations, digital content creation, data literacy, and

are not sufficiently prepared by their education for

Workforce Readiness and Development Program could

in the retail, education, logistics (e-commerce), and

cloud computing competences. In particular, the ability

digital job roles. For example, 90 percent of graduates

skills through online courses.

155

However, challenges

157

In addition, India’s NSDC – established

150. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
151. McKinsey and Company (2019), “In just five years, Generation has helped tens of thousands around the world find jobs”.
Available at: https://www.mckinsey.com/about-us/new-at-mckinsey-blog/in-just-five-years-generation-grows-up#
152. Nesta (2018), “Digital Frontrunners Spotlight: Belgium”. Available at: https://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/digital-frontrunners-spotlight-belgium/
153. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
154. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
155. India Today (2020), “NSDC announces initiative for aspiring women entrepreneurs”.
Available at: https://www.indiatoday.in/education-today/news/story/nsdc-announces-initiative-for-aspiring-women-entrepreneurs-1654420-2020-03-11
156. International Labor Organization (2020), “Women in STEM Workforce Readiness and Development Programme”.
Available at: https://www.ilo.org/asia/projects/WCMS_619723/lang--en/index.htm
157. Pradhan Mantri Gramin Digital Saksharta Abhiyan. Available at: https://www.pmgdisha.in/about-pmgdisha/

158. Economic Times (2020), “IBM, NSDC join hands to offer free digital skills training”.
Available at: https://government.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/digital-india/ibm-nsdc-join-hands-to-offer-free-digital-skills-training/77688144
159. The Luxembourg Government (2020), “The 2018-2019 “Luxembourg Digital Skills Bridge” pilot project”.
Available at: https://adem.public.lu/en/employeurs/futureskills/projet-pilote.html
160. NASSCOM (2020), FutureSkills. Available at: https://futureskills.nasscom.in/about-futureskill.html
161. NASSCOM (2020), FutureSkills. Available at: https://futureskills.nasscom.in/about-futureskill.html
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healthcare sectors, these programs include workforce

to design and refine new cloud and hybrid architectures

training in the deployment of new technologies in

is forecasted to experience the highest annual growth

Create targeted programs to provide disadvantaged

non-technology industries. For instance, goods delivery

rate in the country, at 34 percent. To enhance the

youth and women with digital skill training and

personnel in the logistics and e-commerce sector are

existing digital skill base of the workforce, the National

apprenticeship opportunities. Disenfranchised

trained to make use of smartphone apps to monitor

Association of Software and Service Companies

individuals in India are projected to account for 46

and track deliveries; while in retail, sales personnel

(NASSCOM) developed an online portal, FutureSkills,

percent of the country’s total future digital skill training

are taught the ability to engage customers using

that curates learning content from global providers

needs to 2025 – the largest across worker types.

digital marketing platforms. In partnership with the

to train and certify IT professionals in emerging

Many of these are likely to be youth that have not had

local technology industry, the NSDC has also recently

technologies.160 Launched in 2018, the initiative aims

adequate access to digital skills education - or even to

established a free digital skills training platform

to equip individuals with more than 155 skills spanning

formal education - with almost a third of Indian youth

targeted at youth aged between 18 and 22.

currently neither employed nor undergoing education

platform aggregates learning content across industry

areas (Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, Big Data

158

This

across 77 digital job roles in 10 emerging technology

(the highest share seen across the six countries).

and the education sector, and provides courses

Analytics, Cloud Computing, Cybersecurity, IoT, Mobile

While there have been several private sector-led

in emerging technologies such as cybersecurity,

Tech, Robotic Process Automation, Virtual Reality

initiatives to support unemployed youth, such as

blockchain, AI and machine learning, cloud computing,

& 3D Printing) through a centralized portal offering

McKinsey and Company’s Generation Program, more

and IoT. However, there is currently a lack of highly

accredited training courses for individuals, businesses

efforts could be made to provide youth with skills and

skilled ICT personnel to implement technologies in

and their employees, as well as graduates.161 While

some non-technology sectors (particularly construction

such research has been informed by research on

150

employment opportunities.

151

One effective program

to take reference from is MolenGeek in Belgium, in

be developed. These can help unemployed women to

and manufacturing), resulting in limited digital adoption

emerging jobs and skills today, it is crucial that the set

which unemployed youth with limited digital skills were

access both technical and soft skill training, and obtain

and training efforts across the board for workers in

of in-demand jobs and skills is refreshed on a regular

provided with opportunities to attend programming

job placement opportunities in a variety of sectors for

these sectors. This could be attributed to the lack of a

basis in consultation with industry. In Singapore, for

classes, with 90 percent of participants either obtaining

STEM-related jobs.156

comprehensive digitization framework for companies

example, skill standards under its Skills Framework for

a job or internship using their newly acquired skills or

in non-technology sectors. This could be addressed

Infocomm Technology are updated every 18 months

Develop a framework for digital adoption in non-

by developing a framework to educate companies in

to reflect emerging industry needs. At the same time,

in rural areas, are another group of disenfranchised

technology sectors, and incentivize employers to

different sectors on the types of technologies they

industry experts have indicated a shortage of digital

individuals that require support in skilling and securing

invest in the digital skills development of their non-

could adopt, with incentives for them to invest in

talent in non-technology sectors, despite the significant

employment. In fact, the labor force participation rate

digitally skilled employees. The estimated skill needs

their workers’ digital skills development (e.g., through

potential such sectors have from digital disruption. To

of Indian women is the lowest among the six countries,

for current non-digitally skilled workers account for the

skilling grants and subsidies, and skills accreditation

ensure that the digital opportunity could be reaped in

pursuing further training.152 Women, particularly those

at 20 percent.

This situation is particularly acute for

•

second-largest share of total digital skill training needs

schemes). The government could provide technical

other sectors such as manufacturing, healthcare and

female youth living in rural areas, of which more than

in India, at 36 percent by 2025. One of the key initiatives

assistance to help companies develop digital skilling

infrastructure, it is important to create viable, attractive

half (53 percent) are neither employed nor in education

to teach basic digital skills by the Indian government is

plans and training programs tailored to the needs of

opportunities for technology talent to transit into non-

– 13 percent higher than for female youth in urban

the Pradhan Mantri Gramin Digital Saksharta Abhiyan

their employees, similar to Luxembourg’s Digital Skills

technology sectors. That could also help to facilitate

(Prime Minister’s Rural Digital Literacy Campaign).

Bridge program.

greater transfer of knowledge into these sectors, and

153

areas.

154

The National Skill Development Corporation

159

(NSDC) has recently launched a skills development

With the aim of making 60 million people in rural areas

program which aims to provide 10,000 women with

digitally literate, training hubs have been established

basic digital skills, financial literacy, and entrepreneurial

across different states to teach citizens basic skills such

and create attractive opportunities for current

•

further broaden India’s technology talent base.
Refresh digital skill standards on a regular basis,

•

Ensure a strong focus on STEM and digital skills

as operating computers and smartphones, sending

digital workers to transition into digital job

in K-12 curriculums, and broaden existing efforts

still exist in ensuring that women are equipped with the

and receiving emails, and finding information on the

opportunities in non-technology sectors. Current

on industry-institution partnerships in higher

digital skills needed to participate in the workforce –

Internet.

digitally skilled workers are estimated to account for

education. Future workers are expected to contribute

and at sufficient scale. India could consider expanding

by the Ministry of Finance to execute public-private

10 percent of India’s total digital skill training needs

to 7 percent of total digital skill training needs in India

the network of training providers to improve access to

partnership for skill development – has intensive skill

by 2025. This group of workers is expected to see the

by 2025. However, there is a concern that despite a

digital skill training for women nationwide. Targeted

training programs for non-technology sectors. With the

highest growth in advanced skills related to software

large number of STEM graduates in the country, they

programs similar to the ILO’s Women in STEM

rising demand for digital skills observed particularly

operations, digital content creation, data literacy, and

are not sufficiently prepared by their education for

Workforce Readiness and Development Program could

in the retail, education, logistics (e-commerce), and

cloud computing competences. In particular, the ability

digital job roles. For example, 90 percent of graduates

skills through online courses.

155

However, challenges

157

In addition, India’s NSDC – established

150. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
151. McKinsey and Company (2019), “In just five years, Generation has helped tens of thousands around the world find jobs”.
Available at: https://www.mckinsey.com/about-us/new-at-mckinsey-blog/in-just-five-years-generation-grows-up#
152. Nesta (2018), “Digital Frontrunners Spotlight: Belgium”. Available at: https://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/digital-frontrunners-spotlight-belgium/
153. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
154. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
155. India Today (2020), “NSDC announces initiative for aspiring women entrepreneurs”.
Available at: https://www.indiatoday.in/education-today/news/story/nsdc-announces-initiative-for-aspiring-women-entrepreneurs-1654420-2020-03-11
156. International Labor Organization (2020), “Women in STEM Workforce Readiness and Development Programme”.
Available at: https://www.ilo.org/asia/projects/WCMS_619723/lang--en/index.htm
157. Pradhan Mantri Gramin Digital Saksharta Abhiyan. Available at: https://www.pmgdisha.in/about-pmgdisha/

158. Economic Times (2020), “IBM, NSDC join hands to offer free digital skills training”.
Available at: https://government.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/digital-india/ibm-nsdc-join-hands-to-offer-free-digital-skills-training/77688144
159. The Luxembourg Government (2020), “The 2018-2019 “Luxembourg Digital Skills Bridge” pilot project”.
Available at: https://adem.public.lu/en/employeurs/futureskills/projet-pilote.html
160. NASSCOM (2020), FutureSkills. Available at: https://futureskills.nasscom.in/about-futureskill.html
161. NASSCOM (2020), FutureSkills. Available at: https://futureskills.nasscom.in/about-futureskill.html
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from India’s over 3,500 engineering schools – despite

curriculum was designed to provide students with both

coming from strong technical backgrounds – do not

the knowledge and industry-recognized credentials

have the adequate programming skills to work in

in cloud computing skills such as cloud architecture

Develop sector digital skilling frameworks, and

national government. A key initiative is the Ministry of

software engineering roles.162 Interviews with business

design, data analytics, cybersecurity, machine learning

financial incentives for employers to invest in

Manpower’s Kartu Pra Kerja (Pre-work card) scheme

and technology industry leaders in the country reflect

and software development. The government has also

the digital skills development of their non-digital

in 2019, under which two million unemployed adults

that this could be attributed to a lack of communication

emphasized the importance of digital education for

employees. With today’s non-digital workers likely

were issued cards containing credit to be spent on skills

between educational institutions and industry on the

K-12 segment in its Integrated Scheme for School

to account for almost half of Indonesia’s projected

development courses.167 To improve the workforce

emerging skill needs to incorporate into curriculums.

Education (Samagra Shiksha).

digital skill training needs to 2025 (at 45 percent), it is

participation rates of women, the Ministry of Tourism

As a result, graduates often need to undergo additional

several initiatives such as promoting technology-

important that these workers are adequately supported

and Creative Economy also developed the Coding

training by prospective employers or attend short-term

based classrooms, strengthening ICT infrastructure

by national frameworks that guide them on the

Mom program, which aims to attract mothers back

courses to be trained in the incremental skills required

in primary and secondary schools, and providing ICT

specific digital skills needed to develop in their careers.

to the workforce by teaching them digital marketing

to gain employment. A major initiative to address

training for teachers.166 Beyond promoting the use of

Although there have been some government- and

and other tools to allow them to set up their own

this issue is the development of the ICT Academy in

digital technologies in schools, there is an imperative

industry-led programs to improve digital literacy among

businesses digitally. In addition, the Ministry of Villages

2009, a not-for-profit institution established as part

for government to ensure a strong focus on building

individuals (e.g., the Ministry of Tourism and Creative

and Development of Disadvantaged Regions developed

of a public-private partnership to bring together

foundational STEM and digital skills starting from K-12,

Economy’s Code program), developing an overarching

a program to improve digital literacy in remote areas,

government, industry, and academia to identify skill

and mandate such a focus in national K-12 curriculums.

framework that guides workers and their employers

by engaging startups to provide digital skills courses

gaps and develop digital skill training programs and

The aim is to ensure that all K-12 students are equipped

on the specific digital skills needed would be beneficial.

and employment opportunities to inhabitants in these

curriculums for students.163 Teacher training is also

with the necessary foundational digital skills such as

Further, the government could explore working

areas. While these programs are positive steps in

provided with regularly updated curriculums to ensure

digital problem-solving and digital communication

together with industry leaders to identify effective

ensuring that disenfranchised individuals may access

teachers are equipped with the latest in-demand

and collaboration. In addition, it is important that the

mechanisms through which financial incentives could

digital skill training opportunities, more efforts could be
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•

The scheme specified

training needs to 2025. Improving digital skills for
this segment of the population is a priority for the

skills and can pass these skills onto students.

government broadens existing efforts on industry-

be provided for Indonesian employers, in particular

focused on improving youth employability, particularly

Several technology companies in India such as Tata

institution partnerships to a national scale to ensure

under-resourced MSMEs in non-technology sectors, to

in urban areas (where youth face an unemployment

Consultancy Services (TCS) and Amazon Internet

the relevance of tertiary curriculums to evolving digital

train their employees in digital skills.

rate of 20 percent, versus 14 percent in rural areas).

Services Private Limited (AISPL) have worked with the

skill needs. To incentivize institutions to pursue such

ICT Academy to design and develop undergraduate

arrangements, annual local university league tables

Create digital skill training programs that are

matching opportunities, to ensure youth may access

curriculums for digital technologies. For example,

benchmarking the relevance of course curriculums

complemented with job matching opportunities

viable job opportunities. It is also important to ensure

under the AWS Educate global initiative, a curriculum

to industry needs or graduate employability could

for urban youth. Disenfranchised workers, many

that training curriculums match their proficiency levels.

for cloud computing was developed and integrated

be developed.

of whom are unemployed urban youth and women

There has been concern, for example, that digital skills

into mainstream college education to address the

excluded from the workforce, are estimated to

courses under the Kartu Pra Kerja scheme assume

growing requirement for cloud skills in India. This

account for almost a third of Indonesia’s digital skill

a minimum level of digital knowhow, which many

164

162. Nilesh Christopher (2020), “How the most prized degree in India became the most worthless”. Available at: https://restofworld.org/2020/india-engineering-degree/
163 ICT Academy. Available at: http://www.ictacademy.in/Pages/Skill-development.aspx
164. Based on interview with ICT Academy in September 2020
165. Ministry of Education (2018), “Samagra Shiksha”. Available at: http://samagra.mhrd.gov.in/features.html
166. Ministry of Education (2018), “Samagra Shiksha”. Available at: http://samagra.mhrd.gov.in/features.html
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teachers are equipped with the latest in-demand

and collaboration. In addition, it is important that the

mechanisms through which financial incentives could
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government broadens existing efforts on industry-

be provided for Indonesian employers, in particular

focused on improving youth employability, particularly

Several technology companies in India such as Tata

institution partnerships to a national scale to ensure

under-resourced MSMEs in non-technology sectors, to

in urban areas (where youth face an unemployment

Consultancy Services (TCS) and Amazon Internet

the relevance of tertiary curriculums to evolving digital

train their employees in digital skills.

rate of 20 percent, versus 14 percent in rural areas).

Services Private Limited (AISPL) have worked with the

skill needs. To incentivize institutions to pursue such

ICT Academy to design and develop undergraduate

arrangements, annual local university league tables

Create digital skill training programs that are

matching opportunities, to ensure youth may access

curriculums for digital technologies. For example,

benchmarking the relevance of course curriculums

complemented with job matching opportunities

viable job opportunities. It is also important to ensure

under the AWS Educate global initiative, a curriculum

to industry needs or graduate employability could

for urban youth. Disenfranchised workers, many

that training curriculums match their proficiency levels.

for cloud computing was developed and integrated

be developed.

of whom are unemployed urban youth and women

There has been concern, for example, that digital skills

into mainstream college education to address the

excluded from the workforce, are estimated to

courses under the Kartu Pra Kerja scheme assume

growing requirement for cloud skills in India. This

account for almost a third of Indonesia’s digital skill

a minimum level of digital knowhow, which many
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162. Nilesh Christopher (2020), “How the most prized degree in India became the most worthless”. Available at: https://restofworld.org/2020/india-engineering-degree/
163 ICT Academy. Available at: http://www.ictacademy.in/Pages/Skill-development.aspx
164. Based on interview with ICT Academy in September 2020
165. Ministry of Education (2018), “Samagra Shiksha”. Available at: http://samagra.mhrd.gov.in/features.html
166. Ministry of Education (2018), “Samagra Shiksha”. Available at: http://samagra.mhrd.gov.in/features.html
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participants do not have. Conducting competency

could see the largest skill needs in advanced digital

assessments to ascertain the level of digital knowledge

content creation (e.g., web development, coding) and

before placing participants in training programs could

cloud computing skills (e.g., ability to design cloud

be useful in this regard.

architectures), it is important that workers continually

analytics and cloud skills for current digital workers

•

Develop short-term, flexible courses in data

develop their skills. More options for short-term and

and provide attractive, viable opportunities for

Create more flexible and modular digital skill

flexible courses in these areas could be created, and

these workers to transition into non-technology

training and certification programs, particularly

government could play a role by accrediting such

sectors. Current digital workers in Japan are estimated

in digital content creation and cloud computing

courses to enhance their industry recognition.

to account for almost half of the country’s future

skills, for digital workers. Digital workers in Indonesia

•

digital skill training needs to 2025 (at 48 percent). As
Train educators on ICT skills, and develop cloud

compared with other countries, digital workers in Japan

the country’s total digital skill training needs to 2025.

computing and data courses in higher education.

have one of the lowest advanced digital skill utilization

Though there is a strong national directive to ensure

The Indonesian government is making significant

rates (as shown in Chapter 1, only half of them

that the workforce is adequately prepared for Industry

efforts to prepare students for the new digital era.

currently apply at least one advanced skill at work, as

4.0168 and new technologies – as reflected by the

A flagship initiative is the Digital Talent Scholarship

compared to 70 percent in India). This has been partly

government’s Medium-Term National Development

Program 2019 led by the Ministry of Communication

driven by the country’s rapidly aging workforce that

Plan 2020-2024,169 a traditionally strong focus on

and Information Technology, which targets to produce

has struggled to keep up with the pace of technological

educational qualifications rather than skills has led

10,000 graduates with skills in emerging technologies

change, as well as a strong reliance on outsourced IT

to weak incentives for workers to pursue training

such as data science and software engineering –

capabilities – meaning that such capabilities are often

in the course of their career. With the analysis in

by providing financial support and training programs

kept within the realm of the IT sector, with workers

Chapter 2 showing that current workers in Indonesia

for graduates.170 A pilot is also being developed by the

outside of this sector having little opportunity to

Ministry of Industry to include new technology concepts

develop their digital expertise. To bridge the current

such as AI and robotics in the educational curriculums

skills gap, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry

of nine senior secondary schools (Sekolah Menengah

(METI) has certified more than 100 practical training

Keujuruan, or SMKs) and 12 polytechnics.171 In January

courses in the fields of IT and data, some of which are

2020, the Ministry of Education and Culture launched

eligible for a subsidy provided by the government.173

Independent Campus, Free Learning (Kampus

In addition, the Information Technology Engineers

Merdeka, Merdeka Belajar), a policy for universities

Examination has been held by METI to evaluate and

to collaborate with industry to create new study

certify digitally skilled professionals across different

programs to ensure that tertiary curriculums reflect

areas. With approximately 600,000 applicants each

industry needs.172 However, a key challenge cited by

year, certificates awarded upon passing these

Indonesian policymakers is educators’ lack of adequate

examinations have been used by workers for career

ICT knowledge, which have stifled government efforts

development and promotion opportunities.174 Another

indicated that the bulk of Japan’s technology talent

to introduce technology into classrooms at the K-12

program that aims to upskill workers through practical

resides in the technology sector, with many of these

level. Another is the continued lack of responsiveness

training and implementing real industry projects is AI

professionals perceiving that non-technology sectors

of higher education curriculums to industry needs

Quest. Through a nine-week program, participants from

are not conducive environments to develop their

– particularly for emerging digital skill needs such

different industry sectors work together to develop

careers (lower wages in these sectors were cited as

as cloud and data skills. As such it is recommended

AI applications to improve business productivity in

one of the key reasons). This has led to the shortage

that a national program be developed for teacher

their respective companies and sectors.175 To further

of digital talents in traditional, non-technology sectors

ICT training – this could include promoting the use of

encourage skill development among digital workers,

such as automobile manufacturing and energy,

EdTech tools in classrooms that could help boost digital

it is recommended that the government expands

hindering them from reaping the benefits of digital

capacities of both teachers and students. At the higher

the availability of short-term, flexible courses as

transformation.176 To address this, it is important to

education level, it is important to ensure adequate

well as longer-term structured programs that are

create viable, attractive opportunities for technology

courses for in-demand skills such as cloud computing

recognized by industry for digital skills such as data

talent to transit into non-technology sectors. That could

and data analytics and modelling. Technology

analytics and cloud computing skills – the digital skills

also help to facilitate greater transfer of knowledge into

professionals could be recruited to teach such skills

projected to be in highest demand in Japan. At the

these sectors, and further broaden Japan’s technology

in institutions.

same time, government and industry experts have

talent base.

today could account for an estimated one-fifth of

168. “Industry 4.0”, or the “Fourth Industrial Revolution” as it is sometimes termed, refers to the application of technologies in cyber-physical systems, the Internet
of Things, Artificial Intelligence, cloud computing and cognitive computing across all industry sectors. Source: K. Schwab. 2017. The Fourth Industrial Revolution.
New York: Currency.
169. Based on consultations with stakeholders of the Government of Indonesian in July 2019.
170. KOMINFO (2020), Digital talent scholarship. Available at: https://digitalent.kominfo.go.id/about
171. Based on consultation with the Ministry of Industry in July 2019.
172. Universitas Negeri Padang (2020), “Merdeka Belajar Merdeka Campus”. Available at: http://www.unp.ac.id/id/akademik/merdeka-belajar-kampus-merdeka

173. Based on interview with Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in August 2020
174. Based on interview with Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in September 2020; Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), “Japan InformationTecnology Engineers Examination”. Available at: https://www.jitec.ipa.go.jp/index-e.html
175. Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) (2020), “Call for Participants in FY2020 “AI Quest” Program Starts”.
Available at: https://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2020/0817_001.html
176. Based on interview with Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in August 2020
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participants do not have. Conducting competency

could see the largest skill needs in advanced digital

assessments to ascertain the level of digital knowledge

content creation (e.g., web development, coding) and

before placing participants in training programs could

cloud computing skills (e.g., ability to design cloud

be useful in this regard.

architectures), it is important that workers continually

analytics and cloud skills for current digital workers

•

Develop short-term, flexible courses in data

develop their skills. More options for short-term and

and provide attractive, viable opportunities for

Create more flexible and modular digital skill

flexible courses in these areas could be created, and

these workers to transition into non-technology

training and certification programs, particularly

government could play a role by accrediting such

sectors. Current digital workers in Japan are estimated

in digital content creation and cloud computing

courses to enhance their industry recognition.

to account for almost half of the country’s future

skills, for digital workers. Digital workers in Indonesia

•

digital skill training needs to 2025 (at 48 percent). As
Train educators on ICT skills, and develop cloud

compared with other countries, digital workers in Japan

the country’s total digital skill training needs to 2025.

computing and data courses in higher education.

have one of the lowest advanced digital skill utilization

Though there is a strong national directive to ensure

The Indonesian government is making significant

rates (as shown in Chapter 1, only half of them

that the workforce is adequately prepared for Industry

efforts to prepare students for the new digital era.

currently apply at least one advanced skill at work, as

4.0168 and new technologies – as reflected by the

A flagship initiative is the Digital Talent Scholarship

compared to 70 percent in India). This has been partly

government’s Medium-Term National Development

Program 2019 led by the Ministry of Communication

driven by the country’s rapidly aging workforce that

Plan 2020-2024,169 a traditionally strong focus on

and Information Technology, which targets to produce

has struggled to keep up with the pace of technological

educational qualifications rather than skills has led

10,000 graduates with skills in emerging technologies

change, as well as a strong reliance on outsourced IT

to weak incentives for workers to pursue training

such as data science and software engineering –

capabilities – meaning that such capabilities are often

in the course of their career. With the analysis in

by providing financial support and training programs

kept within the realm of the IT sector, with workers

Chapter 2 showing that current workers in Indonesia

for graduates.170 A pilot is also being developed by the

outside of this sector having little opportunity to

Ministry of Industry to include new technology concepts

develop their digital expertise. To bridge the current

such as AI and robotics in the educational curriculums

skills gap, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry

of nine senior secondary schools (Sekolah Menengah

(METI) has certified more than 100 practical training

Keujuruan, or SMKs) and 12 polytechnics.171 In January

courses in the fields of IT and data, some of which are

2020, the Ministry of Education and Culture launched

eligible for a subsidy provided by the government.173

Independent Campus, Free Learning (Kampus

In addition, the Information Technology Engineers

Merdeka, Merdeka Belajar), a policy for universities

Examination has been held by METI to evaluate and

to collaborate with industry to create new study

certify digitally skilled professionals across different

programs to ensure that tertiary curriculums reflect

areas. With approximately 600,000 applicants each

industry needs.172 However, a key challenge cited by

year, certificates awarded upon passing these

Indonesian policymakers is educators’ lack of adequate

examinations have been used by workers for career

ICT knowledge, which have stifled government efforts

development and promotion opportunities.174 Another

indicated that the bulk of Japan’s technology talent

to introduce technology into classrooms at the K-12

program that aims to upskill workers through practical

resides in the technology sector, with many of these

level. Another is the continued lack of responsiveness

training and implementing real industry projects is AI

professionals perceiving that non-technology sectors

of higher education curriculums to industry needs

Quest. Through a nine-week program, participants from

are not conducive environments to develop their

– particularly for emerging digital skill needs such

different industry sectors work together to develop

careers (lower wages in these sectors were cited as

as cloud and data skills. As such it is recommended

AI applications to improve business productivity in

one of the key reasons). This has led to the shortage

that a national program be developed for teacher

their respective companies and sectors.175 To further

of digital talents in traditional, non-technology sectors

ICT training – this could include promoting the use of

encourage skill development among digital workers,

such as automobile manufacturing and energy,

EdTech tools in classrooms that could help boost digital

it is recommended that the government expands

hindering them from reaping the benefits of digital

capacities of both teachers and students. At the higher

the availability of short-term, flexible courses as

transformation.176 To address this, it is important to

education level, it is important to ensure adequate

well as longer-term structured programs that are

create viable, attractive opportunities for technology

courses for in-demand skills such as cloud computing

recognized by industry for digital skills such as data

talent to transit into non-technology sectors. That could

and data analytics and modelling. Technology

analytics and cloud computing skills – the digital skills

also help to facilitate greater transfer of knowledge into

professionals could be recruited to teach such skills

projected to be in highest demand in Japan. At the

these sectors, and further broaden Japan’s technology

in institutions.

same time, government and industry experts have

talent base.

today could account for an estimated one-fifth of

168. “Industry 4.0”, or the “Fourth Industrial Revolution” as it is sometimes termed, refers to the application of technologies in cyber-physical systems, the Internet
of Things, Artificial Intelligence, cloud computing and cognitive computing across all industry sectors. Source: K. Schwab. 2017. The Fourth Industrial Revolution.
New York: Currency.
169. Based on consultations with stakeholders of the Government of Indonesian in July 2019.
170. KOMINFO (2020), Digital talent scholarship. Available at: https://digitalent.kominfo.go.id/about
171. Based on consultation with the Ministry of Industry in July 2019.
172. Universitas Negeri Padang (2020), “Merdeka Belajar Merdeka Campus”. Available at: http://www.unp.ac.id/id/akademik/merdeka-belajar-kampus-merdeka

173. Based on interview with Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in August 2020
174. Based on interview with Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in September 2020; Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), “Japan InformationTecnology Engineers Examination”. Available at: https://www.jitec.ipa.go.jp/index-e.html
175. Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) (2020), “Call for Participants in FY2020 “AI Quest” Program Starts”.
Available at: https://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2020/0817_001.html
176. Based on interview with Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in August 2020
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Develop targeted digital skill training programs for

may manage their domestic responsibilities while

providers to develop training programs, particularly in

to thrive in the digital economy, there would need to

middle-aged and senior workers, as well as women.

earning income, women could benefit from learning

basic digital skills. Companies should be encouraged to

be a shift in emphasis from a culture centered on rote

Disenfranchised individuals (those unemployed or

digital skills to conduct home-based businesses and

enhance employees’ autonomy in career development,

learning, towards one that focuses more on developing

involuntarily excluded from the workforce) comprise

freelance work.

and provide personalized training plans as well as

critical and independent thinking, communication

job rotation opportunities to help employees acquire

skills, and leadership attributes.183 A greater focus

new skills.

could be placed on pedagogies involving team-based

an estimated 28 percent of Japan’s future digital
skill training needs to 2025. A large share of these

•

Create sector digital skilling roadmaps and

180

individuals is likely to be women and senior workers.

incentives for employers to upskill their non-

Though the female labor force participation rate in

digital employees. Non-digital workers in Japan are

Japan has increased steadily over the years to become
51 percent in 2019, this is still lower in comparison
With an aging

•

project work, case problem solving, and industry
Create multi-disciplinary programs for digital

fieldwork. A multi-disciplinary approach to learning

estimated to face 17 percent of the country’s future

skills education, and embed data and cloud skills

digital skills, for instance, leveraging technologies to

digital skill training needs to 2025 – the highest across

in higher education curriculums. The Japanese

learn about different subjects, could enable a more

all high-income economies analyzed (see Chapter 2).

government is already pursuing a series of strategies

holistic learning experience. At the higher education

population, the number of elderly employees in the

This has been attributed to the lack of motivation

for digital skills education. A key initiative to address

level, Japan’s graduates appear to be under-prepared

country is increasing, but these individuals often face

on the part of workers, driven by Japan’s culture of

the low rates of digitization of K-12 schools is the

by the education system for job-ready technological

challenges in accessing regular employment, and

lifelong employment. Though critical to contributing

government’s JPY 400 billion (USD 3.7 billion) plan to

skills. Recent research has reflected that 80 percent

with the rate for men (at 72 percent).

177

are often hired as irregular part-time staff.

It is

to the productivity and competitiveness of companies

supply more computers to public elementary and

of Japan’s teachers require ICT training – the highest

recommended that the government develops targeted

in the past, this practice of hiring individuals for life

high schools, with a target to provide at least one

rate seen across OECD economies, and interviewees

nationwide programs for training both groups of

and progressing them based on seniority rather than

computer per student by 2025, as well as financial

in the country conveyed concern about the lack of

people in the digital skills required to access regular

skills gained throughout their career, is no longer

support for setting up high-speed wireless networks for

a robust and high-quality digital skills component in

job opportunities. Digital skill training packages for

fit-for-purpose in the digital era, as it gives rise to

all K-12 schools and introducing educational software

the education system.184 To address this, it may be

senior individuals should cover basic skills in all digital

little incentive for investing skills development.

to classrooms.

competences, and be complemented with practical

Moreover, the lack of a digital skills framework or

been updated to reflect highly sought digital skills in

into the education sector, or for regular knowledge

career guidance and job matching opportunities –

definition in Japan makes it challenging for employers

the workforce, with computer programming being

exchanges between universities and industry. Courses

as seen in Australia’s Career Transition Assistance

to understand the skills required by their workers. It is

made a mandatory subject in elementary schools from

in high-demand digital skills – particularly advanced

program (see Section 3.3). Digital skill training for

thus recommended that Japan creates sector-specific

April 2020.182 At the K-12 level, beyond mandatory

data analytics and cloud computing skills – should have

women should be aimed at tackling the barriers they

digital skilling roadmaps to guide employers and

technology-focused curriculums, however, there is an

a heavy focus in curriculums.

currently face to labor force participation so that they

workers on these skills, and also work with training

emerging consensus that for young people in Japan

178
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177. Sources include: World Bank (2020), “Labor force participation rate, female (% of female population ages 15+””. Available at: https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.TLF.
CACT.FE.ZS?contextual=default&locations=JP; Japan Times (2019), “Japan’s working women top 30 million as jobless rate improves to 2.3%”. Available at: https://www.
japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/07/30/business/economy-business/japans-working-women-top-30-million-jobless-rate-improves-2-3/#.XlXwAygzY2w
178. Japan Times (2019), “Elderly workers: Expectations and challenges”.
Available at: https://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2019/03/26/commentary/japan-commentary/elderly-workers-expectations-challenges/#.XNuV_44zY2w
179. OECD (2018), Working better with Age: Japan. Available at: http://www.oecd.org/els/emp/Working-better-with-age-Japan-EN.pdf
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Educational curriculums have also

important for technology professionals to be recruited

180. Keidanren (2020), Developing Talent for Society 5.0. Available at: https://www.keidanren.or.jp/policy/2020/021_honbun.pdf
181. Sources include: Interview with Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in September 2020; Japan Times (2019), “Japan to drop JPY 400 billion on school
computers and infrastructure projects in wake of tax hike”. Available at: https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/11/22/business/japan-drop-400-billion-school-computersinfrastructure-projects-wake-tax-hike/#.XhZ67UczaUk; Japan Times (2019), “Japan aims to provide one computer to every student by 2025”. Available at: https://www.
japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/06/25/national/japan-aims-provide-one-computer-every-student-2025/#.Xl5EwqgzY2w
182. Atsuko Sano (2019), “Coding will be mandatory in Japan’s primary schools from 2020”. Nikkei Asian Review.
Available at: https://asia.nikkei.com/Economy/Coding-will-be-mandatory-in-Japan-s-primary-schools-from-2020
183. Koichi Hamada (2018), “Education in the digital age”. Japan Times.
Available at: https://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2018/02/26/commentary/japan-commentary/education-digital-age/#.XhhJ8UczaUk
184. OECD (2019), OECD skills outlook 2019: How does Japan compare? Available at: http://www.oecd.org/japan/Skills-Outlook-Japan-EN.pdf
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Develop targeted digital skill training programs for

may manage their domestic responsibilities while

providers to develop training programs, particularly in

to thrive in the digital economy, there would need to

middle-aged and senior workers, as well as women.

earning income, women could benefit from learning

basic digital skills. Companies should be encouraged to

be a shift in emphasis from a culture centered on rote

Disenfranchised individuals (those unemployed or

digital skills to conduct home-based businesses and

enhance employees’ autonomy in career development,

learning, towards one that focuses more on developing

involuntarily excluded from the workforce) comprise

freelance work.

and provide personalized training plans as well as

critical and independent thinking, communication

job rotation opportunities to help employees acquire

skills, and leadership attributes.183 A greater focus

new skills.

could be placed on pedagogies involving team-based

an estimated 28 percent of Japan’s future digital
skill training needs to 2025. A large share of these

•

Create sector digital skilling roadmaps and

180

individuals is likely to be women and senior workers.

incentives for employers to upskill their non-

Though the female labor force participation rate in

digital employees. Non-digital workers in Japan are

Japan has increased steadily over the years to become
51 percent in 2019, this is still lower in comparison
With an aging

•

project work, case problem solving, and industry
Create multi-disciplinary programs for digital

fieldwork. A multi-disciplinary approach to learning

estimated to face 17 percent of the country’s future

skills education, and embed data and cloud skills

digital skills, for instance, leveraging technologies to

digital skill training needs to 2025 – the highest across

in higher education curriculums. The Japanese

learn about different subjects, could enable a more

all high-income economies analyzed (see Chapter 2).

government is already pursuing a series of strategies

holistic learning experience. At the higher education

population, the number of elderly employees in the

This has been attributed to the lack of motivation

for digital skills education. A key initiative to address

level, Japan’s graduates appear to be under-prepared

country is increasing, but these individuals often face

on the part of workers, driven by Japan’s culture of

the low rates of digitization of K-12 schools is the

by the education system for job-ready technological

challenges in accessing regular employment, and

lifelong employment. Though critical to contributing

government’s JPY 400 billion (USD 3.7 billion) plan to

skills. Recent research has reflected that 80 percent

with the rate for men (at 72 percent).

177

are often hired as irregular part-time staff.

It is

to the productivity and competitiveness of companies

supply more computers to public elementary and

of Japan’s teachers require ICT training – the highest

recommended that the government develops targeted

in the past, this practice of hiring individuals for life

high schools, with a target to provide at least one

rate seen across OECD economies, and interviewees

nationwide programs for training both groups of

and progressing them based on seniority rather than

computer per student by 2025, as well as financial

in the country conveyed concern about the lack of

people in the digital skills required to access regular

skills gained throughout their career, is no longer

support for setting up high-speed wireless networks for

a robust and high-quality digital skills component in

job opportunities. Digital skill training packages for

fit-for-purpose in the digital era, as it gives rise to

all K-12 schools and introducing educational software

the education system.184 To address this, it may be

senior individuals should cover basic skills in all digital

little incentive for investing skills development.

to classrooms.

competences, and be complemented with practical

Moreover, the lack of a digital skills framework or

been updated to reflect highly sought digital skills in

into the education sector, or for regular knowledge

career guidance and job matching opportunities –

definition in Japan makes it challenging for employers

the workforce, with computer programming being

exchanges between universities and industry. Courses

as seen in Australia’s Career Transition Assistance

to understand the skills required by their workers. It is

made a mandatory subject in elementary schools from

in high-demand digital skills – particularly advanced

program (see Section 3.3). Digital skill training for

thus recommended that Japan creates sector-specific

April 2020.182 At the K-12 level, beyond mandatory

data analytics and cloud computing skills – should have

women should be aimed at tackling the barriers they

digital skilling roadmaps to guide employers and

technology-focused curriculums, however, there is an

a heavy focus in curriculums.

currently face to labor force participation so that they

workers on these skills, and also work with training

emerging consensus that for young people in Japan

178

179

177. Sources include: World Bank (2020), “Labor force participation rate, female (% of female population ages 15+””. Available at: https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.TLF.
CACT.FE.ZS?contextual=default&locations=JP; Japan Times (2019), “Japan’s working women top 30 million as jobless rate improves to 2.3%”. Available at: https://www.
japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/07/30/business/economy-business/japans-working-women-top-30-million-jobless-rate-improves-2-3/#.XlXwAygzY2w
178. Japan Times (2019), “Elderly workers: Expectations and challenges”.
Available at: https://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2019/03/26/commentary/japan-commentary/elderly-workers-expectations-challenges/#.XNuV_44zY2w
179. OECD (2018), Working better with Age: Japan. Available at: http://www.oecd.org/els/emp/Working-better-with-age-Japan-EN.pdf

181

Educational curriculums have also

important for technology professionals to be recruited

180. Keidanren (2020), Developing Talent for Society 5.0. Available at: https://www.keidanren.or.jp/policy/2020/021_honbun.pdf
181. Sources include: Interview with Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in September 2020; Japan Times (2019), “Japan to drop JPY 400 billion on school
computers and infrastructure projects in wake of tax hike”. Available at: https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/11/22/business/japan-drop-400-billion-school-computersinfrastructure-projects-wake-tax-hike/#.XhZ67UczaUk; Japan Times (2019), “Japan aims to provide one computer to every student by 2025”. Available at: https://www.
japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/06/25/national/japan-aims-provide-one-computer-every-student-2025/#.Xl5EwqgzY2w
182. Atsuko Sano (2019), “Coding will be mandatory in Japan’s primary schools from 2020”. Nikkei Asian Review.
Available at: https://asia.nikkei.com/Economy/Coding-will-be-mandatory-in-Japan-s-primary-schools-from-2020
183. Koichi Hamada (2018), “Education in the digital age”. Japan Times.
Available at: https://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2018/02/26/commentary/japan-commentary/education-digital-age/#.XhhJ8UczaUk
184. OECD (2019), OECD skills outlook 2019: How does Japan compare? Available at: http://www.oecd.org/japan/Skills-Outlook-Japan-EN.pdf
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SINGAPORE

•

To ensure that the current digital skill base of workers

Additional SkillsFuture Credit (Mid-Career Support), a

(MSMEs) in traditional sectors, towards the perspective

is constantly upgraded to take into account new

special credit of SGD 500 (USD 365) for citizens aged

of skilling as a first resort, rather than rely on hiring

Expand the availability of part-time professional

technologies, it is necessary to continually expand the

40 to 60 to spend on 200 career transition programs

external candidates or outsourcing their IT capabilities.

training courses to train current digital workers in

availability of skilling programs that address these skill

to improve their employability.188 Mid-career workers

Singapore could explore the development of incentives

advanced cloud and digital content creation skills.

needs. In particular, advanced cloud computing skills

may also benefit from the government’s SkillsFuture

for companies to develop and utilize in-house digital

Current digitally skilled workers are expected to see

are projected to see the highest growth in skill needs

for Digital Workplace program.189 While this does not

talents. Singapore firms could benefit from technical

the largest skill needs by 2025, at 58 percent of total

by 2025, followed by advanced digital content creation.

specifically target mid-career workers, the two-day

assistance in workforce planning and digital skills

digital skill training needs in Singapore. Singapore has

It is therefore imperative to develop structured skilling

program aims to equip all Singaporeans with the basic

development that are tailored to their employees’

implemented a range of initiatives to deepen the digital

programs and professional training courses to upskill

functional skills needed to thrive in the future economy.

needs, similar to the Digital Skills Bridge program

capabilities of its current skilled workers. For example,

workers in areas such as designing and refining new

Such skills include developing an awareness of the

in Luxembourg.

the Skills Framework for Infocomm Technology was

cloud and hybrid architectures as well as creating

importance of cybersecurity in work applications, and

developed to provide regularly updated information

different forms of original digital content. Singapore

understanding how data and information can be used

on ICT occupations and skills, which helps guide

could also facilitate stronger industry-academia

in work settings. Beyond these initiatives, there is scope

of digital skills education and embed cloud and

workforce training efforts in both technology as well

partnerships in order to develop new expertise in

for further support, particularly in developing baseline

cybersecurity skills as key components in tertiary

these fields.

digital skills for mature-aged individuals. Singapore

curriculums. Future workers are estimated to

could develop targeted skilling programs aimed at

constitute 7 percent of the country’s total digital skill

as non-technology sectors.

185

The country has also

offered structured upskilling programs to improve the

•

•

Incorporate creative thinking as an integral part

Incentivize companies to train mid-career workers

equipping middle-aged citizens with important digital

training needs by 2025. The government has recently

For instance, the AI Apprenticeship Program (AIAP) was

without digital skills on basic digital skills.

skillsets required by industry. Companies could be

announced the National Digital Literacy Program

launched to deepen the capabilities of local AI talents

Disenfranchised individuals are expected to account

incentivized to conduct these trainings in-house or

which aims to equip students with digital skills at

and enhance their career opportunities. Through a

for 18 percent of the country’s total digital skill training

via certified training providers. For example, training

different stages of their education journey in four

nine-month full-time apprenticeship, participants

needs by 2025 – the second-highest share among the

courses on how to communicate and collaborate

aspects - “Find”, “Think”, “Apply” and “Create”.191 While

are provided with a series of intensive training and

four worker types. Of the total working-age population

with others using digital mediums will be essential for

these are significant efforts to develop digital skills of

exposure to a real-world AI project. The program has

who are unemployed or excluded from the labor force,

middle-aged workers across different sectors. In the

future workers, there are concerns that a traditionally

seen positive results, with most participants being able

56 percent are middle-aged individuals above the age

technology and education sectors, the ability to use

strong focus on rote learning in the education

to secure employment even before their graduation.

of 45.

basic software and hardware at work is an important

system could inhibit students’ adaptive learning and

skillset that workers will need to acquire.

creative thinking capabilities, which are important in

proficiency level of workers in existing competences.

186

187

The government has recently launched the

•

the context of an evolving technological landscape.
Provide incentives to shift employers’ mindset

To address these challenges, it would be critical for

towards skilling as a first resort. The projected digital

Singapore to double down on its efforts to pursue

skill training needs for current non-digitally skilled

digital skills education through a multi-disciplinary

workers are estimated to account for 17 percent of

approach. Beyond the National Digital Literacy

total digital skill training needs by 2025. Singapore

Program which seeks to introduce digital skills learning

has placed a strong emphasis on building the digital

across different subjects, it would also be crucial for

capabilities of these workers. Through the SkillsFuture

Singapore to incorporate creative thinking throughout

initiative, Singaporeans are given up to SGD 1,500

these lessons – with students being encouraged to

(USD 1,095) in credits to enroll in courses to reskill and

innovate on new solutions and products through

upskill themselves in a range of competences, including

digital tools (similar to Finland’s phenomenon-based

data literacy, cloud computing, and digital problem-

teaching and learning – see Section 3.3). At the tertiary

solving. The government also offers direct subsidies to

education level, there is scope to introduce cloud

employers that sponsor training for their employees,

and cybersecurity courses across different subjects

with higher incentives being awarded for courses that

in universities and polytechnics – similar to how data

have attained professional qualifications, as well as for

competences and computational thinking lessons have

companies below a certain size.

190

185. SkillsFuture Singapore (2020), “Skills framework for Infocomm technology”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/skills-framework/ict#:~:text=The%20Skills%20
Framework%20(SFw)%20is,Professional%20Services%20Industry%20Manpower%20Plan.
186. AI Singapore (2020), AI Apprenticeship Program. Available at: https://www.aisingapore.org/industryinnovation/aiap/
187. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/

While businesses

recently been introduced as mandatory elements in

have been provided with support in the form of

polytechnic curriculums.192 This will be crucial given

subsidy, there is still a need to shift their mindset,

the rising importance of digital security and cloud skills

particularly micro, small, and medium enterprises

across sectors.

188. SkillsFuture (2020), “Additional SkillsFuture Credit (Mid-Career Support)”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/enhancedsubsidy
189. SkillsFuture (2020), “SkillsFuture for Digital Workplace”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/digitalworkplace#whatisit
190. SkillsFuture SG (2019), “Funding support for employers”.
Available at: https://www.ssg.gov.sg/programmes-and-initiatives/funding/funding-for-employer-based-training.html
191. Ministry of Education (2020), “Strengthening Digital Literacy”.
Available at: https://www.moe.gov.sg/microsites/cos2020/refreshing-our-curriculum/strengthen-digital-literacy.html
192. Ministry of Education (2020), “Infosheet on strengthening digital literacy”.
Available at: https://www.moe.gov.sg/docs/default-source/document/media/press/2020/infosheet-on-strengthening-digital-literacy.pdf
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SINGAPORE
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To ensure that the current digital skill base of workers

Additional SkillsFuture Credit (Mid-Career Support), a

(MSMEs) in traditional sectors, towards the perspective

is constantly upgraded to take into account new

special credit of SGD 500 (USD 365) for citizens aged

of skilling as a first resort, rather than rely on hiring

Expand the availability of part-time professional

technologies, it is necessary to continually expand the

40 to 60 to spend on 200 career transition programs

external candidates or outsourcing their IT capabilities.

training courses to train current digital workers in

availability of skilling programs that address these skill

to improve their employability.188 Mid-career workers

Singapore could explore the development of incentives

advanced cloud and digital content creation skills.

needs. In particular, advanced cloud computing skills

may also benefit from the government’s SkillsFuture

for companies to develop and utilize in-house digital

Current digitally skilled workers are expected to see

are projected to see the highest growth in skill needs

for Digital Workplace program.189 While this does not

talents. Singapore firms could benefit from technical

the largest skill needs by 2025, at 58 percent of total

by 2025, followed by advanced digital content creation.

specifically target mid-career workers, the two-day

assistance in workforce planning and digital skills

digital skill training needs in Singapore. Singapore has

It is therefore imperative to develop structured skilling

program aims to equip all Singaporeans with the basic

development that are tailored to their employees’

implemented a range of initiatives to deepen the digital

programs and professional training courses to upskill

functional skills needed to thrive in the future economy.

needs, similar to the Digital Skills Bridge program

capabilities of its current skilled workers. For example,

workers in areas such as designing and refining new

Such skills include developing an awareness of the

in Luxembourg.

the Skills Framework for Infocomm Technology was

cloud and hybrid architectures as well as creating

importance of cybersecurity in work applications, and

developed to provide regularly updated information

different forms of original digital content. Singapore

understanding how data and information can be used

on ICT occupations and skills, which helps guide

could also facilitate stronger industry-academia

in work settings. Beyond these initiatives, there is scope

of digital skills education and embed cloud and

workforce training efforts in both technology as well

partnerships in order to develop new expertise in

for further support, particularly in developing baseline

cybersecurity skills as key components in tertiary

these fields.

digital skills for mature-aged individuals. Singapore

curriculums. Future workers are estimated to

could develop targeted skilling programs aimed at

constitute 7 percent of the country’s total digital skill

as non-technology sectors.

185

The country has also

offered structured upskilling programs to improve the

•

•

Incorporate creative thinking as an integral part

Incentivize companies to train mid-career workers

equipping middle-aged citizens with important digital

training needs by 2025. The government has recently

For instance, the AI Apprenticeship Program (AIAP) was

without digital skills on basic digital skills.

skillsets required by industry. Companies could be

announced the National Digital Literacy Program

launched to deepen the capabilities of local AI talents

Disenfranchised individuals are expected to account

incentivized to conduct these trainings in-house or

which aims to equip students with digital skills at

and enhance their career opportunities. Through a

for 18 percent of the country’s total digital skill training

via certified training providers. For example, training

different stages of their education journey in four

nine-month full-time apprenticeship, participants

needs by 2025 – the second-highest share among the

courses on how to communicate and collaborate

aspects - “Find”, “Think”, “Apply” and “Create”.191 While

are provided with a series of intensive training and

four worker types. Of the total working-age population

with others using digital mediums will be essential for

these are significant efforts to develop digital skills of

exposure to a real-world AI project. The program has

who are unemployed or excluded from the labor force,

middle-aged workers across different sectors. In the

future workers, there are concerns that a traditionally

seen positive results, with most participants being able

56 percent are middle-aged individuals above the age

technology and education sectors, the ability to use

strong focus on rote learning in the education

to secure employment even before their graduation.

of 45.

basic software and hardware at work is an important

system could inhibit students’ adaptive learning and

skillset that workers will need to acquire.

creative thinking capabilities, which are important in

proficiency level of workers in existing competences.

186

187

The government has recently launched the

•

the context of an evolving technological landscape.
Provide incentives to shift employers’ mindset

To address these challenges, it would be critical for

towards skilling as a first resort. The projected digital

Singapore to double down on its efforts to pursue

skill training needs for current non-digitally skilled

digital skills education through a multi-disciplinary

workers are estimated to account for 17 percent of

approach. Beyond the National Digital Literacy

total digital skill training needs by 2025. Singapore

Program which seeks to introduce digital skills learning

has placed a strong emphasis on building the digital

across different subjects, it would also be crucial for

capabilities of these workers. Through the SkillsFuture

Singapore to incorporate creative thinking throughout

initiative, Singaporeans are given up to SGD 1,500

these lessons – with students being encouraged to

(USD 1,095) in credits to enroll in courses to reskill and

innovate on new solutions and products through

upskill themselves in a range of competences, including

digital tools (similar to Finland’s phenomenon-based

data literacy, cloud computing, and digital problem-

teaching and learning – see Section 3.3). At the tertiary

solving. The government also offers direct subsidies to

education level, there is scope to introduce cloud

employers that sponsor training for their employees,

and cybersecurity courses across different subjects

with higher incentives being awarded for courses that

in universities and polytechnics – similar to how data

have attained professional qualifications, as well as for

competences and computational thinking lessons have

companies below a certain size.

190

185. SkillsFuture Singapore (2020), “Skills framework for Infocomm technology”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/skills-framework/ict#:~:text=The%20Skills%20
Framework%20(SFw)%20is,Professional%20Services%20Industry%20Manpower%20Plan.
186. AI Singapore (2020), AI Apprenticeship Program. Available at: https://www.aisingapore.org/industryinnovation/aiap/
187. International Labor Organization (2020), ILOSTAT. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/

While businesses

recently been introduced as mandatory elements in

have been provided with support in the form of

polytechnic curriculums.192 This will be crucial given

subsidy, there is still a need to shift their mindset,

the rising importance of digital security and cloud skills

particularly micro, small, and medium enterprises

across sectors.

188. SkillsFuture (2020), “Additional SkillsFuture Credit (Mid-Career Support)”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/enhancedsubsidy
189. SkillsFuture (2020), “SkillsFuture for Digital Workplace”. Available at: https://www.skillsfuture.sg/digitalworkplace#whatisit
190. SkillsFuture SG (2019), “Funding support for employers”.
Available at: https://www.ssg.gov.sg/programmes-and-initiatives/funding/funding-for-employer-based-training.html
191. Ministry of Education (2020), “Strengthening Digital Literacy”.
Available at: https://www.moe.gov.sg/microsites/cos2020/refreshing-our-curriculum/strengthen-digital-literacy.html
192. Ministry of Education (2020), “Infosheet on strengthening digital literacy”.
Available at: https://www.moe.gov.sg/docs/default-source/document/media/press/2020/infosheet-on-strengthening-digital-literacy.pdf
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SOUTH KOREA

•

skills. Almost 30 percent of South Korea’s future digital

higher education curriculums. South Korea has one

skill training needs to 2025 could be accounted for by

of the most tech-savvy student populations globally.

Stimulate demand for wide range of training

disenfranchised or unemployed individuals without

For example, the country was ranked second globally

courses available through incentives for digital

basic digital skills. To address this digital divide, the

in the OECD’s PISA assessment in 2018 for digital

workers to pursue digital upskilling opportunities

Korean government implemented targeted subsidies

competence.200 This has been enabled by a range of

while working. Current digital workers in South

and regular monitoring of digital skills performance

digital skilling opportunities provided to students both

Korea are projected to account for almost half of the

in different segments of the population. In 2018,

within and outside of educational curriculums. A key

country’s total forecasted digital skill training needs

the government issued lifelong learning vouchers

policy is the SMART Education Policy, which, launched

to 2025 – the largest share across all worker types.

containing a collective value of KRW 2.4 billion (USD

in 2005, introduced technology to South Korean

Ensuring that these workers get access to the training

2 million) for 5,000 underprivileged Koreans, with the

classrooms by facilitating the use of digital teaching

they need is already a key priority of the South Korean

aim of helping to defray the cost of online courses

materials such as online courses and digital textbooks,

government. A prominent national strategy is the

for individuals from low-income backgrounds.195

as well as IT training for teachers.201 At the higher

Life-Long Learning Promotion Plan (2018-2022), under

This program is planned to be scaled up to reach

education level, to increase the quality and quantity

which a series of online learning platforms has been

over 45,000 Koreans by 2022.196 The government

of computer science undergraduates, the government

established to upskill the population in a range of

also launched a publicly accessible Digital Divide

also recently provided up to USD 2 million in annual

different skills, including digital. A key platform is the

Index in 2012. The annual index is meant to help

grants to support local universities to improve the

Korean Massive Open Online Courses (K-MOOC); since

the government to take stock of the effectiveness

quality of computer science university education.202

its launch in 2015, over 1,700 accredited courses at the

of its initiatives to reduce digital exclusion for at-risk

Outside of the core curriculum, the government has

higher education level have been developed through

groups in society.

partnerships with local universities, with a significant

the working age population that is unemployed or

that nurture talent in specific digital fields. One such

share of them focused on advanced digital courses

outside the labor force over the age of 45, it is critical

initiative is the Innovative Growing Youth Talent

such as machine learning, AI navigation and perception,

that more focus be devoted to these individuals.

Concentration Project, which aims to cultivate talent

In addition, the

However, with more than half of

collaborated with industry partners to launch programs

Digital skill training packages could be developed for

in emerging technology areas including AI, blockchain,

Ministry of Education in South Korea runs a Distance

senior individuals to adapt to new ways of working in a

fintech, big data, augmented and virtual reality, “smart

University Education program, in which workers have

digitized economy. These packages should cover basic

factory” technologies, autonomous transportation,

the option to take university courses in new ICT skills

skills in all digital competences – since all will be crucial

and drone technology.203 Beyond technology-focused

– and upon the completion of such programs, are

in the workplace (as outlined in Chapter 2). They should

awarded degrees.194 However, the take-up rate of these

also be complemented with practical career guidance

which includes improving education and vocational

is an emerging consensus that for youth to thrive in

skilling options tend to be low. This has been attributed

and job matching opportunities – as seen in Australia’s

training programs to equip workers with skills for the

the future digital economy, there would also need

to a lack of motivation and incentives to pursue such

Career Transition Assistance program (see Section 3.3).

future.199 However, there appears to be a gap in basic

to be a strong focus on developing foundational

and mathematics for data scientists.

193

curriculums and training programs, however, there

digital skill training options for non-digital workers.

skills such as computational thinking, which refers

Work with training providers to develop more

The government could work with training providers to

to the ability to approach complex problems and

solutions such as facilitating the development of

courses for basic digital skill training that non-

develop more training programs in basic digital skills.

systemically develop solutions to them (as a computer

more training portals and options, it is also important

digital workers could pursue. Non-digitally skilled

To ensure that non-digital workers are made aware

would).204 Such skills have been demonstrated to be

for the government to stimulate demand for such

workers in South Korea today are projected to account

of such options, the government could work with

foundationally important for students to adapt to and

training. Possible ways to do this are creating career

for 16 percent of the country’s total digital skill

employers (particularly in non-technology sectors) to

manage different types of software, and would likely

progression guidelines that recognize training efforts

training requirements by 2025. The government has

identify employees to take part in such programs. As

serve them better in their future careers when the

as key milestones for career development, mandated

established the National Lifelong Learning Portal to

part of these engagements, employers should also

technology landscape would have inevitably evolved

time-off for training, or subsidizing employers on wage

promote participation in lifelong education and skills

be informed of the potential productivity benefits of

from when they were students. At the higher education

costs incurred during employee training (as has been

development. The portal provides personalized services

digitally skilling their employees.

level, it would be critical to ensure that curriculums

pursued in Singapore, see Section 3.3).

for learners and free high-quality educational content

training – in part driven by rigid career development
pathways in Korean enterprises. Beyond supply-side

•

197

•

that can be accessed online at any time.198 In addition,

•

embed potentially in-demand skills – in particular,
Inculcate a strong focus on foundational digital

advanced cloud computing (e.g., cloud architecture

Develop targeted training programs for middle-

the government’s COVID-19 policy response package

skills in K-12 education, and include cloud

design) and digital content creation skills (e.g., web

aged or senior individuals lacking basic digital

has a focus on developing “stronger safety nets”,

computing and digital content creation courses in

development, programming).

193. K-MOOC (2020), “Courses”. Available at: http://www.kmooc.kr/courses
194. Ministry of Education, South Korea, “Lifelong education”. Available at: http://english.moe.go.kr/sub/info.do?m=020107&s=english
195. National Institute for Lifelong Education (2018), 2018 Lifelong Learning in Korea.
Available at: http://cradall.org/sites/default/files/2018%20Lifelong%20Learning%20in%20Korea%20Vol.1.pdf
196. National Institute for Lifelong Education (2018), 2018 Lifelong Learning in Korea.
Available at: http://cradall.org/sites/default/files/2018%20Lifelong%20Learning%20in%20Korea%20Vol.1.pdf
197. These include six at-risk groups: people with disabilities, the elderly, individuals from low-income backgrounds, refugees, marriage migrants, and farmers and
fishermen. See: UNESCO (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative indicators?.
Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
198. Government Strategy Department (2019), A Study on Structures to support Continuous Learning – International Benchlearning.
Available at: http://julkaisut.valtioneuvosto.fi/bitstream/handle/10024/161392/18-2019%20Jatkuvan%20oppimisen%20rakenteet%20raportti%202.pdf

199. Ministry of Economy and Finance (2020), “Government announces overview of Korean New Deal”.
Available at: https://english.moef.go.kr/pc/selectTbPressCenterDtl.do?boardCd=N0001&seq=4940
200. PISA (2012), “PISA Digital Skills”. Available at: https://www.compareyourcountry.org/pisa-digital?cr=oecd&lg=en&page=0&visited=1
201. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative indicators? United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library. Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
202. Kim et al. (2017), “Korea’s software education initiative”. Available at: https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3151759.3151800?download=true
203. OpenGov (2018), “South Korea launches inaugural Innovative Growth Youth Talent Concentration Training Program”.
Available at: https://www.opengovasia.com/south-korea-launches-inaugural-innovative-growth-youth-talent-concentration-training-program/
204. So et al. (2018), “Computational Thinking Education in the Asian Pacific Region”. Available at: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40299-019-00494-w
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193. K-MOOC (2020), “Courses”. Available at: http://www.kmooc.kr/courses
194. Ministry of Education, South Korea, “Lifelong education”. Available at: http://english.moe.go.kr/sub/info.do?m=020107&s=english
195. National Institute for Lifelong Education (2018), 2018 Lifelong Learning in Korea.
Available at: http://cradall.org/sites/default/files/2018%20Lifelong%20Learning%20in%20Korea%20Vol.1.pdf
196. National Institute for Lifelong Education (2018), 2018 Lifelong Learning in Korea.
Available at: http://cradall.org/sites/default/files/2018%20Lifelong%20Learning%20in%20Korea%20Vol.1.pdf
197. These include six at-risk groups: people with disabilities, the elderly, individuals from low-income backgrounds, refugees, marriage migrants, and farmers and
fishermen. See: UNESCO (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative indicators?.
Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
198. Government Strategy Department (2019), A Study on Structures to support Continuous Learning – International Benchlearning.
Available at: http://julkaisut.valtioneuvosto.fi/bitstream/handle/10024/161392/18-2019%20Jatkuvan%20oppimisen%20rakenteet%20raportti%202.pdf

199. Ministry of Economy and Finance (2020), “Government announces overview of Korean New Deal”.
Available at: https://english.moef.go.kr/pc/selectTbPressCenterDtl.do?boardCd=N0001&seq=4940
200. PISA (2012), “PISA Digital Skills”. Available at: https://www.compareyourcountry.org/pisa-digital?cr=oecd&lg=en&page=0&visited=1
201. Simon Fau and Yasmeen Moreau (2018), Managing tomorrow’s digital skills: what conclusions can we draw from international comparative indicators? United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Digital Library. Available at: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261853
202. Kim et al. (2017), “Korea’s software education initiative”. Available at: https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3151759.3151800?download=true
203. OpenGov (2018), “South Korea launches inaugural Innovative Growth Youth Talent Concentration Training Program”.
Available at: https://www.opengovasia.com/south-korea-launches-inaugural-innovative-growth-youth-talent-concentration-training-program/
204. So et al. (2018), “Computational Thinking Education in the Asian Pacific Region”. Available at: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40299-019-00494-w
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1.

APAC DIGITAL SKILLS INDEX

The APAC Digital Skills Index was developed to score

On the other hand, competence-specific scores reflect

and rank the six focus countries’ current digital skills

the share of the workforce applying each competence

performance against each other. This index comprises

area at work. These were derived by multiplying (1) the

two components: a combined index which reflects the

share of the country’s digitally skilled workforce that apply

share of the workforce applying digital skills today, and

skills in each competence area at work today, by (2) the

an advanced digital skills sub-index which reflects the

share of the country’s full workforce that are digitally

share of the workforce applying advanced digital skills

skilled (i.e., the overall country score). (1) was derived

today (Exhibit A1). Each component consists of two types

based on the share of respondents in the “Digital Skills

of scores for each country: a country score reflecting

Worker Survey 2020” who indicated that they apply the

the country’s overall digital skill utilization, and eight

certain competence at work. Conducted in the six focus

competence-specific scores reflecting the country’s

countries, this survey had a total of 3,196 responses,

digital skill utilization for each competence.

with an even spread of between 512 and 547 responses
in each country. The sample size of respondents in each

COMBINED SKILLS INDEX

country is statistically significant based on the size of the
total workforce in the country, at a 95 percent confidence

The overall country scores under this index reflect

level – the level typically adopted by researchers.

the share of the workforce applying digital skills today.
These were derived from two data sources: the OECD’s

ADVANCED DIGITAL SKILLS SUB-INDEX

Survey of Adult Skills or Program for the International
Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) for countries

The overall country scores under this index reflect the

where this data was available; and estimated from

share of the workforce who apply advanced digital skills in

national statistics for countries where PIAAC data was

at least four competence areas (i.e., half of all competence

not available.

areas) today. Advanced skills refer to skills which are
either at the “integrator” or “innovator” proficiency level.

• OECD PIAAC data: Available for Australia, Singapore,

These overall country scores were derived by multiplying

South Korea, and Japan, data on the share of the

(1) the share of the country’s digitally skilled workforce

workforce applying a moderate level of digital skills at

that apply advanced skills in at least four competence

work was utilized as the overall country score for the

areas, by (2) the share of the country’s full workforce that

combined index;

is digitally skilled. (1) was derived based on the share of

205

respondents in the survey who indicated that they apply
• National statistics on use of computers in the

advanced skills in at least four competences, while (2) is

population: In the absence of official data on the

the overall country score under the combined index.

share of the workforce that apply digital skills in their
jobs, national statistics on computer use in Indonesia

On the other hand, competence-specific scores reflect

and India were leveraged to estimate these shares

the share of the workforce that apply advanced skills in

for both countries. For India, data on the shares of

each competence area. These scores were derived by

the working-age population by different age groups

multiplying (1) the share of the country’s digitally skilled

using computers were multiplied by the shares of the

workforce that apply advanced skills in the competence

overall population represented by the age group.

area, by (2) the share of the country’s full workforce that

For Indonesia, data on the shares of the population

are digitally skilled. (1) was derived based on the share of

who use computers in urban and rural areas were

respondents in the survey who indicated that they apply

multiplied by the shares of the overall population in

advanced skills in the certain competence at work, while

both areas.

(2) is the overall country score under the combined index.

206

APPENDIX:
METHODOLOGY

207

205. OECD PIAAC Survey of Adult Skills. Available at: https://www.oecd.org/skills/piaac/. In the PIAAC survey, a “moderate” level of computer use was defined as one having
the ability to use computers for, at a minimum, word processing, spreadsheets or database management.
206. Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation, India (2014), Education in India.
Available at: http://mospi.nic.in/sites/default/files/publication_reports/nss_rep_575.pdf
207. Although Indonesia is included under the OECD Survey of Adult Skills (PIAAC), the data was not used as the survey conducted only in Jakarta; the findings would
hence unlikely be representative of the full country. Source: OECD (2016), Skills matter: further results from the survey of adult of skills, Jakarta (Indonesia). Available at:
https://www.oecd.org/skills/piaac/Skills-Matter-Jakarta-Indonesia.pdf. Sources to estimate the share of the workforce applying digital skills in Indonesia include: Statista
(2020), “Share of population using a computer in Indonesia, 2018, by area”. Available at: https://www.statista.com/statistics/1084007/indonesia-share-of-population-usinga-computer-by-area/#:~:text=In%202018%2C%20approximately%2025.85%20percent,the%20internet%20is%20still%20increasing.
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EXHIBIT A1:
THE “APAC DIGITAL SKILLS INDEX” COMPRISES AN OVERALL SKILLS INDEX AND A SUB-INDEX

TABLE A1: ESTIMATING THE NUMBER OF WORKERS APPLYING DIGITAL SKILLS IN 2025
ASSUMPTIONS FOR 2025
DESCRIPTION

COMPONENTS OF
THE “APAC DIGITAL
SKILLS INDEX”

WHAT DOES THE
SCORE IN EACH
COMPONENT
ILLUSTRATE?

DATA SOURCES

OVERALL DIGITAL
SKILLS INDEX SCORE

Share of the workforce applying
digital skills at work1

• OECD Survey of Adult Skills (PIAAC)
• National workforce statistics

ADVANCED DIGITAL SKILLS
SUB-INDEX SCORE

“Business-as-usual” scenario

“Digital leadership” scenario

Current digitally
skilled workers

Today’s (2020) digitally skilled workers, less the share expected to retire by 2025

•

Digital Skills
Worker Survey
2020208

Future workers

Total number of tertiary graduates209
between 2020 and 2025 multiplied by
the country’s current youth labor force
participation and employment rates

•

United Nations
Educational,
Scientific
and Cultural
Organization
(UNESCO)212

•

International
Labor
Organization
(ILO)213

•

International
Labor
Organization
(ILO)215

•

Digital Skills
Worker Survey
2020216

•

International
Labor
Organization
(ILO)218

Total number of tertiary graduates210
between 2020 and 2025, multiplied by
the highest youth labor participation
and employment rates seen across the
six countries211

Share of the workforce applying
advanced digital skills at work2

• Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020

1. Includes skills at all proficiency levels except “digital learner”
2. Advanced digital skills refer to both “integrator” and “innovator”-level skills
SOURCE: AlphaBeta analysis

Current
non-digitally
skilled workers

Disenfranchised
workers

2. ASSESSING DIGITAL SKILL TRENDS TODAY (2020)
AND IN THE FUTURE (2025)
Digital skill utilization trends today (based on 2020) were

workers applying the specific skill, as derived from the

assessed through an estimation of the share and number

workforce survey for the country.

DATA
SOURCE/S

Country’s forecasted share of today’s
(2020) non-digitally skilled workers who
are expected to require digital skills by
2025 in order to perform their current
jobs, less the share expected to retire
by 2025

Highest share of today’s (2020)
non-digitally skilled workers who are
expected to require digital skills by
2025 in order to perform their current
jobs seen across six countries,214 less
the share expected to retire by 2025

Forecasted working-age population
that is unemployed or excluded from
the labor force in 2025, multiplied by
the country’s current employment-topopulation ratio

Forecasted working-age population
that is unemployed or excluded from
the labor force in 2025, multiplied by
the highest employment-to-population
ratio seen across the six countries217

of each country’s workers who apply digital skills in their
jobs today. On the other hand, future digital skill needs
were forecasted through an estimation of the number of

2B. FORECASTING FUTURE DIGITAL SKILL
NEEDS (2025)

workers requiring to apply digital skills in order to perform
their jobs in five years’ time (2025), based on the expected

The required number of digital skill trainings between

pace of technological change. These trends were analyzed

2020 and 2025 was forecasted under two scenarios:

at a broad level (for digital skills overall), and at a granular

the “business-as-usual” (“BAU”) and “digital leadership”

level (for each specific digital skill). In order to meet the

scenarios. Both scenarios differ on how the two

forecasted future digital skill needs by 2025, the quantity

dimensions were modelled: (1) the number of workers

of skill trainings required between 2020 and 2025 were

who require to apply digital skills in 2025, and (2) the

also estimated for each country.

nature of their digital skill requirements in 2025. Under
the “BAU” scenario, both dimensions were estimated

2A. ASSESSING DIGITAL SKILL UTILIZATION
TODAY (2020)

based on the country’s current or forecasted trends, while
under the “digital leadership” scenario, both dimensions
were estimated based on “best-in-class” trends – i.e., the

The number of workers in each country applying each

best performance exhibited across the six focus countries.

digital skill today was derived by multiplying the number

Tables A1 and A2 reflect how each dimension was

of digitally skilled workers in the country by the share of

modelled under each scenario.

208. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea. The share of current
digitally skilled workers expected to retire by 2025 was estimated based on the share of survey respondents who indicated they were 60 years old and above in 2020.
209. This includes graduates from both technical and vocational educational training (TVET) institutions and universities. Source: United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization-Institute of Statistics (UNESCO-UIS), “Tertiary graduates by level of education”. Available at: http://data.uis.unesco.org/
210. This includes graduates from both technical and vocational educational training (TVET) institutions and universities. Source: United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization-Institute of Statistics (UNESCO-UIS), “Tertiary graduates by level of education”. Available at: http://data.uis.unesco.org/
211. The highest youth labor force participation and employment rates seen in the six countries were 98% (Singapore) and 95% (Japan) respectively in 2019. Source:
International Labor Organization (2020), “Unemployment rate by sex and age -- ILO modelled estimates, Nov. 2019 (%)” and “Labor force participation rate by sex, age and
education (%)”. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
212. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization-Institute of Statistics (UNESCO-UIS), “Tertiary graduates by level of education”.
Available at: http://data.uis.unesco.org/
213. International Labor Organization, “ILOSTAT”. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
214. The highest share seen across the six countries was for India, at 60%. Source: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020.
215. International Labor Organization, “ILOSTAT”. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
216. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea. The share of non-digitally
skilled workers who were expected to require digital skills by 2025 in order to perform their current jobs was estimated based on the share of respondents who indicated
that they did not apply skills across competences today (in 2020), but would “highly likely” require those skills in order to perform their jobs in 2025, of the total number
who indicated they did not apply those skills today. The share of current digitally skilled workers expected to retire by 2025 was estimated based on the share of survey
respondents who indicated they were 60 years old and above in 2020.
217. The highest overall employment to working-age population ratio seen in the six countries was 66% (Australia) in 2019. Source: International Labor Organization (2020),
“Employment-to-population ratio by sex and age”. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
218. International Labor Organization, “ILOSTAT”. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
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EXHIBIT A1:
THE “APAC DIGITAL SKILLS INDEX” COMPRISES AN OVERALL SKILLS INDEX AND A SUB-INDEX

TABLE A1: ESTIMATING THE NUMBER OF WORKERS APPLYING DIGITAL SKILLS IN 2025
ASSUMPTIONS FOR 2025
DESCRIPTION

COMPONENTS OF
THE “APAC DIGITAL
SKILLS INDEX”

WHAT DOES THE
SCORE IN EACH
COMPONENT
ILLUSTRATE?

DATA SOURCES

OVERALL DIGITAL
SKILLS INDEX SCORE

Share of the workforce applying
digital skills at work1

• OECD Survey of Adult Skills (PIAAC)
• National workforce statistics

ADVANCED DIGITAL SKILLS
SUB-INDEX SCORE

“Business-as-usual” scenario

“Digital leadership” scenario

Current digitally
skilled workers

Today’s (2020) digitally skilled workers, less the share expected to retire by 2025

•

Digital Skills
Worker Survey
2020208

Future workers

Total number of tertiary graduates209
between 2020 and 2025 multiplied by
the country’s current youth labor force
participation and employment rates

•

United Nations
Educational,
Scientific
and Cultural
Organization
(UNESCO)212

•

International
Labor
Organization
(ILO)213

•

International
Labor
Organization
(ILO)215

•

Digital Skills
Worker Survey
2020216

•

International
Labor
Organization
(ILO)218

Total number of tertiary graduates210
between 2020 and 2025, multiplied by
the highest youth labor participation
and employment rates seen across the
six countries211

Share of the workforce applying
advanced digital skills at work2

• Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020

1. Includes skills at all proficiency levels except “digital learner”
2. Advanced digital skills refer to both “integrator” and “innovator”-level skills
SOURCE: AlphaBeta analysis

Current
non-digitally
skilled workers

Disenfranchised
workers

2. ASSESSING DIGITAL SKILL TRENDS TODAY (2020)
AND IN THE FUTURE (2025)
Digital skill utilization trends today (based on 2020) were

workers applying the specific skill, as derived from the

assessed through an estimation of the share and number

workforce survey for the country.

DATA
SOURCE/S

Country’s forecasted share of today’s
(2020) non-digitally skilled workers who
are expected to require digital skills by
2025 in order to perform their current
jobs, less the share expected to retire
by 2025

Highest share of today’s (2020)
non-digitally skilled workers who are
expected to require digital skills by
2025 in order to perform their current
jobs seen across six countries,214 less
the share expected to retire by 2025

Forecasted working-age population
that is unemployed or excluded from
the labor force in 2025, multiplied by
the country’s current employment-topopulation ratio

Forecasted working-age population
that is unemployed or excluded from
the labor force in 2025, multiplied by
the highest employment-to-population
ratio seen across the six countries217

of each country’s workers who apply digital skills in their
jobs today. On the other hand, future digital skill needs
were forecasted through an estimation of the number of

2B. FORECASTING FUTURE DIGITAL SKILL
NEEDS (2025)

workers requiring to apply digital skills in order to perform
their jobs in five years’ time (2025), based on the expected

The required number of digital skill trainings between

pace of technological change. These trends were analyzed

2020 and 2025 was forecasted under two scenarios:

at a broad level (for digital skills overall), and at a granular

the “business-as-usual” (“BAU”) and “digital leadership”

level (for each specific digital skill). In order to meet the

scenarios. Both scenarios differ on how the two

forecasted future digital skill needs by 2025, the quantity

dimensions were modelled: (1) the number of workers

of skill trainings required between 2020 and 2025 were

who require to apply digital skills in 2025, and (2) the

also estimated for each country.

nature of their digital skill requirements in 2025. Under
the “BAU” scenario, both dimensions were estimated

2A. ASSESSING DIGITAL SKILL UTILIZATION
TODAY (2020)

based on the country’s current or forecasted trends, while
under the “digital leadership” scenario, both dimensions
were estimated based on “best-in-class” trends – i.e., the

The number of workers in each country applying each

best performance exhibited across the six focus countries.

digital skill today was derived by multiplying the number

Tables A1 and A2 reflect how each dimension was

of digitally skilled workers in the country by the share of

modelled under each scenario.

208. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea. The share of current
digitally skilled workers expected to retire by 2025 was estimated based on the share of survey respondents who indicated they were 60 years old and above in 2020.
209. This includes graduates from both technical and vocational educational training (TVET) institutions and universities. Source: United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization-Institute of Statistics (UNESCO-UIS), “Tertiary graduates by level of education”. Available at: http://data.uis.unesco.org/
210. This includes graduates from both technical and vocational educational training (TVET) institutions and universities. Source: United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization-Institute of Statistics (UNESCO-UIS), “Tertiary graduates by level of education”. Available at: http://data.uis.unesco.org/
211. The highest youth labor force participation and employment rates seen in the six countries were 98% (Singapore) and 95% (Japan) respectively in 2019. Source:
International Labor Organization (2020), “Unemployment rate by sex and age -- ILO modelled estimates, Nov. 2019 (%)” and “Labor force participation rate by sex, age and
education (%)”. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
212. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization-Institute of Statistics (UNESCO-UIS), “Tertiary graduates by level of education”.
Available at: http://data.uis.unesco.org/
213. International Labor Organization, “ILOSTAT”. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
214. The highest share seen across the six countries was for India, at 60%. Source: Digital Skills Worker Survey 2020.
215. International Labor Organization, “ILOSTAT”. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
216. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea. The share of non-digitally
skilled workers who were expected to require digital skills by 2025 in order to perform their current jobs was estimated based on the share of respondents who indicated
that they did not apply skills across competences today (in 2020), but would “highly likely” require those skills in order to perform their jobs in 2025, of the total number
who indicated they did not apply those skills today. The share of current digitally skilled workers expected to retire by 2025 was estimated based on the share of survey
respondents who indicated they were 60 years old and above in 2020.
217. The highest overall employment to working-age population ratio seen in the six countries was 66% (Australia) in 2019. Source: International Labor Organization (2020),
“Employment-to-population ratio by sex and age”. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
218. International Labor Organization, “ILOSTAT”. Available at: https://ilostat.ilo.org/data/
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TABLE A2: PROJECTING DIGITAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS BY 2025
WORKER
TYPE
Current digitally
skilled workers

ASSUMPTIONS FOR 2025
“Business-as-usual” scenario

Based on the country’s forecasted
digital skill needs in 2025 for today’s
(2020) digitally skilled workers

DATA
SOURCE/S

“Digital leadership” scenario

Based on the forecasted “best-in-class”
digital skill requirements in 2025219

•

Digital Skills
Worker Survey
2020220

•

Interviews with
technology
experts and
business leaders

•

Digital Skills
Worker Survey
2020222

•

Interviews with
technology
experts and
business leaders

Future workers

Current
non-digitally
skilled workers

Based on the country’s current (2020)
digital skill profile of workers who
apply only basic digital skills at work

Disenfranchised
workers

Based on the “best-in-class” digital skill
profile of workers who apply only basic
digital skills at work221

2C. FORECASTING DIGITAL SKILL TRAINING
NEEDS BETWEEN 2020 AND 2025
To meet the forecasted future digital skill needs in 2025,
the quantity of skill trainings required between 2020 and
2025 were estimated for each country. These are termed
“digital skill trainings”. A unit of measurement used to
quantify the demand for skills in the workforce, one
“digital skill training” refers to the training of one worker in
one digital skill from the proficiency level required in 2020
to the relevant proficiency level required in 2025. The total
number of digital skill trainings required is therefore very
likely to exceed the number of workers requiring such
skills, since it is highly probable that each worker will need
to acquire multiple digital skills during the time period.
The number of digital skill trainings required between
2020 and 2025 for each country was derived by
subtracting the current stock of digital skills from the
forecasted stock of digital skills in 2025. The stock of
digital skills refers to the total number of digital skills
collectively applied by digitally skilled workers in the
country, with one digital skill referring to one digital skill
possessed by one worker. The stock of digital skills in 2020
and 2025 was estimated by totaling the estimated number
of workers applying (or expected to require to apply,
in 2025) each digital skill under the APAC Digital Skills
Framework, across all 28 digital skills in the framework.
219. This was based on Singapore’s forecasted digital skill profile for 2025, due to the country’s leading of the advanced digital skills sub-index.
220. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea.
221. This was based on India’s current (2020) digital skill profile for workers who apply only basic skills, since across all countries, these workers exhibit the highest share
applying basic skills in at least 7 competences (at 67%).
222. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea.
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TABLE A2: PROJECTING DIGITAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS BY 2025
WORKER
TYPE
Current digitally
skilled workers

ASSUMPTIONS FOR 2025
“Business-as-usual” scenario

Based on the country’s forecasted
digital skill needs in 2025 for today’s
(2020) digitally skilled workers

DATA
SOURCE/S

“Digital leadership” scenario

Based on the forecasted “best-in-class”
digital skill requirements in 2025219

•

Digital Skills
Worker Survey
2020220

•

Interviews with
technology
experts and
business leaders

•

Digital Skills
Worker Survey
2020222

•

Interviews with
technology
experts and
business leaders

Future workers

Current
non-digitally
skilled workers

Based on the country’s current (2020)
digital skill profile of workers who
apply only basic digital skills at work

Disenfranchised
workers

Based on the “best-in-class” digital skill
profile of workers who apply only basic
digital skills at work221

2C. FORECASTING DIGITAL SKILL TRAINING
NEEDS BETWEEN 2020 AND 2025
To meet the forecasted future digital skill needs in 2025,
the quantity of skill trainings required between 2020 and
2025 were estimated for each country. These are termed
“digital skill trainings”. A unit of measurement used to
quantify the demand for skills in the workforce, one
“digital skill training” refers to the training of one worker in
one digital skill from the proficiency level required in 2020
to the relevant proficiency level required in 2025. The total
number of digital skill trainings required is therefore very
likely to exceed the number of workers requiring such
skills, since it is highly probable that each worker will need
to acquire multiple digital skills during the time period.
The number of digital skill trainings required between
2020 and 2025 for each country was derived by
subtracting the current stock of digital skills from the
forecasted stock of digital skills in 2025. The stock of
digital skills refers to the total number of digital skills
collectively applied by digitally skilled workers in the
country, with one digital skill referring to one digital skill
possessed by one worker. The stock of digital skills in 2020
and 2025 was estimated by totaling the estimated number
of workers applying (or expected to require to apply,
in 2025) each digital skill under the APAC Digital Skills
Framework, across all 28 digital skills in the framework.
219. This was based on Singapore’s forecasted digital skill profile for 2025, due to the country’s leading of the advanced digital skills sub-index.
220. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea.
221. This was based on India’s current (2020) digital skill profile for workers who apply only basic skills, since across all countries, these workers exhibit the highest share
applying basic skills in at least 7 competences (at 67%).
222. 3,196 workers were surveyed across the six countries included in this study: Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore and South Korea.
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ASIA PACIFIC DIGITAL SKILLS FRAMEWORK

ASIA PACIFIC DIGITAL SKILLS FRAMEWORK

PROFICIENCY LEVELS
COMPETENCE
AREAS

“INTEGRATOR”

“INNOVATOR”

Maintainers

Developers and

of digital

creators of digital

the ability to

environments

tools, software

digital software and

use specialized

with the ability to

and applications

hardware that are

digital software

customize digital

that get used by

typically targeted at

and hardware

solutions to

integrators and

the wider consumer

for certain job

organizations’

users to address

market, requiring

functions and/

needs, with an

often complex

basic technological

or industry

understanding

business or

knowhow

sectors, requiring

of their business

organizational

intermediate

implications and

goals, with

or advanced of

the ability to guide

often pioneering

technological

users on these

research,

knowhow

solutions

knowledge and/

“FOUNDATIONAL

“SPECIALIZED

USER”

USER”

are aware of digital

Individuals with

Individuals with

tools and activities,

the ability to use

but do not apply
and conduct them
at work

“DIGITAL LEARNER”
Individuals who

PROFICIENCY LEVELS
COMPETENCE
AREAS

“DIGITAL
LEARNER”

“FOUNDATIONAL
USER”

“SPECIALIZED
USER”

1.
Devices and
software
operations
(cont’d)

“INTEGRATOR”

“INNOVATOR”

using digital tools
(e.g. Selenium,
IBM Rational
Quality Manager)
•

Analyze
application and/
or software
performance
statistics and
user feedback,
resolving bugs as
required

•

Review, optimize
and align network
performance with
business needs,
and program
basic rules into
Software-Defined
Networking (SDN)
applications

or application of
new advanced
technologies

VERTICAL SKILLS
“DIGITAL
LEARNER”

1.
Devices and
software
operations

“FOUNDATIONAL
USER”

“SPECIALIZED
USER”

“INTEGRATOR”

“INNOVATOR”

I am aware of the

I use basic digital

I use digital software

I deploy software

I create protocols for

uses of various

software and/

and/or hardware

and/or hardware

operations support

software and digital

or hardware that

that require an

for use in

relating to new

tools, but do not use

require a basic level

intermediate or

organizations by

digital software and/

them at work.

of technological

advanced level

applying an in-depth

or hardware, and

knowhow – typically

of technological

understanding of

have experience

aimed at the mass

knowhow – typically

different software

being part of the

consumer market.

specialized software

and hardware

full software and/

for my industry and/

offerings, and

or hardware

or job function.

iterating them

development cycle.

For example:
•

•

•

Word processing
software
(e.g., Microsoft
Word, Google
Docs)
Work-relevant
software and/
or mobile
applications (e.g.,
smartphone video
conferencing
apps), including
those to
participate in the
gig economy (e.g.,
Grab, Upwork,
Freelancer)
Installing and
updating software
(e.g., operating
systems)

For example:
•

•

Enterprise
software
(e.g., SAP ERP)
Industry-specific
software
(e.g., NetSuite
Manufacturing,
Adobe
AutoCAD in the
architecture
and engineering
industry, medical
diagnosis
software in
the healthcare
industry)

on the backend
in order to adapt
them to specific

•

or organizational
their operational

•

reliability
through network
administration and
maintenance.
For example:
•

•

•

Application
Programming
Interface (API)
for data storage
services
Coding and
knowledge
of backend
programming
languages (e.g.,
Ruby, PHP,
Python, Java)
Conduct software
and web
performance tests

I am aware of the

I use digital tools

I use specialized

I apply an in-

I establish strategies

digital techniques

to collect and

software tools for

depth knowledge

for the creation

deployed to collect,

perform basic

data visualization,

of data mining,

of large-scale

manage and analyze

analysis of data and

database

engineering and

data models and

data, but do not use

information.

administration

science techniques

structures, and

and advanced

to customize and

spearhead the

data analytics.

process datasets

development and

for organizations,

implementation

and guide others

of database

on them.

technology,

them at work.

For example:
•

•

For example:

business and/
needs. I also ensure

2.
Information and
data literacy

•

Robotics
development
(e.g., machine
design, motion
control)
Coding, software
development and
engineering using
both backend
and frontend
programming
languages (e.g.,
C++, Python, Java)
Hardware
development
(e.g., PCB design,
development
for modules and
products)

•

Conduct research
using online
databases and
search engines
Perform data
entry and basic
analysis using
relevant massmarket software
(e.g., Microsoft
Excel)
Use basic
data analysis
techniques
such as linear
regression
analysis using
statistical
software
(e.g., SPSS, R, SAS,
Microsoft Excel)

For example:
•

•

•

Convert data into
usable databases
(e.g., Tableau,
QlikView,
DataWrapper)

For example:
•

Database
administration,
monitoring and
troubleshooting
(e.g., Microsoft
Access)
Perform
advanced
data analytics
(e.g., non-linear
regression
techniques,
non- structural
inference)
using advanced
statistical
software
and big data
analytics tools
(e.g., Wolfram
Mathematica,
SPSS, R, Zoho
Analytics,
Microsoft Power
BI, TensorFlow)

•

•

Mine and
engineer
new datasets
through the
use of scraping
or statistical
software plug-ins
(e.g., developing
web crawlers,
business
intelligence
software)
Manage and
process large
datasets through
the use of
relevant software
utilities (e.g.,
Apache Hadoop),
and programming
tools and
languages (e.g.,
SQL, MapReduce,
MPP)
Design data
models and
data flow
diagrams and
mechanisms to
optimize the flow,
maintenance,
storage and
retrieval of data

architectures,
software and
facilities, including
for data in
unstructured
formats.
For example:
•

Develop complex
big data models
using advanced
technology
applications
(e.g., machine
learning, neural
networks, deep
learning) and big
data analytics
tools (e.g., Spark)

•

Develop digital
tools to analyze
data, including
unstructured data
(e.g., software
and applications
to process image
and voice data,
video analytics)
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PROFICIENCY LEVELS
COMPETENCE
AREAS

“INTEGRATOR”

“INNOVATOR”

Maintainers

Developers and

of digital

creators of digital

the ability to

environments

tools, software

digital software and

use specialized

with the ability to

and applications

hardware that are

digital software

customize digital

that get used by

typically targeted at

and hardware

solutions to

integrators and

the wider consumer

for certain job

organizations’

users to address

market, requiring

functions and/

needs, with an

often complex

basic technological

or industry

understanding

business or

knowhow

sectors, requiring

of their business

organizational

intermediate

implications and

goals, with

or advanced of

the ability to guide

often pioneering

technological

users on these

research,

knowhow

solutions

knowledge and/

“FOUNDATIONAL

“SPECIALIZED

USER”

USER”

are aware of digital

Individuals with

Individuals with

tools and activities,

the ability to use

but do not apply
and conduct them
at work

“DIGITAL LEARNER”
Individuals who

PROFICIENCY LEVELS
COMPETENCE
AREAS

“DIGITAL
LEARNER”

“FOUNDATIONAL
USER”

“SPECIALIZED
USER”

1.
Devices and
software
operations
(cont’d)

“INTEGRATOR”

“INNOVATOR”

using digital tools
(e.g. Selenium,
IBM Rational
Quality Manager)
•

Analyze
application and/
or software
performance
statistics and
user feedback,
resolving bugs as
required

•

Review, optimize
and align network
performance with
business needs,
and program
basic rules into
Software-Defined
Networking (SDN)
applications

or application of
new advanced
technologies

VERTICAL SKILLS
“DIGITAL
LEARNER”

1.
Devices and
software
operations

“FOUNDATIONAL
USER”

“SPECIALIZED
USER”

“INTEGRATOR”

“INNOVATOR”

I am aware of the

I use basic digital

I use digital software

I deploy software

I create protocols for

uses of various

software and/

and/or hardware

and/or hardware

operations support

software and digital

or hardware that

that require an

for use in

relating to new

tools, but do not use

require a basic level

intermediate or

organizations by

digital software and/

them at work.

of technological

advanced level

applying an in-depth

or hardware, and

knowhow – typically

of technological

understanding of

have experience

aimed at the mass

knowhow – typically

different software

being part of the

consumer market.

specialized software

and hardware

full software and/

for my industry and/

offerings, and

or hardware

or job function.

iterating them

development cycle.

For example:
•

•

•

Word processing
software
(e.g., Microsoft
Word, Google
Docs)
Work-relevant
software and/
or mobile
applications (e.g.,
smartphone video
conferencing
apps), including
those to
participate in the
gig economy (e.g.,
Grab, Upwork,
Freelancer)
Installing and
updating software
(e.g., operating
systems)

For example:
•

•

Enterprise
software
(e.g., SAP ERP)
Industry-specific
software
(e.g., NetSuite
Manufacturing,
Adobe
AutoCAD in the
architecture
and engineering
industry, medical
diagnosis
software in
the healthcare
industry)

on the backend
in order to adapt
them to specific

•

or organizational
their operational

•

reliability
through network
administration and
maintenance.
For example:
•

•

•

Application
Programming
Interface (API)
for data storage
services
Coding and
knowledge
of backend
programming
languages (e.g.,
Ruby, PHP,
Python, Java)
Conduct software
and web
performance tests

I am aware of the

I use digital tools

I use specialized

I apply an in-

I establish strategies

digital techniques

to collect and

software tools for

depth knowledge

for the creation

deployed to collect,

perform basic

data visualization,

of data mining,

of large-scale

manage and analyze

analysis of data and

database

engineering and

data models and

data, but do not use

information.

administration

science techniques

structures, and

and advanced

to customize and

spearhead the

data analytics.

process datasets

development and

for organizations,

implementation

and guide others

of database

on them.

technology,

them at work.

For example:
•

•

For example:

business and/
needs. I also ensure

2.
Information and
data literacy

•

Robotics
development
(e.g., machine
design, motion
control)
Coding, software
development and
engineering using
both backend
and frontend
programming
languages (e.g.,
C++, Python, Java)
Hardware
development
(e.g., PCB design,
development
for modules and
products)

•

Conduct research
using online
databases and
search engines
Perform data
entry and basic
analysis using
relevant massmarket software
(e.g., Microsoft
Excel)
Use basic
data analysis
techniques
such as linear
regression
analysis using
statistical
software
(e.g., SPSS, R, SAS,
Microsoft Excel)

For example:
•

•

•

Convert data into
usable databases
(e.g., Tableau,
QlikView,
DataWrapper)

For example:
•

Database
administration,
monitoring and
troubleshooting
(e.g., Microsoft
Access)
Perform
advanced
data analytics
(e.g., non-linear
regression
techniques,
non- structural
inference)
using advanced
statistical
software
and big data
analytics tools
(e.g., Wolfram
Mathematica,
SPSS, R, Zoho
Analytics,
Microsoft Power
BI, TensorFlow)

•

•

Mine and
engineer
new datasets
through the
use of scraping
or statistical
software plug-ins
(e.g., developing
web crawlers,
business
intelligence
software)
Manage and
process large
datasets through
the use of
relevant software
utilities (e.g.,
Apache Hadoop),
and programming
tools and
languages (e.g.,
SQL, MapReduce,
MPP)
Design data
models and
data flow
diagrams and
mechanisms to
optimize the flow,
maintenance,
storage and
retrieval of data

architectures,
software and
facilities, including
for data in
unstructured
formats.
For example:
•

Develop complex
big data models
using advanced
technology
applications
(e.g., machine
learning, neural
networks, deep
learning) and big
data analytics
tools (e.g., Spark)

•

Develop digital
tools to analyze
data, including
unstructured data
(e.g., software
and applications
to process image
and voice data,
video analytics)
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PROFICIENCY LEVELS
COMPETENCE
AREAS
3.
Digital content
or product
creation

“DIGITAL
LEARNER”

“FOUNDATIONAL
USER”

“SPECIALIZED
USER”

PROFICIENCY LEVELS
“INTEGRATOR”

“INNOVATOR”

I am aware of the

I generate

I develop

I apply and integrate

I create new web

digital tools and

content online

websites, graphics,

a variety of digital

applications, games,

techniques used

and/or develop

animations, mobile

tools to develop

software and/

to create digital

websites, graphics,

application, videos

customized digital

or other forms

content, but do not

animations, videos,

and/or other forms

content and/

use them at work.

and other forms of

of digital content

digital content (e.g.,

COMPETENCE
AREAS
4.
Cloud
computing
competencies

“DIGITAL
LEARNER”

“FOUNDATIONAL
USER”

“SPECIALIZED
USER”

“INTEGRATOR”

“INNOVATOR”

I am aware of

I use cloud-based

I use cloud-based

I help my team,

I design and refine

cloud computing

software-as-a-

software-as-a-

organization and/or

new cloud and

technologies and

service (SaaS)

service (SaaS)

other stakeholders

hybrid architectures

cloud-based tools,

applications and

applications and

(e.g., customers)

to deliver new

of original digital

but do not use them

tools requiring basic

tools for specialized

transition from on

secure, scalable,

or products for

content, as well as

at work.

digital expertise

job or industry-

premises-based

resilient, efficient

using specialized

organizations

the tools to develop

for work.

specific functions.

IT environments

and cost-effective

films, music) using

software and

(applying a strong

these for integrators

to cloud-based

solutions for

established mass-

applications that

understanding

and users,

or hybrid cloud

businesses and

market software

require intermediate

of their business

applying advanced

environments,

organizations.

and applications for

or advanced

applications), adopt

technologies in the

such purposes.

digital knowhow.

human-centric

process.

For example:

For example:

•

•

•

•

Generate digital
content on social
media platforms
(e.g. Facebook,
LinkedIn)
Website design
and development
using massmarket website
building tools
(e.g., Wix, Yola,
Google Sites)
Create graphics,
animation and/or
videos using the
basic functions of
relevant software
(e.g., Adobe
Photoshop/
Illustrator/
InDesign, 3D
Studio Max,
Final Cut Pro)

•

Website design
and development
using Content
Management
System software
(e.g., WordPress,
Drupal,
Joomla) and
Search Engine
Optimization
tools (e.g., Google
Keyword Planner,
SEMrush,
Longtail PRO)
Create graphics,
animation and/
or videos using
relevant software
(e.g., Adobe
Photoshop/
Illustrator/
InDesign, 3D
Studio Max, Final
Cut Pro)

•

Knowledge of
web development
languages
(e.g., JavaScript,
HTMLX)

•

Mobile app
development
using established
tools
(e.g., Xamarin,
Appcelerator,
Amplifier)

design principles,
and guide users
in their use of

For example:
•

these tools.
For example:
•

•

Design humancomputer
interaction
(e.g., usability
testing and
feedback testing)
Use of established
UI/UX tools
(e.g., Balsamiq,
InVision)

•

Deploy
programming
languages
(e.g., C++,
Python, Java) for
basic software
development

•

Use software
to identify
and fix errors
in websites,
optimizing web
pages, and/
or upgrading
website plug-ins
and software
(e.g., Google
Webmaster,
LinkStant)

Advanced
knowledge of
programming
languages
(e.g., game
programming
with C++, Unity
engine)

•

UI/UX design
(e.g., web
interface design
techniques)

•

Application
of advanced
technologies
such as machine
learning and
Internet of Things
in digital content
creation

For example:

For example:

•

•

Mass market
cloud-based SaaS
work applications
(e.g., Office 365,
Google Drive,
Amazon Chime,
Zoom, Amazon
Quicksight,
Amazon Pinpoint,
Dropbox)

•

Specialized
cloud-based
tools for specific
job functions
(e.g., Quickbooks
for invoicing,
Salesforce
for customer
relationship
management,
NetSuite for
enterprise
resource
planning)

with a strong
understanding
of their business

For example:
•

Re-architect
existing
applications to be
serverless

•

Implement
continuous
deployment,
chaos engineering
and other DevOps
practices to
increase update
frequency, reduce
failure rates and
recovery times

implications.
For example:
•

Convert
organizations to
“cloud-native”
architectures
through the use
of established
cloud-based
tools for core
storage, compute,
and database
management
(e.g., Amazon
Elastic Compute
Cloud or EC2,
Amazon Simple
Storage Service
or S3, Amazon
Relational
Database Service
or RDS)

•

Migrate and
manage existing
IT workloads
to the cloud
environment
following known
patterns, with the
ability to forecast
future workloads
on the cloud

•

Automate
deployments of
common patterns
to improve
repeatability and
productivity

Specialized cloudbased tools for
specific industries
(e.g., Salesforce
Financial Services
Cloud)
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of original digital
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secure, scalable,

or products for

content, as well as
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resilient, efficient

using specialized

organizations

the tools to develop

for work.
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IT environments
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films, music) using

software and
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to cloud-based

solutions for

established mass-
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and users,

or hybrid cloud

businesses and

market software

require intermediate

of their business

applying advanced

environments,

organizations.

and applications for

or advanced

applications), adopt

technologies in the

such purposes.

digital knowhow.

human-centric

process.

For example:

For example:

•

•

•

•

Generate digital
content on social
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(e.g. Facebook,
LinkedIn)
Website design
and development
using massmarket website
building tools
(e.g., Wix, Yola,
Google Sites)
Create graphics,
animation and/or
videos using the
basic functions of
relevant software
(e.g., Adobe
Photoshop/
Illustrator/
InDesign, 3D
Studio Max,
Final Cut Pro)
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Website design
and development
using Content
Management
System software
(e.g., WordPress,
Drupal,
Joomla) and
Search Engine
Optimization
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Keyword Planner,
SEMrush,
Longtail PRO)
Create graphics,
animation and/
or videos using
relevant software
(e.g., Adobe
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InDesign, 3D
Studio Max, Final
Cut Pro)
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Knowledge of
web development
languages
(e.g., JavaScript,
HTMLX)

•

Mobile app
development
using established
tools
(e.g., Xamarin,
Appcelerator,
Amplifier)

design principles,
and guide users
in their use of

For example:
•

these tools.
For example:
•

•

Design humancomputer
interaction
(e.g., usability
testing and
feedback testing)
Use of established
UI/UX tools
(e.g., Balsamiq,
InVision)

•

Deploy
programming
languages
(e.g., C++,
Python, Java) for
basic software
development

•

Use software
to identify
and fix errors
in websites,
optimizing web
pages, and/
or upgrading
website plug-ins
and software
(e.g., Google
Webmaster,
LinkStant)

Advanced
knowledge of
programming
languages
(e.g., game
programming
with C++, Unity
engine)

•

UI/UX design
(e.g., web
interface design
techniques)

•

Application
of advanced
technologies
such as machine
learning and
Internet of Things
in digital content
creation
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Mass market
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work applications
(e.g., Office 365,
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Quicksight,
Amazon Pinpoint,
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Specialized
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job functions
(e.g., Quickbooks
for invoicing,
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for customer
relationship
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NetSuite for
enterprise
resource
planning)

with a strong
understanding
of their business
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Re-architect
existing
applications to be
serverless
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Implement
continuous
deployment,
chaos engineering
and other DevOps
practices to
increase update
frequency, reduce
failure rates and
recovery times

implications.
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Convert
organizations to
“cloud-native”
architectures
through the use
of established
cloud-based
tools for core
storage, compute,
and database
management
(e.g., Amazon
Elastic Compute
Cloud or EC2,
Amazon Simple
Storage Service
or S3, Amazon
Relational
Database Service
or RDS)

•

Migrate and
manage existing
IT workloads
to the cloud
environment
following known
patterns, with the
ability to forecast
future workloads
on the cloud
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Automate
deployments of
common patterns
to improve
repeatability and
productivity

Specialized cloudbased tools for
specific industries
(e.g., Salesforce
Financial Services
Cloud)
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COMPETENCE
AREAS

HORIZONTAL SKILLS
COMPETENCE
AREAS
5.
Digital
communication
and
collaboration

“DIGITAL
LEARNER”

“FOUNDATIONAL
USER”

“SPECIALIZED
USER”

“INTEGRATOR”

“INNOVATOR”

I develop protocols,

I develop digital

checks, and

security and cyber

guidelines to

forensics tools,

ensure appropriate

software and

standards of digital

techniques that

ethics, security,

could be deployed

and privacy are

across multiple

maintained, and

organizations

when these have

and jurisdictions.

tools and techniques

via digital mediums.

systems and

tools for digital

modes of digital

communication

privacy but do not

communication to

and collaboration.

apply them at work.

but do not use them

•

Use enterprise communication software
(e.g., e-mail)

•

Use VOIP software (e.g., Skype, Zoom)

•

Use business collaboration software
(e.g., SharePoint, Dropbox, Google Drive)

develop optimal
digital collaboration
and communication
tools for my team,
organization and/or
other stakeholders
(e.g., customers).
For example:
•

•

Incorporating
chatbots
into internal
organization
communication
systems and/
or as part of
customer service

•

Integrate different
mediums
of digital
communication
and collaboration
such as online
chat, video
conferencing
and virtual
whiteboard tools
into one system
for optimal
collaboration
processes

Develop the tools
and technologies
required by
integrators to
customize digital
communication
systems for
organizations
(e.g., video
conferencing
and chatbot
technology and
applications)
Develop new
modes of
collaboration
(e.g., Virtual
Reality,
Augmented
Reality)

I am aware of digital

I identify the suitable digital software

I use digital tools

I use advanced

software and/or

and hardware required to solve problems

to streamline work

problem-solving

hardware that could

encountered at work, and make use of them

processes and

computational

be used to solve

to solve the problem.

resolve systemic

techniques.

problems at work,
but do not use them.

For example:
•

Identify the right software to use in order
to fulfil a required task at work (e.g., use of
the suitable statistical software to efficiently
analyze data)

problems and/
or bottlenecks
encountered

•

organization or
other stakeholders
(e.g., customers),
with a strong
understanding of
business feasibility.
For example:
Automate
processes to
streamline
and optimize
workflows, for
instance, through
implementing
algorithms

security and data

For example:
•
•

Practice basic netiquette (e.g., not sharing
inappropriate content)
Apply cyber-hygiene practices (e.g., refrain
from clicking links likely to be online frauds,
phishing and fake news, use anti-virus
software or applications)

•

Safeguard one’s own data privacy

been compromised,

•

Knowledge or awareness of data protection
and privacy regulations (e.g., General Data
Protection Regulation)

diagnose and
resolve issues.

Develop
and create
computational
models, tools
and techniques
to implement
new solutions
and apply to
other problems
(e.g., scientific
computing highperformance
computing, finite
element analysis)

•

Natural language
processing
(e.g., text
mining, speech
recognition)

•

Develop and train
machine learning
models to solve
problems

For example:
•

Artificial
intelligence
ethics systems
(e.g., when
designing
Artificial Moral
Agents, designing
fairness testing
tools, research
in algorithmic
explainability for
deep learning
models)

•

Develop
computer
security tools
(e.g., firewalls)

•

Define new cyber
forensics tools,
techniques and
methodologies
and lead cyber
forensics
investigations on
an international
scale

For example:
•

Develop cyber
risk assessment
techniques
and implement
measures to
address identified
cybersecurity
risks, threats and
vulnerabilities

•

Establish
digital forensic
investigation
policies and
protocols for
organizations,
and manage
multiple
investigations

•

Deploy
cybersecurity
measures
(e.g., conducting
threat and
vulnerability
assessments, IT
security AUD its,
development
of encryption
tools, identity
and access
management,
Distributed Denial
of Service or
DDOS mitigation)

•

Conduct privacy
risk assessments
and data
governance

•

Implement
software
solutions and
protocols for
personal data/
privacy protection
for teams
(e.g., web content
filtering, macros
for email filtering)

For example:

by my team,

•

digital ethics,

For example:
•

“INNOVATOR”

principles when using computers at work.

I develop new

and collaboration,

“INTEGRATOR”

I apply basic data privacy and cyber-hygiene

I integrate different

For example:

“SPECIALIZED
USER”

principles behind

I communicate and collaborate with others

for communication

“FOUNDATIONAL
USER”

I am aware of the

I am aware of digital

at work.

6.
Digital
problem solving

7.
Digital security
and ethics

“DIGITAL
LEARNER”
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COMPETENCE
AREAS

HORIZONTAL SKILLS
COMPETENCE
AREAS
5.
Digital
communication
and
collaboration

“DIGITAL
LEARNER”

“FOUNDATIONAL
USER”

“SPECIALIZED
USER”

“INTEGRATOR”

“INNOVATOR”

I develop protocols,

I develop digital

checks, and

security and cyber

guidelines to

forensics tools,

ensure appropriate

software and

standards of digital

techniques that

ethics, security,

could be deployed

and privacy are

across multiple

maintained, and

organizations

when these have

and jurisdictions.

tools and techniques

via digital mediums.

systems and

tools for digital

modes of digital

communication

privacy but do not

communication to

and collaboration.

apply them at work.

but do not use them

•

Use enterprise communication software
(e.g., e-mail)

•

Use VOIP software (e.g., Skype, Zoom)

•

Use business collaboration software
(e.g., SharePoint, Dropbox, Google Drive)

develop optimal
digital collaboration
and communication
tools for my team,
organization and/or
other stakeholders
(e.g., customers).
For example:
•

•

Incorporating
chatbots
into internal
organization
communication
systems and/
or as part of
customer service

•

Integrate different
mediums
of digital
communication
and collaboration
such as online
chat, video
conferencing
and virtual
whiteboard tools
into one system
for optimal
collaboration
processes

Develop the tools
and technologies
required by
integrators to
customize digital
communication
systems for
organizations
(e.g., video
conferencing
and chatbot
technology and
applications)
Develop new
modes of
collaboration
(e.g., Virtual
Reality,
Augmented
Reality)

I am aware of digital

I identify the suitable digital software

I use digital tools

I use advanced

software and/or

and hardware required to solve problems

to streamline work

problem-solving

hardware that could

encountered at work, and make use of them

processes and

computational

be used to solve

to solve the problem.

resolve systemic

techniques.

problems at work,
but do not use them.

For example:
•

Identify the right software to use in order
to fulfil a required task at work (e.g., use of
the suitable statistical software to efficiently
analyze data)

problems and/
or bottlenecks
encountered

•

organization or
other stakeholders
(e.g., customers),
with a strong
understanding of
business feasibility.
For example:
Automate
processes to
streamline
and optimize
workflows, for
instance, through
implementing
algorithms

security and data

For example:
•
•

Practice basic netiquette (e.g., not sharing
inappropriate content)
Apply cyber-hygiene practices (e.g., refrain
from clicking links likely to be online frauds,
phishing and fake news, use anti-virus
software or applications)

•

Safeguard one’s own data privacy

been compromised,

•

Knowledge or awareness of data protection
and privacy regulations (e.g., General Data
Protection Regulation)

diagnose and
resolve issues.

Develop
and create
computational
models, tools
and techniques
to implement
new solutions
and apply to
other problems
(e.g., scientific
computing highperformance
computing, finite
element analysis)

•

Natural language
processing
(e.g., text
mining, speech
recognition)

•

Develop and train
machine learning
models to solve
problems

For example:
•

Artificial
intelligence
ethics systems
(e.g., when
designing
Artificial Moral
Agents, designing
fairness testing
tools, research
in algorithmic
explainability for
deep learning
models)

•

Develop
computer
security tools
(e.g., firewalls)

•

Define new cyber
forensics tools,
techniques and
methodologies
and lead cyber
forensics
investigations on
an international
scale

For example:
•

Develop cyber
risk assessment
techniques
and implement
measures to
address identified
cybersecurity
risks, threats and
vulnerabilities

•

Establish
digital forensic
investigation
policies and
protocols for
organizations,
and manage
multiple
investigations

•

Deploy
cybersecurity
measures
(e.g., conducting
threat and
vulnerability
assessments, IT
security AUD its,
development
of encryption
tools, identity
and access
management,
Distributed Denial
of Service or
DDOS mitigation)

•

Conduct privacy
risk assessments
and data
governance

•

Implement
software
solutions and
protocols for
personal data/
privacy protection
for teams
(e.g., web content
filtering, macros
for email filtering)

For example:

by my team,

•

digital ethics,

For example:
•

“INNOVATOR”

principles when using computers at work.

I develop new

and collaboration,

“INTEGRATOR”

I apply basic data privacy and cyber-hygiene

I integrate different

For example:

“SPECIALIZED
USER”

principles behind

I communicate and collaborate with others

for communication

“FOUNDATIONAL
USER”

I am aware of the

I am aware of digital

at work.

6.
Digital
problem solving

7.
Digital security
and ethics

“DIGITAL
LEARNER”
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COMPETENCE
AREAS
8.
Digital project
management

“DIGITAL
LEARNER”

“FOUNDATIONAL
USER”

“SPECIALIZED
USER”

“INTEGRATOR”

“INNOVATOR”

I am part of the

I manage projects with low digital complexity,

I plan and drive

I lead the end-to-

team delivering

managing timelines, resources, risks and

medium-to-large

end management of

digital or digitally-

stakeholders.

scale digital

large complex digital

projects, including

projects (or multiple

allocating resources

such projects

to different

concurrently),

workstreams

coordinating project

within the project,

interdependencies,

and engaging

ensuring alignment

stakeholders on the

with strategic

project’s progress

business priorities.

enabled solutions
and undertake some
of the activities

For example:
•

within the project
(e.g., working
on an individual

•

workstream),
but do not lead
and manage the
whole process.

•

Manage projects to deliver digital or
digitally-enabled solutions (e.g., videos
for marketing purposes, online research
publications)
Manage projects to deliver small-scale
digital projects (e.g., web scraping project
to collect data for customers, developing a
new website)
Document business requirements, and
identify basic digital needs as well as
potential solutions

and outcomes,
ensuring that
they meet specific

For example:
•

Manage a
complex project
to create a
new software
application or
large scale digital
services for
the market

•

Lead
comprehensive
analysis to
understand
underlying
business drivers
and deliver
IT solutions

business and/
or organizational
needs.
For example:
•

Manage a
project to help
organizations of
medium-to-large
sizes transition
from on-premises
facility to the
cloud using
existing cloud
technologies

•

Analyze business
requirements
from key
stakeholders and
assess relevant
solutions and
their potential
impact
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I am part of the
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I plan and drive

I lead the end-to-

team delivering
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end management of
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stakeholders.

scale digital

large complex digital

projects, including

projects (or multiple
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to different

concurrently),

workstreams

coordinating project

within the project,

interdependencies,

and engaging

ensuring alignment

stakeholders on the
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enabled solutions
and undertake some
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For example:
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within the project
(e.g., working
on an individual

•

workstream),
but do not lead
and manage the
whole process.

•

Manage projects to deliver digital or
digitally-enabled solutions (e.g., videos
for marketing purposes, online research
publications)
Manage projects to deliver small-scale
digital projects (e.g., web scraping project
to collect data for customers, developing a
new website)
Document business requirements, and
identify basic digital needs as well as
potential solutions

and outcomes,
ensuring that
they meet specific

For example:
•

Manage a
complex project
to create a
new software
application or
large scale digital
services for
the market

•

Lead
comprehensive
analysis to
understand
underlying
business drivers
and deliver
IT solutions

business and/
or organizational
needs.
For example:
•

Manage a
project to help
organizations of
medium-to-large
sizes transition
from on-premises
facility to the
cloud using
existing cloud
technologies

•

Analyze business
requirements
from key
stakeholders and
assess relevant
solutions and
their potential
impact
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